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1 ABSTRACT  
The trend toward the electrification of functionalities magnifies the part played by power electronic 

converters, which are continuously expected to deliver more power, at a lower cost, in a smaller volume and 

always with a high reliability. To this end, high switching frequency integrated converters, and especially 

Printed-Circuit-Board (PCB) –integrated devices, could embody an interesting paradigm. This however raises 

new challenges, in particular regarding the need for low-profile, planar, components. 

This study focuses on a structure of magnetic component made of a PCB placed between two plates of 

ferro- or ferri-magnetic material. Concentric spirals are printed on the PCB to form the winding(s) of the device. 

The plates of magnetic material decrease the reluctance of the magnetic path, whilst improving the Electro-

Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) of the device by acting as a magnetic shield. A multi-physical modelling of this 

structure is described in this report. Both the magneto-static and magneto-dynamic are characterised, the 

electrostatics of the device is estimated, expressions of the core and copper losses are derived, thermal is 

assessed and some considerations on EMC are drawn.  

Finally, a prototype is manufactured and characterised. The measured results are confronted with those 

obtained using Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) and the derived modelling. An ideality factor is introduced as an 

estimator of the correlation between the results simulated using FEA and those of the modelling. It appears 

that, in the somewhat restricted domain of interest, the correlation is satisfying. As for the physical 

measurements, they differ from the calculated and simulated results mostly due to the limited accuracy of the 

modelling and to the chosen dimensioning not being ideal enough for the derived modelling to give proper 

results. 
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2 SAMMANFATTNING  

Trenden att elektrifiera diverse funktionaliteter förstärker betydelsen av effektelektroniken, vilken 

förväntas att kunna hantera högre effekter till lägre kostnad och mindre volym, och med en hög tillförlitlighet. 

Mot bakgrund av detta är integrerade effektomvandlare med hög switchfrekvens, och speciellt 

komponenter som integreras i kretskortet, ett mycket intressant utvecklingsområde. Detta innebär emellertid 

nya utmaningar, speciellt beträffande behovet av nya planara komponenter med låg bygghöjd. 

Detta arbete fokuserar på en struktur för magnetiska komponenter som bygger på ett kretskort som 

placeras mellan två skikt av ferro- eller ferrimagnetiska material. Koncentriska spiraler realiseras som lindningar 

på kretskortet. Skikten med magnetiskt material minskar reluktansen i den magnetiska kretsen, samtidigt som 

den förbättrar den elektromagnetiska kompatibiliteten (EMC) genom att verka som skärmar. 

En multifysik-modell av denna struktur beskrivs i denna rapport. Med denna undersöks magnetostatiska, 

magnetodynamiska och elektrostatiska egenskaper. Dessutom härleds uttryck för kärn- och lindningsförluster 

samt termiska storheter. Även vissa slutsatser meträffande EMC dras. 

Slutligen tillverkas och karakteriseras en prototyp. De uppmätta värdena jämförs med värden beräknade 

med finita-elementanalys och värden erhållna med hjälp av den utvecklade modellen. En idealitetsfaktor införs 

för kvantifiering av korrelationen mellan värden från modellen och finita-elementanalysen. Det förefaller som 

om correlationen är tillfredställande inom det något restriktiva arbetsområdet. När det gäller de 

experimentella resultaten avviker de från de beräknade och simulerade värdena i första hand pga den 

begränsade noggrannheten i modelleringen och den valda dimensioneringen, som inte var tillräckligt ideal för 

att modelleringen skulle kunna ge tillräckligt goda resultat. 
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5 GENERAL INTRODUCTION  

5.1 CONTEXT FOR THE STUDY 

Many applications tend toward an electrification of the functionalities. This is especially the case in 

transportation, for instance, with the transition to hybrid and electric cars and with aeronautics’ ambition of a 

“fully-electric” plane. Power management plays a prominent part since they manage the energy between the 

sources (alternators, fuel-cells, PV-cells, etc.), the storage units (batteries, super-capacitors, etc.), the actuators 

and the sensors. The specifications for these converters are strict and require from the device the challenge of 

exhibiting high power efficiency, compactness, low-cost and controlled reliability. The volume occupied by the 

passives, which account for a non-negligible part of the total volume of the converter, may be decreased, 

provided that the switching frequency of the converter is increased. 

If the passives account for a non-negligible part of the total volume of the converter, there volume may be 

reduced by using higher switching frequencies, which should be allowed by the use of high band-gad 

semiconductors (e.g. GaN and SiC). Nonetheless, the use of high switching frequency, magnifies the impacts of 

the parasitic inductances and capacitances. A new paradigm then needs to be found in order to improve the 

electrical connections between the components. Moreover, power magnetic materials adapted to those 

switching frequencies must be manufactured and both wideband and accurate methods to measure the 

current must be developed. 

5.2 FINAL OBJECTIVE  

One answer to the problem stated in the previous section might lie in the integration of the component 

within the PCB itself. To this aim, new planar structure of components must be developed and modelled. 

During the master’s thesis reported in this document, we focused on one aspect of this question: the magnetic 

component. Our work consisted in the modelling of a structure of planar component. 

 

A very general state of art of PCB-integration is presented in section 6, the general assumptions on the 

structure of the device under study are exposed in section 7, the modelling is developed in sections 8 through 

11. Section 12 describes the measurements performed on the prototype. Section 13 concludes our report. In 

appendix (section 14), measurements of the relative permittivity of magnetic materials are detailed. 
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6 STATE OF ART  

6.1 INTEGRATING PASSIVE COMPONENTS IN PCBS  

6.1.1 TOW AR D  H IG H ER  SWI T CHING  FR EQU EN CI ES  

One of the major trends in power electronics aims at increasing the power density of systems, such as dc-

dc converters. Recent research in the field of semiconductors has lead to the development of high-gap 

materials (such as gallium nitride – GaN) based transistors, which are much faster than those made of 

silicon [1]. This allows a tremendous increase of the switching frequency to the range of tens of MHz, whilst 

maintaining low commutation losses. As a first approximation, the volume # of the passives of a converter is 

proportional to the energy �$%&'()  they can store, itself proportional to the ratio of the power of the converter *&+%  to its switching frequency �$,: 

 # ∝ �$%&'() ∝ *&+%�$,  (6.1) 

Hence, increasing the switching frequency can lead to a decrease of the volume of the passives, namely 

the inductors and capacitors. In so far as those components take in general roughly three quarters of the total 

volume of a converter, one way toward the increase of power density lays in the increase of the switching 

frequency. 

However, such change of the working frequency dramatically magnifies the impact of the parasitic of a 

circuit on its efficiency. The inductances of the switching loop or of the gate drives of the transistors, for 

instance, need to be minimised to mitigate the energy lost, the ringing and the Electro-Magnetic Interferences 

(EMI) caused by .//.� and .�/.� in the order of 1V ⋅ ns56 and 10A ⋅ ns56. 

6.1.2 TOW AR D  H IG H ER  AS P ECT-RATIO S  

Furthermore, the demand for high aspect-ratio converters in the industry as well as consumer electronics 

has considerably increased in the last decades, addressing applications such as flat screens or lightning, mobile 

electronics or smart surfaces [2]. 

Until recently, Printed-Circuit-Boards (PCBs) have provided mechanical stability to the components and 

interconnections between them. However, recent research has led to a new paradigm, offering PCBs a far more 

important part that the one it has played until now. It has been shown that integrating components within the 

PCB of a converter itself could result in a tremendous decrease of its overall volume. A mean to this end 

consists in integrating the passives inside the substrate itself, allowing the surface to be used for the active 

parts, as with a regular PCB. Not only could it result in a terrific increase of the power density but it could also 

improve the Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) and thermal management of the circuit [3]. Moreover, this 

should lead to an improvement of the repeatability of the manufacturing as well as of the reliability [4]. Finally, 

insofar as the process is based on standard PCB-manufacturing techniques, no additional cost but rather mass-

production induced savings should be expected [5]. 

Subsection 6.2 describes the implementation of integrated passives, subsection 6.3 contains a review of 

converters manufactured using this technology and 6.4 lists the different losses in inductors. 
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6.2 REVIEW OF INTEGRATED PASSIVES  

This section deals with the processes and material that can be used to manufacture PCB-integrated 

components. First, the choice of the substrate itself is discussed. Secondly, capacitors are considered, before 

considering inductors and transformers. Finally, compound-components, constituted of a capacitor and a 

magnetic component, are considered.  

6.2.1 CHOI CE O F SU BS TR AT E  

Most standard PCBs nowadays use FR4 as substrate. Such material is based on woven fibreglass, 

impregnated with epoxy resin. Although it does depend on the specific composition of the material, the 

dielectric-related characteristics of FR4-based PCBs make them suitable for frequencies up to at least 1GHz [6].  

Nonetheless, some research has investigated the use of substrates primarily destined to a use in ultra-high 

frequency (above 1GHz), such as Rogers 4450B in [7]. Thanks to smaller relative permittivity and dissipation 

factor (see Table 6.1), some slight improvements with respect to designs using FR4 were shown, but the cost 

increase (+100%) may be too great to make it a viable option – at least as long as the switching frequency 

remains bellow a few MHz . 

Given the frequency range of interest of the work presented in this document (1-10MHz), FR4-based PCBs 

shall be considered from now on. Some characteristics of this material are given in Table 6.1. 

Parameter Condition of test Value (FR4) Value (Roger 4450B) Unit 

Relative permittivity 1MHz 4.5 3.54 - 

Dissipation factor 1MHz 0.015 0.004 - 

Relative permittivity 1GHz 4.3 3.54 - 

Dissipation factor 1GHz 0.02 0.004 - 

Dielectric breakdown Parallel to laminate 50 39 kV.mm56 

Table 6.1: typical properties of FR4 and Roger 4450B laminates [6, 8]. 

6.2.2 CA PA CITO R S  

In dc-dc converters, capacitors play several parts. They may for instance be used to transmit the energy 

from the input to the output, to bypass the input and the output of the converter, to serve as snubbers, etc. [1, 

9, 10]. Such capacitors are most often required to be characterised by low parasitic (Equivalent Series 

Inductance ESL and Resistance ESR) so that they exhibit proper high-frequency behaviour and low-losses [10]. 

Moreover, the energy density needs to be as high as possible, so that maximum miniaturisation can be 

achieved. 

One option consists in using regular Surface Mounted Devices (SMD) capacitors, integrated within the 

PCB [11].  

The other option consists in manufacturing planar capacitors by piling up layers of conductive and 

dielectric materials. Then, several manufacturing processes exist.  

First, pilling up copper foil and high-permittivity material (such as FR4-like laminate enhanced with high-ϵ 

dielectric powder like Barium Titanate, BaTiO?) may be considered [9]. Because of the high thickness of the 

dielectric (often between 40 and 100µm), such capacitors generally exhibit high breakdown voltage, in the kV 

range, making them well-suited for power-electronic design but over-sized (and, thus, over-costly) for small-

signal electronics [12]. The high thickness and the low permittivity of the dielectric yield rather low densities of 

capacity, of the magnitude of 200 to 500pF. cm5E [13].  

Secondly, resin coated conductor foils may be used. Thanks to the dielectric layer being very thin (down to 

a few micro-meters) and exhibiting high relative permittivity (up to 50), rather high capacity densities may be 

achieved, up to 5nF. cm5E [9].  
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In both cases, several of those base-sandwiches may be piled up and parallel-connected in order to 

increase the overall capacitance. The processes are compatible with standard PCB-manufacturing procedures. 

Some technologies using paraelectric dielectric such as Silicon Dioxide SiOE or ferroelectric dielectrics such 

as Barium Titanate thin films exhibit ultra-high capacitance densities up to several	μF. cm5E. However, the 

manufacturing process may require the use of high temperature (> 600°�), incompatible with standard 

organic PCBs. Moreover, such components remain very expensive [13]. 

Table 6.2 gathers some average data on embedded capacitors, excerpted from [13, 9, 12]. 

 FR4-based 
Resin Coated 

Copper Foils 

Paraelectric 

dielectric 

Ferroelectric 

dielectric 

Capacity per KLMN 200-500pF 5nF 100-300nF 2µF 

Thickness 40-100µm 2µm 10-30µm 1-10µm 

Breakdown voltage >1kV 100V   

Dielectric 
FR4 and eg. BaTiO?	powder 

E.g. polyimide E.g. SrTiO? E.g. BaTiO? 

Cost per P Lowest Low High Very high 

Table 6.2: review of technologies of embedded capacitances 

Thanks to their planar topology, along with the low area of the current loop, embedded capacitors exhibit 

rather low ESL. This parasitic may nonetheless be used to improve the filtering through the use of Kelvin-like 

connections on the capacitor [3]. 

6.2.3 IN DU CT OR S  

Even though the commercially available inductive passives exhibit energy densities of roughly a tenth of 

that of their capacitive counterparts, their being well-suited for a connection with voltage sources associated 

with a high reliability and a good efficiency make inductors most useful in power electronics. PCB inductors are 

nowadays widely used in the Radio-Frequency (RF) domain, as elements of signal processing. In this field, given 

the need for low power and low inductance, most inductances are planar spiral air-cored components of 

inductances in the nH range – or even below that. In the field of power electronics, however, the frequencies of 

interest are much lower, in the MHz range, and the needed inductances are often of higher values, in the µH 

range. In order to minimize the copper losses and the surface of such inductors, magnetic cores may be used. 

Thanks to their large permeability values, possibly as high as several tens of thousands, magnetic cores 

concentrate the magnetic flux in a small volume, thus magnifying the inductance of a given winding. 

Meanwhile, the flux is primarily kept within the core, which decreases the leakage and thus improves the 

EMC [14].  

6.2.3.1 AR C H I T E C T U R E  O F  EM B E D D E D  IN D U C T O R S  

When it comes to integrating inductors in a PCB, two main paths may be followed. The first consists in 

winding a more or less planar coil on the PCB and then add a core around it. Holes may be machined in the PCB 

so that the legs of a core (e.g. of an E-core) can go through it, or simple sheet of magnetic material may be 

placed on one or both side of the coil (see Figure 6.1 (a)). Should two sheets be used, as it is often the case, the 

distance between them would be primarily dependent upon the thickness of the substrate and the copper 

tracks; it would constitute an air-gap.  Such process is used in [15, 16, 17].  

The second possibility consists in integrating the magnetic material within the PCB whilst tracks are winded 

around it using the top and bottom copper layers connected using vias. Such process is used in [18, 19, 20]. 

Both solutions are sketched in Figure 6.1, taken from [19]. 
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Figure 6.1: inductor embedded in a PCB. (a): sheets-based inductor; (b): toroid inductor. Taken from [19]. 

Ferrites are tremendously hard to machine; having to manufacture non- off the shelf magnetic core is thus 

exceedingly costly (even for rather simple machining, it is common for the cost to increase by several hundreds 

of percents). Then, an answer to this problematic might lie in the use of ferrite-loaded polymer. These material, 

primarily used for EMI-shielding, are generally characterised by rather low permeability, due to the distributed 

gap between the ferrite grains. Such materials may however exhibit an excellent linearity up to several tens of 

MHz, or even GHz. 

6.2.3.2 MA G N E T I C  M A T E R I A L S  

Depending upon the application, many different materials may constitute the core. The choice is to be 

made depending on a combination of parameters including the working frequency, the value of the power to 

transfer, the maximum acceptable losses, cost, size, etc.  

At low frequency, iron-based laminated cores may be used. Above about 10 kHz, though, the losses in 

such cores are so high that the use of ferrite cores are a better choice. Until 1 MHz, Manganese-Zinc (MnZn) 

ferrites may be used whilst the fast decrease of their permeability above this frequency compels the use of 

Nickel-Zinc (NiZn) or Nickel-Zinc-Copper (MiZnCu) ferrites, appropriate up to about 500 MHz. Compounds 

working at even higher frequencies are available but lie out of the scope of this work. Given a maximum 

working frequency �W, the initial permeability X  of a low-loss ferrite decreases according to the law [21]:  

 YX ∝ �W56/?, for MnZn ferritesX ∝ �W56, for NiZn ferrites ^ (6.2) 

The permeability of MnZn ferrites is in the range _800;  30,000c whilst that of NiZn belongs 

to _10;  1,000c. It must be further emphasised that the resistivity of such ferrite is very high (> 10? Ωm), 

yielding low eddy-losses and often allowing the direct contact of the current-carrying tracks and the core [5]. 

High Permeability Iron Foils are composed of amorphous or nanocrystalline iron. These materials exhibit an 

extremely high permeability and a high saturation flux density greater than 1 T. These ultra-thin (20 to 100µm) 

foils may be used up to 1 or 2 MHz. However, the high conductivity (> 1000) of this material yields high eddy-

currents, which must be mitigated – for instance by structuring the core (cf. Section 6.4.2.3).  

Typical values of the characteristic parameters of some magnetic material are given in Table 6.3. 
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Type of material 

Bulk 

Resistivity �Ω. m� 

Saturation Flux e$f%  @100°�  �T� 

Relative 

Permeability f 

Frequency of 

Use �Hz� hijiLkl − nokl	Pkij	 1 ⋅ 105p	 2	 40,000	 Up	to	10k	rMkostkuv	ko	lwlkLoxvywjilz	 nokl	Pkij	 1 ⋅ 105{	 1.2	 < 100,000	 Up	to	2M	}l~l	 1 − 10	 0.4	 800	– 	30,000	 10k − 1M	�i~l	 > 1 ⋅ 10?	 0.2 − 0.3	 10	– 	1,000	 1M − 500M	
Table 6.3: Typical characteristics of some magnetic materials. Actual values may depend on the specific material [21, 14, 

22]. 

Nowadays, many different materials of specific compositions, optimised to exhibit some particular 

properties are available on the market. Precise data on those materials, such as complex permeability, 

maximum flux density, Curie temperature, power loss density, etc. may be found in their respective datasheets 

and shall not be further investigated here.  

6.2.3.3 A I R  G A P S  

Similarly to what may be done with conventional inductors, air-gaps may be added in the cores of 

embedded magnetic components. The point is primarily, in both cases, to increase the magnetic field � that 

may be sustained by the core before entering into saturation as well as to decrease the variability of the 

inductance with respect to external parameters, such as the temperature and the exact characteristics of the 

core
1
. 

Formulas derived in the case of conventional magnetic components are often based on the postulate that 

the leg on which an air-gap is inserted is much longer than the air-gap itself. In the case of embedded core, 

however, this assumption may not hold. Fringing flux may lead to great discrepancies between the model and 

the actual situation [23, 5]. 

6.2.3.4 C O R E  S H A R E D  IN D U C T O R S  

In order to optimise the use of the available volume whilst simplifying as much as possible the form of the 

integrated core, some published designs use a single core to integrate all the windings, even if magnetic 

coupling between the coils is not needed or even detrimental [7, 20, 17]. Then, schemes need to be 

implemented to either enhance or mitigate the coupling between the coils. 

6.2.3.5 C H A R A C T E R I S A T I O N  O F  T H E  ME R I T  O F  A N  IN D U C T O R   

The Q-factor of an inductor, defined as � = �'($�/��, where � is the self-inductance of the component, �� its resistance and �'($  its resonance frequency, may be used as a measurement of the merit of an inductor. 

However, it takes into account the resonant frequency of the inductor, which is usually of little interest since it 

needs only be much greater than the frequency of use. Then, a modified expression of the Q-factor may be 

used: �� = �$,�/��, where �$, is the frequency of interest and (�, ��)	is measured at �$,. This definition of ��  allows direct comparison of different components designed to work in a given circuit.  

Furthermore, given the constant value of �$,, the expression of the figure of merit may be simplified and 	� = �/�� (where (�, ��) is considered at the frequency of interest) may be considered instead. 

                                                                 
1
 In the case of a ferro- or ferri-magnetic core of permeability	, cross-section �( and equivalent length �( 

and gap length ��, the effective permeability, defined from the expression of the total reluctance ℛ = 6�� ����	 of 

the core is: ( = �6��(�56),	 where � = ���� . Then: 
)��)� = 65��6��(�56)��, which is always less than 

)�)� = 1, proving that 

the dependence of ( with respect to  is lessen when an air-gap is introduced in the core. 
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6.2.3.6 C O N S T I T U T I O N  O F  T H E  W I N D I N G S  

In the case of PCB-integrated windings manufactured using conventional processes, the coils are made of 

cupper tracks of rectangular cross-section, with standard thickness equal to 35 or 70µm. 

6.2 .3 .6 .1  U S E  O F  P R I N T E D  D I V I D E D  T R A C K S   

In [7], tests carried out on a 20W-3MHz transformer showed that longitudinally dividing the copper tracks 

(cf. Figure 6.2) could mitigate the losses due to the proximity and skin effects (cf. section 6.4.1). This is due to 

this scheme emulating low-cost PCB-based litz wire. The authors reported that, at the nominal power and 

excitation frequency, the losses were cut by 20%.  

 

Figure 6.2: (a) Conventional (solid) and (b) parallel winding strategy of transformer. From [7].  

6.2 .3 .6 .2  TH I C K N E S S  O F  T H E  T R A C K S   

Most standard PCBs use copper tracks of thickness 35µm or 70µm (1 or 2oz). And yet, most PCB processing 

machines are able to handle copper foils of thickness up to 210µm (i.e. 6oz). This may allow the use of thick 

copper planes to be a cheaper and more efficient solution than using standard paralleled tracks. This would 

however be only viable should the increase of the proximity and skin effects losses, mitigated by the decrease 

of the dc-resistance of the tracks, be acceptable [24].  

6.2 .3 .6 .3  U S E  O F  F L E X I B L E  PC B  

Integrating a magnetic component requiring � layers of copper requires the use of a �-layered PCB. 

However, the routing of the rest of the board may only require 	 < � layers; hence a sub-optimal, and thus 

costly, use of the board (everywhere but in the magnetic component), since only 	 out of � layer of copper are 

used. 

 One solution consists in using different PCBs to manufacture the magnetic component and the rest of the 

board. The �-layered PCB may be made using a flexible substrate, on which the tracks of the windings are 

printed before it is being folded and connected to the main PCB [25, 22]. 

6.2.3.7 RE P E A T A B I L I T Y  

One of the aims of integrating components lies in the improvement of repeatability. It is for example 

shown in [4] that the deviation of PCB-integrated coils inductances were lower (in the order of	±1%) than that 

of standard windings (up to	10%).  

The use of folded flexible substrate, however, does not yield such an enhancement of the repeatability 

with respect to standard windings [25]. 

6.2.4 TR AN SFOR MER S  

Most isolated converters and converters exhibiting voltage transfer ratios #&+%/#X� much greater or much 

lower than 1 use inductive transformers [10]. If embedded transformers are constituted similarly to 

conventional ones, their being planar yields some disparities.  
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Firstly, winding coaxial windings generating a flux parallel to the substrate is rather intricate insofar as it 

generally requires at least four layers of copper (two for each winding, see Figure 6.1 ���) and enough 

insulation between them in addition to the core itself, resulting in a increased thickness; hence the choice of 

many designers to wind each coils on a different leg of the core – even though it comes at the price of a higher 

leakage inductance. Secondly, because of the rather low permeability of the used magnetic material (cf. Eq. 

(6.2)), along with the low form factor of the cores, the leakage flux may represent a large part of the total core 

flux. At the end of the day, the coupling between inductors is often less than that observed in conventional 

coupled inductive circuits. The coupling coefficient often ranges from 0.8 to 0.9 [19]. 

6.2.4.1 EN H A N C I N G  L E A K A G E  I N D U C T O R  

In some topologies such as the flyback, minimizing the leakage inductance is of first concern to maximise 

the efficiency of the converter (through the minimisation of the switching losses) whilst minimising the stress 

on the switches [10]. Meanwhile, the trend is toward the increase of the switching frequency. In such situation, 

hard-switching topologies may be replaced by soft-switching, resonant or quasi-resonant topologies. The 

inductor added in series with the main transformer to achieve a resonant behaviour may be constituted of its 

own leakage inductance, thus solving the problem otherwise caused by the low coupling between the 

windings.  

Should this leakage inductance not be of high enough magnitude or of too low repeatability, increasing it 

may be required.   

In standard transformers, it is common to enhance the leakage inductance through the adding of a 

magnetic shunt. Such shunt deviates part of the flux which would otherwise be shared by the windings. This 

strategy can be used in the case of embedded transformers, for instance using a sheet of magnetic layer, as in 

[26]. However, not only does this scheme increase the thickness of the component but it may not even be 

necessary, given the inherently low coupling of the windings. It is for example shown in [19] that winding the 

primary and the secondary of different legs of the used core yields a leakage inductance seven times as high as 

when both coils are co-linear. When it is physically possible, varying the length of the air-gap on the central leg 

of (for instance) an EI core can also help adjusting the total leakage inductance [7]. 

6.2.4.2 M I T I G A T I O N  O F  T H E  C A P A C I T I V E  C O U P L I N G  

Due to the very architecture of the winding of planar transformers, the inter-winding and winding-core 

parasitic capacitances are often of greater magnitude than in conventional components. This yields, in 

particular, to low-impedance paths for high-frequency perturbations, which can thus more easily be 

transmitted from one side of a transformer to the other. One solution to minimize them consists in the 

addition of grounded plates between the windings, acting as shields. With this solution, not only are the 

ground-winding parasitic capacitances magnified but the resistances of the windings are also increased, insofar 

as the room taken by the shields cannot be assigned to current-carrying windings. On the other hand, EMC is 

improved [27, 28]. 

6.2.5 L-C  C I R CU ITS  

Adding a plane conductor *1 in close proximity with (but still isolated from) the plane *2 constituting a 

winding may be used to create a capacitor between *1 and the plane *2 itself. Should only one end of the 

added plate *1 be connected to the circuit, the voltage induced in it as a winding of the magnetic component 

would not disturb its work since the same voltage would be induced in the second plane *2 [25, 28]. 
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This capacitor may, for instance, be used in a half-bridge topology as one of the capacitor constituting the 

divisor generating the half-bus voltage, or as the resonant capacitor of a LLC converter [25].  It may also, for 

instance, be used as the input or output bypass capacitor of quite any topology (provided that the voltage of 

one point of the winding used as a capacitor plate is constant) or as part of a snubber. As an example, the 

architecture of the primary side of the transformer used in the flyback resonant converter described in [28] is 

given in Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3: part of resonant flyback  transformer composed of a 2-turns winding and 2 capacitors: one resonant and one for 

bypass. Taken from [28]. 

6.3 REVIEW OF COMPLETE CONVERTERS  

Much research has been carried out in order to increase the power density of dc-dc converters. Some of 

the published designs are reviewed here, the emphasis being laid on PCB-integrated converters.  

In [15] (2003), a 1.3 mm-thick inductor using a high-permeability ������E� core is described and used in a 

1.5 W buck converter. To mitigate the eddy-current losses due to the high conductivity of	����, the core is 

composed of a stack of 10- to 20 µm- thick foils of magnetic material. The overall efficiency culminates at 80%, 

for a maximum power density of 4.7	W ⋅ cm5?, at 1	MHz. 

In [5] (2005), the transformer used in a 60 W LLC dc-dc converter is integrated in a 4mm-thick PCB whilst 

the active parts are soldered on top of it. In this design, the transformer is manufactured using a ferrite 

polymer compound exhibiting a low relative permeability, typically in the range	' ∈ _10, 20c.  Efficiency 

climaxes at 82%, the power density does not exceed 2	W ⋅ cm5?, at 450	kHz. 
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In [23] (2007), the design of a 70 W-synchronous buck converter is described. The employed 1µH-inductor 

is integrated within a 56 × 39 × 5	mm? PCB, whilst the active parts are soldered on top of it. The switching 

frequency is set to 500	kHz. The same technique is used in [3] (2012) to build an EMC-filter destined to a 30 W-

212 kHz- dc-dc converter, integrated within a 50 × 40 × 2.8	mm? PCB. The use of ferrite is however quite 

intricate insofar as this material is highly brittle and therefore, according to [29], not suitable for integration in 

PCBs. It is incidentally reported in [3] that fractures appeared in the integrated core during the manufacturing 

phase of the PCB.  

A nanocrystalline amorphous material core is used in [19] (2013), where the authors describe the design of 

the transformer of a 80 W, 1 mm-thick, flyback converter, switching at 160	kHz. The maximum efficiency 

achieved is 77 % 

The 15 W hybrid buck / switched-capacitor-converter presented in [1] (2014) uses planar capacitors and 

commercially available SMD inductors to achieve a very low-height whilst optimising the thermal management. 

For improved performances at a switching frequency of 400 kHz, GaN transistors are used. 

In [4] (2014), a 390 W-converter is described. The circuit uses a ¤E-topology (adapted from E-class 

amplifiers) and oscillates at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. Three PCB-integrated toroidal air-core inductors are 

used and the results are compared to the one obtained using a similar design, but with non-integrated 

inductors. The efficiency of the integrated converter peaks at 77 %, for a power density of	3.7	W ⋅ cm5?. 

In [30] (2015), two synchronous buck are presented and confronted. The first one, which uses a metal-

flake core inductor and has a switching stage constituted of Si-MOSFETs oscillating at 2 MHz, exhibits a power 

efficiency peaking at 88 % and a maximum power density of 50	W/cm?. The other one uses a multi-layer 

ferrite and has GaN transistors switching at 5 MHz. It exhibits a power efficiency peaking at 90 % and a 

maximum power density of 60	W ⋅ cm5? when delivering 18 W.  

Some designs, such as the one described in [31] (2008), also aims at increasing the power density of 

converter but without any further constrain on the thickness off the device.  In this paper, the authors describe 

the fashioning of a 20 W LLC converter oscillating at 530 kHz and using a commercially available ferrite EI core 

and flexible PCB; that is in order to manufacture a rather cubic converter of size approximately 4 cm.  

6.4 LOSSES IN INDUCTORS  

6.4.1 LOSS ES  IN  TH E W IN DIN G 	
6.4.1.1 DC -RE S I S T A N C E  O F  T H E  W I N D I N G S  

The flow of non-zero RMS-valued current in the parasitic resistance of the windings induces losses by Joule 

effect. 

6.4.1.2 S K I N  EF F E C T  

The flow of a varying current �� in a winding induces a magnetic field inside the wire itself, which, 

according to Lentz’s and Ohm’s laws, induces currents in the direction opposed to	��. This results in an overall 

inhomogeneous distribution of the courant in the conductor, the current density being greater at the periphery 

of the wire. The distribution is exponential of characteristic length (in metals) the skin depth	¥ = √�§¨56, 

where � is the conductivity of the medium,  its permeability and § is the frequency of interest [14]. 
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 This phenomenon leads to an effective increase of the resistivity of the wire, and thus of an increase of 

the Joule losses. It can be mitigated using litz wire, which consists in a cable manufactured using isolated thin 

wires woven or twisted according to a specific pattern, ensuring an optimal distribution of the current in the 

conductor. Such wire is mostly used at frequencies ranging from 500 kHz to 2 MHz [14] 

Some examples of skin depth values for copper and aluminium are given in Table 6.4, computed using the 

expression of ¥ presented above.  

Frequency �Hz� 1k 10k 100k 100k 1M 1M 10M 

Temperature �©� 293 293 293 400 293 400 293 

Skin depth of copper �μm� 2062 652 206 247 65.2 78.1 20.6 

Skin depth of aluminium �μm� 2591 819 259 313 81.9 98.9 25.9 

Table 6.4: skin depth of some metals at various frequencies and temperatures 

6.4.1.3 PR O X I M I T Y  EF F E C T   

Proximity effect is an illustration of the skin effect caused by a varying magnetic field externally applied to 

the wire of interest. In a coil, this is due to the field generated by all the winding(s) on each wire [14]. 

6.4.1.4 TE M P E R A T U R E  DE P E N D E N C E  

The higher the temperature is, the higher the thermal agitation of the crystalline network. This increase of 

the density of phonons in the material increases the probability of interaction between them and the free 

electrons carrying the current. In simple metal (e.g. copper, aluminium, silver), this phenomenon is responsible 

for the resistivity of the material; hence: the higher the temperature, the higher the resistivity of the metal the 

windings are constituted of. 

The relation between the resistivity � and the temperature ª is given by the Bloch–Grüneisen formula [32], 

a linearization of which generally gives a good approximation of ��ª� for small variations of ª in the order of 250 to 500 K. The coefficients of this linearization are given in Table 6.5. [33] 

Element 
Resistivity at ª� = 293K �Ω ⋅ m� 

Temperature coefficient ¬ �K56� 

Max. error due to the 

linearisation, ª ∈ _273; 500c K  

Aluminium  26.5 ⋅ 105 4.27 ⋅ 105? 0.3 % 

Copper 16.78 ⋅ 105 4.06 ⋅ 105? 0.2 % 

Table 6.5: linearised expression of the resistivity of some material under study.  ��ª� = ��ª�� ⋅ �1 + ¬�ª − ª��� [33]. 

 Cores are usually optimised to work at temperatures around 100°C. Given the low thermal resistivity of 

both ferrite and its winding relatively to that of the interface with the air, the inner temperature of the 

component may often be considered as quite homogeneous [14]. Therefore, the temperature of a winding at 

the optimum working point of the component it is a part of is around 100°C [14].  

6.4.2 COR E LOS S ES  

6.4.2.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  

Core losses, intrinsically linked to the non-linear behaviour of the medium, are highly intricate to estimate. 

Many researchers have worked on this subject, using various approaches, which can be classified into the 

following categories [34] : 

- Improvements of the Steinmetz equation, a heuristic formula ; 

- Use of a look-up table built from extensive measurements: the characteristic loss of the material is 

measured under various excitations (frequency, flux density, temperature...) [35, 36]; 

- Separation and modelling of the losses, depending on the physical phenomena at stakes [37, 38].  
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Let us detail some of those approaches.  

6.4.2.2 S T E I N M E T Z ’S  EQ U A T I O N  

In 1892, Charles P. Steinmetz proposed an empirical expression for the losses in a magnetic material; its 

modern form is: 

 *̄ = °±% ⋅ �² ⋅ e³ ´ (6.3) 

where	*̄  is the volumetric hysteretic power loss at the excitation frequency	�, e³	is the peak applied field 

and (°±% , ¬, µ) is a set of parameters depending on the material. For instance, ¬ = 1.3, µ ∈ _2; 3c and � ∈ _10; 100c	kHz for a specific MnZn ferrite [14]. However, this equation is a priori only valid for a reduced 

set of frequencies and under sinusoidal excitation, i.e. in conditions far from those often found in power 

electronics, where fields of complex spectra (including dc-component) are applied to the cores. 

The Modified Steinmetz Equation, published in 2001, was developed in order to go over this hurdle; it 

considers not the actual frequency of the excitation signal, but an effective frequency, calculated using the 

expression of the magnetic flux over time. This formula was derived under the assumption that the loss density 

depends both on the value and on the derivative of the flux density. An improved version of this formula was 

published in 2002, the so-called Improved Generalised Steinmetz Equation (iGSE); it modifies the expression of 

the effective frequency in order to take into account the history of the flux in the material. In 2006, the 

Waveform Coefficient Steinmetz Equation was published. In this formula, a coefficient factor accounting for the 

non-sinusoidal shape of the current waveform is introduced in the Ordinary Steinmetz Equation (Eq. (6.3)). [39] 

6.4.2.3 S E P A R A T I O N  O F  T H E  L O S S E S  

6.4 .2 .3 .1  E D D Y  C U R R E N T  L O S S E S  

The varying magnetic flux inside a material, induced by the varying field applied to it, induces an electric 

field within the core itself, according to Lentz’s law. Due to the core being of finite conductivity, this induces 

currents, and thus losses, in the core. Depending on the conductivity of the magnetic material, those losses 

may or may not be negligible. If MnZn and NiZn Ferrites are characterised by high values of resistivity (see 

Table 6.3), iron-based thin-films may, on the opposite, be highly conductive [19].  

Losses may be minimized by preventing the induced current to flow. This may be done by laminating the 

core and ensuring that the insulations between the foil constituting the coils are oriented in parallel with the 

flux. When needed, further mitigation may be obtained by patterning the core [5]. 

6.4 .2 .3 .2  HY S T E R E T I C  L O S S E S 	
The magnetisation of a magnetic material induces both reversible and irreversible micro- and meso-scopic 

phenomena within the material. Such irreversible phenomena are responsible for losses in the medium, whilst 

accounting for the hysteretic cycle in the H-B plots of magnetic materials.  

In 1885, Lord Rayleigh observed that the amplitude permeability could be described, at low fields, by a 

linear function of the maximum value �¶	of � [14]: 

 f = X + §�¶ (6.4) 

Where § is a hysteresis factor expressed in A.m56.  

Even though is describes quite accurately the hysteresis cycles, this expression is only valid for low 

excitation fields, which limits it applicability.  
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In 1928, Peterson proposed a similar, though more general, modelling of the low-field region, expressing 

the magnetic flux density as a third order power series of the magnetic field: 

 e = ��·6� + ·E�E + ·?�?� (6.5) 

This modelling assumes less symmetry in the e − � curve, but is still limited to low-value �-fields.  

Since then, many researchers have proposed modelling of the hysteresis losses in ferrites. In 1981, for 

instance, Rivas et al. suggested to express the magnetisation as a rational function of the excitation field [40], 

which describes the magnetisation curve for any value of � ∈ ℝ, under a few assumptions on its general 

shape.  

In magnetic materials exhibiting a strong anisotropy, the losses highly depend on the direction of the flux 

with respect to the axes of the crystal. As a matter of fact, for a given excitation field, the hysteretic losses may 

be much greater in the direction of the easy axis than in any other direction [41]. 

6.4 .2 .3 .3  R E S I D U A L  L O S S  

Part of the power dissipated in a core of a magnetic component is not accounted for either by the skin and 

proximity effects or by the hysteresis phenomenon. These losses are called residual losses and may be found in 

the datasheet of the considered component or measured [14]. Residual losses have several causes, such as the 

effect of flux fringing, skin effect caused by flux perpendicular to the surface of the core, etc. [41]. 

6.4.2.4 TE M P E R A T U R E  DE P E N D E N C E  
Ferrites are primarily semi-conductors; an increase of the temperature thus leads to the formation of new 

electron-holes pairs in the medium. Those extra charge carriers will induce a decrease of the overall resistivity 

of the ferrite. This phenomenon provokes an increase of the losses due to eddy currents with temperature 

[21]. Hysteretic losses, on the other hand, have a non-monotonic dependency with temperature. There exists a 

temperature minimising the losses in the core, generally tuned close to 100°C by the manufacturer [21]. 
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7 INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR MODELLING  

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this section, a device composed of one or several spiral windings, printed on a dielectric substrate (such 

as PCB) and placed between two plates of magnetic material, is considered.  

Nowadays, should an electronic engineer want to use an inductor or transformer of this geometry, they 

would, in order to fetch its physical properties, have to manufacture it or numerically simulate it, for instance 

using FEA. However, both those methods are time-consuming and, although it may be acceptable to do it for a 

few devices, it appears to be quite difficult to run an optimisation routine making many calls to a program 

running a FEA.  

Our study then aims at building a complete modelling of the geometry under study. This model ought to 

calculate accurately and fast all the physical properties (inductance, resistance, etc.) of this electric component 

based only on its physical parameters: dimensions and characteristics of the materials used. At the end of the 

day, this modelling could be integrated in an iterative optimisation process looking for the best geometry, given 

a set of constrains. The calculations of the parameters of the modelling must therefore be fast enough that the 

assessment of many geometries, required by the optimisation loop, is not too time-consuming. 

The model developed during this thesis calculates the core and iron losses in the device, the inductance 

matrix between the windings, the parasitic capacitive couplings between the windings and the self-capacitance 

of each winding. It also considers the thermal management of the device and tackles the question of EMC. The 

equivalent circuit of a device constituted of two windings is given in Figure 7.1. The models developed were 

implemented in Matlab functions.  

The developments having lead to the elements of this modelling are exposed in the following sections.  

 
Figure 7.1: Schematics of a device made of two windings. �6,E model the copper losses, �¹ model the core losses. 

7.2 GEOMETRY OF THE DUT 

The considered device is composed of two magnetic rings of inner diameter	�X, external diameter �( and 

thickness	�. The magnetic material is assumed to be linear
2
, of constant relative permeability	'. These plates 

are separated by a gap of length	..  

                                                                 
2
 This assumption will not be considered when assessing the core losses. 
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In the middle of the gap are placed �% tracks of thickness	º, made of conductors of conductivity �»+. The 

word “track” designates a complete single turn of a winding. The width of the �%¯ track (� ∈ ¼1, �%½) is §X  and 

the distance between the centres of the �%¯ and the � + 1%¯	is	¾X . The distance between the centre of the most 

external track and the edge of the plate is equal to	¿E. The peak current flowing in the �%¯	track is ÀX ∈ ℂ. 

Let us define (��Â)Â∈¼6,EÃÄ�E½ a sequence of increasing positive numbers describing the geometry of the 

DUT along the � −axis.  

All those notations are shown in Figure 7.2. 

 

 
Figure 7.2: Parametrisation of the device under test. 

Let us further define �Å,X, the mean radius of the �%¯ track: 

 ∀� ∈ ¼1, �%½, �Å,X = 12 (��EX + ��EX�6) (7.1) 

The device is assumed to exhibit an axi-symmetry and may thus be studied in two dimensions. This is a 

rather strong hypothesis insofar as the tracks are not circular but form a spiral. We shall thus consider the 

mean radius  �ÅÇ = 6E (��EX + ��EX�6) of the �%¯	track (� ∈ ¼1, �%½). This hypothesis is particularly valid if the 

track is nearly circular; formally: if ∀�, ¾X ≪	�ÅÇ (see Figure 7.3). 

Another topology of tracks, compatible with our modelling, is presented in Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.3: Simplification of a portion of spiral (i.e. a “track”) into a circular ring. 

 
Figure 7.4: other topology of tracks, compatible with the modelling. 

7.2.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

When possible, our developments will be compared with Finite-Elements simulations, run using the 

software FEMM [42]. It is assumed that the simulated results are correct. This hypothesis is somewhat strong 

but shall be used for actual measurements are most intricate and time consuming. In case of doubts, the 

results will be able to be compared with those calculated using other software, such as Ansys-Maxwell (FEA) or 

TNT-MMTL (FEA and Method Of Moments).  

When FEM-simulation results are presented, unless otherwise specified, the symmetry axis of the device is 

on the left edge of the figure.  

7.2.2 ON  BO UN DA RY  CON DIT IONS  

Even though one would like to consider their DUT in the middle of an infinite empty space, simulating such 

domain with FEM is not possible. Some methods, however, may be used to get solution approaching the “open 

boundary” solution. Considering a domain of radius tens or hundreds of times the characteristic length of the 

considered device may be a possibility though it may be quite time-consuming
3
. The function mo_makeABC�⋅�, 

embedded in the FEMM-software, builds concentric layers of given permeability, permittivity and conductivity 

around the device. The parameters are calculated in order to form absorbing conditions, so that they mimic an 

infinite space. The underlying theory is developed in [43]. After having checked on a few canonical examples 

that this function gives the same results as an very big empty space, we resolved to use mo_makeABC() to build 

the boundary conditions of all our simulations (unless otherwise specified).   

                                                                 
3
 The following sections will show that the fringing flux of the considered device is rather high, thus 

requiring a “very big” domain to “properly” mimic open boundary conditions.  
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7.2.3 ON  T HE MESHI NG  

The mesh density of the domain of interest is of primal importance since it defines both the computational 

cost and the precision of the simulation. The minimum size .É($¯  of the triangles used to pave the simulated 

space must then be carefully chosen, in particular when the frequency is increased. In our simulations, various 

values are used, depending on the material meshed and its dimensions: 

- In the ferrite plates: .É($¯ = �/4; 

- In the conductive tracks: .É($¯ = 6{ min�º, ¥»+�, where ¥»+ is the skindepth at the working frequency 

in the tracks; 

- In the air surrounding the device and in the gap: .É($¯ = 6p min��, .�; 

- The choice of .É($¯  at a distance of the device greater than 1.25 ⋅ �2� + .�	is left to the simulator. 

This defines the maximum size of the mesh; the software modulates it to improve the precision of the 

results, in particular by increasing it around angles between domains with different properties. 
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8 MAGNETISM IN THE DEVICE  

8.1 FRINGING RELUCTANCE  

8.1.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In the following sections, all our developments will be made under the assumption that the flux is null 

outside of the device, i.e. for � > 	 �(, � < �X  as well as for 2|Ë| > . + 2�. It is however clear when looking at 

FEMM simulations (see Figure 8.2) that this hypothesis is very strong. In order to take into account the fringing 

flux, responsible for the energy stored outside of the device, let us model the space outside of the device by 

two lumped reluctances. The first one, called ℛÌX, accounting for the energy stored near the centre of the 

device (i.e. for � < �X) shall be connected between the edges of the magnetic plates located at � = �X; the 

second one, ℛÌ(, accounting for the rest of the energy stored outside of the device, shall be connected 

between the edges of the magnetic plates placed at � = �(. 

Assuming that the magnetic potential at the edges of the magnetic plates is constant and known (it shall 

be derived in section 8.2), the total magnetic flux flowing through those reluctances will be able to be 

estimated. 

Since the exact determination of the values of ℛÌX,( 	is tremendously intricate, several approximation 

methods, of various precision and complexity, shall be presented and compared. First, we assume that the flux 

lines joining the edges of the plates are portions of circles. Then, we replace those circles by ellipses. Finally, 

using a series of conformal mappings, we derive the exact reluctance of the space for � > 	�( and � < �X, 
between the edges of the plates. These methods are then compared to one another.  

8.1.2 C IR CULA R FLUX  L IN ES  BETW EEN  T HE ED GES  OF T HE PLAT ES  

8.1.2.1 MO D E L L I N G  

In this section, it is assumed that the magnetic potential at the edge of the plates does not depend on the 

position on this surface and that all the fringing flux lines travel in the air from the edge of one plate to the 

other. It is further assumed that, in the (�, Ë) −plane, flux lines are hemi-circles.  

The domain assumed to contain all the magnetic energy outside of the device, for � > 	�( is circled in red 

in Figure 8.1. 

 
Figure 8.1: Simulation of a device (�( = 10mm) the red half-ring indicates the form of the flux lines taken into 

consideration in the determination of the fringing reluctance. 
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For further simplification, let us assume that 
Í�)�( ≫ 1, and therefore that we may thus consider the 

problem in a Cartesian symmetry. This makes the problem much easier to study than in polar coordinates, 

whilst slightly decreasing the accuracy of the evaluation.  

8.1.2.2 DE R I V A T I O N  

Let us consider a path of magnetic flux joining the two edge, from the Ë −value	Ï ∈ Ð)E , � + )EÑ to – Ë, let 

this flux path have thickness .Ï. Its permeance (inverse of the reluctance) is then: 

 .Ò = �2¨�(.Ï¨Ï = 2��(.ÏÏ 	 (8.1) 

Since all those elementary permeances are parallel connected, the total fringing reluctance is equal to: 

  ℛ = ÓÔ .Ò)E�(
'Õ)E

Ö
56

= 12��( ln Ø1 + 2 �.Ù (8.2) 

8.1.2.3 D I S C U S S I O N    

This derivation was made under the very strong assumption that all the fringing flux was located in a small 

domain located near the plates. However, as can be seen in Figure 8.1, this account for only a fraction of the 

total fringing flux. The expression given in (8.2) may thus be expected to lead to a value of fringing reluctance 

greater than the physical one.  

Even though it was derived for ℛÌ(, it is assumed that Eq. (8.1) may be used to calculate ℛÌX. 
8.1.3 C IR CULA R FLUX  L IN ES  BETW EEN  T HE PLAT ES  

8.1.3.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  M O D E L L I N G  

In this section, we try to take into consideration more fringing flux than in the previous section. To this aim, 

we consider flux paths joining the external plane surface of the magnetic plates (i.e. the surfaces located at |Ë| = )E + �).   

It is assumed that the flux lines joining the external surfaces of the plates have piece-wise circular shapes, 

as shown in Figure 8.2. For each elementary flux path, let Ï be the radius of the circle of greatest diameter.  
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Figure 8.2: sketch of the elementary flux paths (in orange and purple) used to determine the fringing reluctance. Red 

arrows show the radii of the circles they are attached to.  

8.1.3.2 DE R I V A T I O N  

Then, the permanence of an elementary flux path is: 

 .Ò = 2��(.ÏÏ 		if	Ï ∈ Ú.2 , .2 + �Û , .* = 4��(.Ï4Ï − . − 2� 		if	Ï ∈ Ú.2 + �, .WÛ (8.3) 

Where .W  is the integration limit, yet to be chosen. 

As previously, the total fringing reluctance may be expressed as: 

 ℛÌ = ÜÔ .Ò)Ý
'Õ)E

Þ56 = 1
��( ln ÐØ1 + 2 �.Ù ⋅ Ø4 .W. − 1 − 2 �.ÙÑ (8.4) 

8.1.3.3 D I S C U S S I O N  

It must be highlighted that this calculation was made under the assumption that the magnetic potential at 

the surfaces of the plates is equal to that on the edge, whilst it would obviously be much higher.  

Outside of the device, in the “far-field” domain, the flux density is inversely proportional to �,	chosing .W = 5Ø)E + �Ù then seems quite reasonable to capture most of the fringing flux. In the mean time, this value 

is a priori not so high that it would be greater than the dimension of the plate �( − �X ,	thus preserving the 

physical sense of our calculation. 

8.1.4 ELLIPTI CAL FLUX  L IN ES BETW EEN  T H E PLAT ES  

Figure 8.1 shows that the flux fringing near the edges of the plates is of much higher density near the 

position � = �( than for � ≫ �( and that in this domain, the flux lines have shapes closer to that of ellipses 

than circles.  

In this section, the same modelling as in section 8.1.2 is used, except that the elementary flux paths are not 

considered to be circles, but ellipses. For Ï ∈ Ð)E , � + )EÑ, the elementary flux path is an ellipse of half axis Ï and ·(Ï). The flux density near the plates (i.e. for � ≈ 	�() decreases exponentially,  of characteristic length�: 
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 e ∝ �5à/�á 	⇒ 		·(Ï) = −�Ì ln ã1 − Ï�Ìä 
(8.5) 

FE simulations showed that: �Ì ≈ 0.3 ⋅ Ø)E + �Ù. 

Using the same approach as in section 8.1.2, we get:  

 

ℛÌ = 1¨��(Ô Λ(æ)56.æçE
� , Λ(æ) = lnÓ. + 2�. ·W·Éè .E cosE æ + 4·ÉE sinE æ(. + 2�)E cosE æ + 4·WE sinE æ	Ö, 

		where	·W = · ë.2 + �ì 	and	·É = · ë.2ì 

(8.6) 

This integral is then numerically computed – our Matlab implementation uses the midpoint method. 

8.1.5 USIN G CON FO R MA L MA PPIN GS  

8.1.5.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  

In this section, we shall use conformal mappings to find the magnetic potential at any point of the space 

such that � > 	�(. The main idea is the following: let us consider a simple geometry î� where the potential 

distribution is known ex-ante and let us apply the geometrical transformation ℋ that convert î� into the 

geometry under study îÃ. Assuming that the potential distribution in î� (let is be noted ð�) is known and that ℋ	is conformal, the potential in îÃ may be calculated as follow : ðÃ = ℋ(îÃ) [44]. 

8.1.5.2 DE R I V A T I O N  

8.1 .5 .2 .1  F R I N G I N G  R E L U C T A N CE  F O R  � < �X  
Let us know describe ð�, î�, ðÃ ,ℋ and deduce îÃ from it. In order to simplify the development, we shall 

decompose 	ℋ into a series of � elementary applications: ℋ = ℋÃ ∘ ℋÃ56 ∘ … ∘ ℋ6. Let us also define ðÂ  

and	îÂ, the intermediate results of the algorithm; they are defined as:  

 ∀° ∈ ℕ ∩ _1, �c, (ðÂ , îÂ) = ℋÂ ∘ ℋÂ56 ∘ ⋯ ∘ ℋ6(ð�, î�) (8.7) 

We consider that î� is a parallelepipedal volume of infinite length (Ë −direction), width · (� −direction) 

and height � (ö −direction). Let the faces orthogonal to the � −axis be at fixed potential. Negleting all fringing 

effects, the potential in this volume is a linear function of �. 

Let ℋ6 be the Schwartz transform that “opens” this parallelepiped and maps its volume to a half space 

(see Figure 8.3). If the complex coordinates of a point in î� is ÷àø = � + �ö and the complex coordinates of a 

point in î6 is ¿ = ¾ + �ù (see Figure 8.3), the analytical expression of ℋ6 is the following [44]: 

 

� + �ö = ℋ656(¿) = 2� + .2. √��É(¿)�É(1),		 
where	�É(¿) = Ô .æ√1 − � sinE æ

úûüý	 þ
�

, � = ë1 + 2�. ì
5E

 

(8.8) 

�É(¿) is the first kind elliptic integral.  

Let us then apply a second conformal mapping transforming the geometry î6, that exhibits a Cartesian 

symmetry, into a geometry îE = ℋE(î6), exhibiting an axi-symmetry. Let  (�, æ) be the polar-coordinates of 

the image of the point (¾, ù, �)	in îE . Let [44]: 
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 ℋE56:
���
��ù = �� ãë�X� ìE − 1ä

� = tan ë12 æì  ̂
(8.9) 

ℋE transformed the half plane defined by ù > 0 into the infinite cylinder of radius �X.  
Integrating the flux density over the surface defined by Ë = 0, � < �� = �X, where �X  is the internal radius 

of the ring-shaped magnetic plate would thus yield the total fringing flux, and the fringing reluctance ℛÌX.  
Successively applying the transformations �ℋX�XÕ6,E to the expression of the potential in î�, integrating 

the flux density over the surface defined by Ë = 0, � < �� = �X  (where �X  is the internal radius of the ring-

shaped magnetic plate) yields the total fringing flux, and then the fringing reluctance ℛÌX, the expression of 

which is the following: 

 
ℛÌX = �É�1�¨�ℊ�0� , ℊ�Ë� = Ô .ϜÉ.Ë �.�ÍÇ

� , �É�¿� = Ô .æ√1 − � sinE æ
úûüý	 þ
�

,
� = ë1 + 2�. ì

5E , ¿ = 2 Ë. + � ãë�X�ìE − 1ä 

(8.10) 

 

 
Figure 8.3: Sketch of the conformal mapping used. Plates at fixed potential (red), domain in which the potential is described 

(grey).  

8.1 .5 .2 .2  F R I N G I N G  R E L U C T A N CE  F O R  � < �X  
Let us start with the geometry îE, obtained at the end of the previous section. Let us then apply ℋ? to it, a 

mapping that “returns” the infinite cylinder of radius ��, i.e. that transforms it into the rest of the space. To this 

aim, let us use an inversion: 
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 ℋ?��, æ, Ë� = ���, æ�, Ë��:	��� = ��E�æ� = æË� = Ë
^ (8.11) 

Successively applying the transformations (ℋX)XÕ6…? to the expression of the potential in î�, integrating 

the flux density over the surface defined by Ë = 0, � > �� = �( (where �( is the external radius of the ring-

shaped magnetic plate) yields the total fringing flux, and then the fringing reluctance ℛÌ(, the expression of 

which is the following: 

 
ℛÌ( = �É(1)¨�ℊ(0) , ℊ(Ë) = Ô .ϜÉ.Ë �.��	

Í� , �É(¿) = Ô .æ√1 − � sinE æ
úûüý	 þ
�

,
� = ë1 + 2�. ì

5E , ¿ = 2 Ë. + � ãë ��(ì
E − 1ä 

(8.12) 

8.1.5.3 RE S U L T S  

The equations (8.10) and (8.12) are implemented in Matlab, the derivative is numerically calculated using 

the forward finite difference technique; the integral is calculated using the rectangle method. 

Using the results from the previous sections, we plot in Figure 8.4 the magnetic potential distribution in 

the plane (�, Ë), for � < �X  and � > �(. The magnetic potential on the edges of the plates are fixed; the 

domain �X < � < �( is not considered. The plot is quite as expected: symmetrical wrt Ë = 0, the equi-

potentials encircle the edges of the plates. 

 
Figure 8.4: Magnetic potential in the domains defined by � < �X and > �(  . 

8.1.5.4 D I S C U S S I O N   

The determination of the fringing reluctance using this derivation is tremendously costly, due to the 

numerical derivation, integration and evaluation of elliptic integrals.  
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Moreover, these calculations do not take into account the flux fringing from the surfaces of the plates 

located at |Ë| = )E + �  – Figure 8.1 showed that this approximation was very reductive. This could have been 

roughly assessed by adding four angles (and therefore doubling the complexity) to the Schwartz transform used 

in ℋ6; hence determining the magnetic potential in the domain 
|Ë| > )E + �, � < �(�. This manipulation would 

however not have allowed an exact calculation of the fringing reluctance since the magnetic potential on the 

surface of the plate is not constant and a priori unknown. 

8.1.6 CO MPA RI SON  O F TH E MET HO DS  

8.1.6.1 ES T I M A T I O N  O F  T H E  F R I N G I N G  RE L U C T A N C E  

The methods presented in the previous section use various hypothesis in order to offer estimations of the 

fringing reluctance. Insofar as the very principal of fringing reluctance is an approximation, finding its real value 

through measurement or FEA is intricate. The fringing reluctance shall thus be evaluated indirectly, through 

comparison of inductances. 

Let us consider a simple device, such that:  

 �X = 0, �( = 10mm, � = 1mm, ' = 1000, º = 35μm, § = 1mm, �Å = 5mm (8.13) 

Where �Å  is the mean radius of the coil. The distance . between the magnetic plates is varied. The 

inductance of this device versus .	is plotted in Figure 8.5 (a), using different methods to estimate the fringing 

reluctance. In Figure 8.5 (b), the error on the inductance wrt the FEA is plotted. 

(·) (�) 
Figure 8.5: Influence of the method used to estimate the fringing reluctance. (·): inductance vs. distance	.; (�): error on 

the inductance (reference: FEA) vs. .. �X = 0, �( = 10mm, � = 1mm,' = 1000, º = 35μm, § = 1mm, �Å = 5mm. 

It appears from the results displayed In Figure 8.5 that the use of the conformal mapping yields the bests 

results, whilst the other methods under-estimate the inductance of the device. This under-estimation of the 

inductance may be due to an overestimation of the fringing reluctance, coherent with our modelling, which 

consider only part of the elementary fringing paths. 

However, simulations using different parameters showed that even if the general overlook of Figure 8.5 (b) 

was often found, the conformal mapping method could yield highly overestimated values of inductances, 

especially under high (�Å − �()/.	ratios.  
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8.1.6.2 C O S T   

We give in Table 8.1 the time required by the algorithms detailed in section 8.1.2 to 8.1.5 to calculate the 

fringing reluctance of the device described in the previous section (Eq.(8.13)), with	. ∈ _0.2, 2cmm. Note that 

those timings may be lightly biased, especially for small calculation times, due to the presence of overhead (i.e. 

offsets). Multiples identical simulations were performed in order to compensate for the processor random 

work-load from other threads. 

Method 
Circles 

(section 8.1.2) 

Circles extended 

(section 8.1.3) 

Ellipses 

(section 8.1.4) 

Conformal mapping 

(section 8.1.5) 

Computational cost (ms) 0.116	 0.017	 0.330	 404	
Relative Computational cost 1	 0.15	 2.8	 3480	
Table 8.1: computational cost of the fringing reluctance for the methods described in the previous sections 

It clearly appears that the function using a Schwarz transform is astonishingly slower than the others. Here, 

it takes about 0.4s to complete an estimation of fringing reluctance (PC quad core, 2.83GHz, RAM: 8Go). Still, 

the function has not been fully optimized for speed. 

Oddly enough, it appears that the method assuming circular flux lines between the edges of the plates 

(blue curve) is 3 to 5 times slower than the very similar one using piece-wise circular flux lines from one plate to 

the other (red curve). No explanation to this peculiarity was found.  

The elliptic flux lines-based estimation of the total fringing reluctance is not quite slower than the others, 

due to the use of an extensive numeric integration. 

8.1.7 CON CLU SION  

First, it must be highlighted that the very concept of fringing reluctance is crooked insofar as it may not 

exactly represent the whole magnetic flux flowing from one plate to the other without crossing the gap 

between the plates. Though, this modelling will prove most convenient to embody part of the phenomenon.  

Several modelling were exposed, each based on a certain set of assumptions and characterised by its 

accuracy (most intricate to characterise) and complexity.  

Although Figure 8.5 showed that the method using a set of conformal mappings yielded the best 

estimation of inductance, it is also a method that takes about 0.5s, that is thousands of times slower than the 

other methods. Moreover, further simulations failed to demonstrate a general superiority of the method. 

8.2 FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN THE DEVICE  

8.2.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, we shall try and estimate the flux generated be the set of tracks placed between the 

magnetic plates. To this aim, the complete device shall be studied section by section, the �%¯ “section” 

(� ∈ ¼1, 2�% + 1½) being defined as the portion of device placed between the � −values ��X  and ��X�6 (see 

Figure 7.2). This division is operated because there is no change of geometry of the device in each section (a 

conductor is present or absent in the entire section). 

Once the modelling of a section is made, the right choice of boundary conditions and the gathering of the 

results for all the sections will yield the modelling of the complete device. 
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8.2.2 STU DY  O F ON E SECTIO N  

8.2.2.1 HY P O T H E S I S E S   

The permeability of the substrate placed between the plates is assumed to be equal to that of vacuum. 

This assumption is valid in the case of most PCB substrates, such as the standard epoxy-based- FR4.  

The magnetic material is assumed to be linear and of constant permeability.  

Let e� = �eÍ, e� , e��	be the flux in any point of coordinates (�, æ, Ë)	of the device. It is then further 

assumed that: 

- The flux density in the air gap is orthogonal to the plates (e = e�); 
- The flux in the plates is radial (e = eÍ); 

- All the flux lines go through the magnetic material; to wit, no flux line circles an element of current 

without going through the plate;  

- In the plate, the flux density eÍ does not depend on Ë. 

The assumptions on the flux distribution in the plates and in the gap are justified by to the reluctance of 

the gap being much higher than that of the magnetic plates. This is due to the high relative permeability of the 

magnetic material, along with the very short length of the gap compared to the characteristic dimension of the 

device.  

Moreover, under the 2D-assumption, e� = 0. 

Note that the boundaries conditions on e� and ���, which are the following: 

- conservation of e�&'É	(conservation of flux); 

- �&'%¯& (conservation of MMF), 

are not respected under these assumptions. 

8.2.2.2 MO D E L L I N G  

8.2 .2 .2 .1  S I T U A T I O N  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  

Let us consider a section of the device: this consists in a two ring-shaped magnetic plates of internal and 

external radii �6	and	�E, thickness � and relative permeability '. In the middle of the gap of width . separating 

the plates, a ring of conductor is placed. It also has radii �6	and	�E, its thickness is º and its conductivity is �.	A 

current of density  �(�, æ, Ë) = �(�)������ is flowing in the conductor. 

8.2 .2 .2 .2  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  

A Thevenin-like magnetic generator if connected between the edge at � = �6 and � = �E of the plates (see 

figure). Such generator consists of a MMF source � series-connected with a constant reluctance ℛ. It models 

the sections of the device for � < �6 and � > �E. 

We then consider that the magnetic flux density outside of the domain defined by : 

 � ∈ _�6, �Ec × Ë ∈ Ú−.2 − �, .2 + �	Û (8.14) 

is null – except of course in the Thevenin-like magnetic generator. 

Let (�6, ℛ6) and (�E, ℛE) be the generators connected in �6 and �E, see Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6: schematics of the modeling of a section and the connections to its surroundings.

8.2 .2 .2 .3   D I S T R I B U T E D  M O D E L  

Let us consider an infinitely thin ring of the section of device, situated between the radii 

may be modelled as a reluctance ℛ�
with a MMF source of amplitude �� ∈ _�, � ® .�c, z ∈ _mº/2, º/2c�. 
Figure 8.7. 

Figure 8.7: modelling of a slice of device, between the 

In so far as the flux flows radially in the plates and axially in the gap, the reluctances of this model may be 

expressed as
4
: 

 ��
Where � � . ® º Ø 6�� m 1Ù ® (�� � .
conductor.  

8.2.2.3 AN A L Y T I C A L  DE V E L O P M E N T

8.2 .2 .3 .1  IN I T I A L  DE V E L O P M E N T

Let: 

 �$ �
                                                                
4
 The factor 2 in the expression of 

material.  

: schematics of the modeling of a section and the connections to its surroundings. 

O D E L   

infinitely thin ring of the section of device, situated between the radii �$� , accounting for the reluctance of the magnetic plates series connected 

with a MMF source of amplitude � � .À � º����.�, accounting for the current flowing in the section �. �¹�  models the reluctance of the gap (for: |2Ë| | .). This model is given in 

ling of a slice of device, between the � m	values �	and � ® .�. 

In so far as the flux flows radially in the plates and axially in the gap, the reluctances of this model may be 

�$� � 2 ⋅ .�2¨�'��		 , �¹� � �2¨��.�	, . is the effective length of the gap and Å is the relative permeability of the 

E V E L O P M E N T  

E V E L O P M E N T  

�$�.� , �¹ � �¹�.�, ¥ � è�¹�$ � è��'2  

                         

actor 2 in the expression of �$ accounts for the flux flowing through the two plates of magnetic 
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infinitely thin ring of the section of device, situated between the radii � and � ® .�. This 

reluctance of the magnetic plates series connected 

, accounting for the current flowing in the section 

). This model is given in 

 

In so far as the flux flows radially in the plates and axially in the gap, the reluctances of this model may be 

(8.15) 

is the relative permeability of the 

(8.16) 

accounts for the flux flowing through the two plates of magnetic 
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 Then, Maxwell laws yield: 

 Y ∇��e� = 0∇�� ∧��� = �̂⇒ 		��
� .¤.� (�) ⋅ ℛ¹(�) = −�(�)
.�.� (�) = .À.� − ℛ$(�) ⋅ ¤(�)^ (8.17) 

Therefore, differentiating the first equation with respect to �, and noticing that: 

 .ℛ¹.� = −ℛ¹�  (8.18) 

and letting �¥ = �, we get: 

 �¤�� − ¤�� − �¤ = − �¥ℛ¹
.À.� (8.19) 

Since ℛ¹ is inversely proportional to � and under the assumption that this is also the case
5
 of 

)�)à: 

 .À.� ∝ �56, �. �. ..� ë� .À.�ì = 0, (8.20) 

The modified Bessel equation Eq. (8.19) has the following solutions: 

 ¤(�) = ��� ⋅ À6(�) + e ⋅ �6(�)� + ¤�, ¤� = ��æ¥Eº� �(�), � = �¥ (8.21) 

Where À6	and �6 are the modified Bessel function of first and second kind and of first order and where (�, e) ∈ ℝE is a constant yet to be determined, using the boundary conditions of the problem. 

When dealing with Bessel functions, it is well-known that: 

 À6� = 12 (ÀE + À�), �6� = −12 (�E + ��),	 (8.22) 

This expression of the flux ¤ in the bottom magnetic plate yields the following expression of the magnetic 

potential in this plate: 

 �(�) = −ℛ¹¥ �� ãÀ6(�) + �2 �ÀE(�) + À�(�)�ä + e ã�6(�) − �2 ��E(�) + ��(�)�ä� , � = �¥ (8.23) 

We also have the following expression for the magnetic fluxes densities eÉ and e� in the bottom plate and 

in the gap: 

 ∀� ∈ _�6, �Ec, eÉ�����(�) = ¤(�)�æ� �Í���, e�����(�) = �(�)æ�ℛ¹(�) ����� (8.24) 

eÉ and e� are solely � −dependant. 

8.2 .2 .3 .2  IN T E G R A T I O N  O F  T HE  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  

Basic circuit-theory yields the set of equations: 

 ��6 −ℛ6¤6 = �6�E + ℛE¤E = �E ^ , where	 �¤6 = ¤(�6)¤E = ¤(�E)^ , ��6 = �(�6)�E = �(�E)̂ (8.25) 

Which may be written: 

                                                                 
5
 This is in particular valid in d.c. : �(�) ∝ �56 because the track is circular, the current density is higher on 

the inner current path than on the outside. 
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Λ Ø�eÙ = ë−�6 + ℛ6¤�−�E − ℛE¤�ì , Λ = �−ℛ6�6À6��6� + ℛ¹¥ ¬6 −ℛ6�6�6��6� + ℛ¹¥ µ6
ℛE�EÀ6��E� + ℛ¹¥ ¬E ℛE�E�6��E� + ℛ¹¥ µE

� 

Where:		�6,E = �6,E¥ , � ¬6,E = À6��6,E� + �6,E2 ØÀE��6,E� + À���6,E�Ù
µ6,E = �6��6,E� − �6,E2 Ø�E��6,E� + ����6,E�Ù^ 

(8.26) 

This system may be solved to find the coefficient � and e by (numerically) inverting the matrix Λ. 

The flux density distribution in the plate as well as in the gap is then fully characterised. 

8.2 .2 .3 .3  PO I N T  O F  M A X I M A L  F L U X  DE N S I T Y  I N  T H E  PL A T E S  

Knowing the value of the maximum flux density in the magnetic material is of the utmost importance since 

the magnetic material should not be submitted to a flux density high enough to drive it to saturation. 

Therefore, this will constitute one of the dimensioning criteria of a final physical device. 

Let us then find the maximum of the function: 

 eÉ�����(�) = ¤(�)�æ� �Í��� (8.27) 

Its derivative wrt � is calculated, and the equation 
)��)à = 0 is then numerically solved. We have: 

 
.eÉ.� (�) = 0⇔ Ζ = 0, where:		Ζ(�) = �E��ÀE(�) + À�(�)� − �Ee��E(�) + ��(�)� − 2¤� (8.28) 

Should this equation have no solution, the point of maximum induction would be located on the edge of 

the studied domain, i.e. at � = �6,E. Otherwise, the root of Ζ is numerically sought using dichotomy.  

8.2.3 FULL DEVICE –  LOW-FREQ U EN CY CH AR A CT ERI SA TION  

8.2.3.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  

A complete device is made of several sections, defined by specific � −values (these values are the 

elements of (��X)). The analysis of a complete device may thus be simplified by considering each section one 

after the other, applying to it the model developed in the previous paragraph (section 8.2.2) and then applying 

the condition on the continuity of the flux at the boundaries between the sections. 

Let us detail this modus operandi on a simple device, characterised by a single track placed between two 

magnetic rings. 

In this section, we only consider the device when excited at low frequency, i.e. when the skindepth is much 

larger than the width of the track. In copper, for instance, this renders this modelling useful up to a few kHz 

when considering tracks of millimetric widths.  

8.2.3.2 DE V E L O P M E N T  

The device may be separated into five main zones, defined as follow (see Figure 8.8): 

Section 1:   � < �X   ; 
Section 2:   �X < � < �Å − "E  ; 

Section 3:   �Å − "E < � < �Å + "E	 ; 
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Section 4:   
"E < � < �( ; 

Section 5:   �( < � . 

Where �Å  is the mean radius of the track and § is its width. Let us emphasize the fact that the first and last 

sections may not be studied using the method exposed in section 8.2.2; they are described by the results of 

section 8.1. Fringing Reluctance. The sections 2 and 4 may be described by the model exposed in the previous 

section, considering that the current in the track in null. 

The magnetic flux density in the complete device is calculated as follow. First, the fringing reluctance ℛÌÇ , 
for � < �X, is estimated. Then, the total reluctance ℛÍ#Í�5$� of the domain � < �Å − §/2 is calculated, using 

the model presented in Figure 8.6, with the parameters: 

 ℛ6 = ℛÌÇ , �1 = 0, ℛE = 0, �2 = 1, À = 0, �6 = �X , �E = �Å − §2 (8.29) 

Where À is the total current flowing in the track. Then: 	 
 ℛÍ#Í�5"E = �2¤É(�E)		 (8.30) 

Where ¤É is the magnetic flux in the magnetic plate. 

The same is done for � > 	�Å + "E: ℛÍ%Í��$� = &6'�ØÍ(ÕÍ��$�Ù 
The expressions of the flux densities for � ∈ Ð�Å − "E , �Å + "EÑ are then derived using the model presented in 

Figure 8.6, with the parameters: 

 ℛ6 = ℛÍ#Í�5"/E, �1 = �2 = 0, ℛE = ℛÍ%Í��"/E, À = 1, �6,E = �Å ± §2		 (8.31) 

This incidentally yields the values ℱ$(Å%X&�	? Ø�Å ± "E	Ù of the MMF applied to ℛ6	and ℛE. Those values may 

be used to scale the expressions of the flux densities obtained using the parameters given by Eq. (8.29): the flux 

distribution was obtained using �2 = 1 whilst it has just been proven that the real value of �2	was ℱ$(Å%X&�	? Ø�Å − "E	Ù. The actual flux distribution in the plate in section 2 is then: 

 ∀� ∈ Ð�X , �Å − §2Ñ , ¤É(�) = ^¤É(�)|&6 ⋅ ℱ$(Å%X&�	? Ø�Å − §2	Ù�1  (8.32) 

And similarly in the section 4. 

The total inductance of the device is then calculated as the ratio of the maximum flux in the plates divided 

by the current À flowing through the main conductor (i.e. 1A). 

8.2.3.3 DC -S I M U L A T E D  RE S U L T S  

The dc-simulation of a device is given in Figure 8.8. Even though the relative permeability of the magnetic 

plates is rather low (' = 100), the simulation shows a good agreement between the flux density calculated 

and the one simulated using FEM. 
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�X = 10mm; 
�( = 30mm 

. = 2mm 

� = 1mm 

§ = 10mm 
º = 500μm  

�Å = �X + �(2 ; 
' = 100 

 

�·� ��� 

  

�)� �.� 
Figure 8.8: dc-simulation of a device. (a): flux density distribution (top) and magnetic potential (bottom) (analytical and 

FEM-simulated results); (b): details on the geometry of the simulated device; (c): 2D FEM-simulation of the density flux-

distribution of the device (the symmetry axis is located on the left side of the figure); (d): color-scale. 

8.2.4 FULL DEVICE –  H I G H-FREQ U EN CY CH AR A CT ERI SA TION  

8.2.4.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  

In the previous section, the considered that the device was excited at a frequency such that skin effect 

could be neglected. At higher frequencies, not only does the current mostly circulate on the edges of the track, 

thus rendering the hypothesis that the current density ���� ∝ �56 obsolete, but it also influence the magnetic 

flux distribution within the gap. Indeed, the conductor placed in the gap acts as a shield that prevents magnetic 

flux to cross the gap through the conducting track. 

This modified flux distribution in the gap shall then be assessed in order to enhance our modelling of the 

complete device.  
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8.2.4.2 MO D E L L I N G  

8.2 .4 .2 .1  F I R S T  OR D E R  M O D E L L I N G

The highly conductive PCB-track will act as a shield for ac

between the plates above and below the track will induce a varying current in the conductor, 

generate a magnetic field opposed to the fi

without assuming that a net current circulates in the considered track: it ho

This may for example be seen in the simulation of 

Figure 8.9: ac-magnetic simulation of a device constituted of two 

flows through the left strip; the right one is not supplied. The 20 curves are flux lines. (1.2mm, � � 1mm, ' = 1000, §6,E � 8mm
Simulations showed that using a copper

already yields to a good to quasi-perfect shielding. When dealing with a 35µm

thus valid from about 150kHz. This may be s

ploted for the same geometry, under various excitation frequencies, leading to various coefficient 

where ¥ is the skindepth and º	is the thickness of the copper track. 

 

R D E R  M O D E L L I N G  

track will act as a shield for ac-magnetic flux: the varying H

between the plates above and below the track will induce a varying current in the conductor, 

generate a magnetic field opposed to the first one (according to Lenz-law). Note that this conclusion 

without assuming that a net current circulates in the considered track: it holds even if the circuit is not 

mple be seen in the simulation of Figure 8.9. 

magnetic simulation of a device constituted of two strip of copper placed between two magnetic plates. 1A 

flows through the left strip; the right one is not supplied. The 20 curves are flux lines. (�X =mm, º � 140μm, ¾ � 10mm) 

Simulations showed that using a copper-track of thickness as small as a fifth to a third of a skindepth 

perfect shielding. When dealing with a 35µm-thick track, the assumption is 

thus valid from about 150kHz. This may be seen in Figure 8.10, where the same flux density distribution is 

ploted for the same geometry, under various excitation frequencies, leading to various coefficient 

is the thickness of the copper track.  

41 

magnetic flux: the varying H-field applied 

between the plates above and below the track will induce a varying current in the conductor, which  will 

Note that this conclusion was drawn 

lds even if the circuit is not closed. 

 
strip of copper placed between two magnetic plates. 1A ∞,�( − �X = 24mm, . �

track of thickness as small as a fifth to a third of a skindepth 

thick track, the assumption is 

, where the same flux density distribution is 

ploted for the same geometry, under various excitation frequencies, leading to various coefficient � � º/¥, 
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Figure 8.10: Flux in the magnetic plate, along the 

when the excitation frequency increases, thus enhancing the shielding20 mm,. � 500 μm, � � 1 mm,' = 1000
8.2 .4 .2 .2  F L U X  F R I N G I N G  F R O M  

It may however be seen in Figure 

cross the gap from above the strip, circles it and then join the bottom plate. This is highlighted in 

Figure 8.11: enlarged section of the middle of 

In order to take into account this flux, let us assume that the flux lines crossing the gap from above a strip 

are strait broken-lines coming from the first plate to the edge of the strip, and then to the second plate, as 

shown in Figure 8.13 (a). Let us further assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the magnetic potential above 

the strip is constant. We may then calculate the total flux 

keep using our derivations requiring that the flux in the gap is orthogonal to the plates, let us consider that the 

distance between the strips in no longer equal to 

the flux crossing the gap between the edge of a strip and a distance 

it may be expected that æ ≪ ¾ m §
assumed to be constant.  

Flux in the magnetic plate, along the � −axis. Plot showing the convergence of the flux density distribution 

the excitation frequency increases, thus enhancing the shielding. Parameters of the simulation: 1000, ¾ � 5 mm, º � 35 μm, § � 6 mm. 

R O M  A B O V E  T H E  TR A C K  

Figure 8.9 that even though hardly any flux crosses the strips, some flux does 

cross the gap from above the strip, circles it and then join the bottom plate. This is highlighted in 

: enlarged section of the middle of Figure 8.9 (a total of 200 flux lines are drawn). 

In order to take into account this flux, let us assume that the flux lines crossing the gap from above a strip 

lines coming from the first plate to the edge of the strip, and then to the second plate, as 

(a). Let us further assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the magnetic potential above 

the strip is constant. We may then calculate the total flux ¤� crossing the gap from above the strip. In order to 

keep using our derivations requiring that the flux in the gap is orthogonal to the plates, let us consider that the 

distance between the strips in no longer equal to ¾ m § but rather to ¾ m § ® 2æ and let us calculate 

he flux crossing the gap between the edge of a strip and a distance æ away from this edge is equal to §, the magnetic field between the plates at abscissa 
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Plot showing the convergence of the flux density distribution 

Parameters of the simulation: �X = 0,�( =

that even though hardly any flux crosses the strips, some flux does 

cross the gap from above the strip, circles it and then join the bottom plate. This is highlighted in Figure 8.11. 

 

In order to take into account this flux, let us assume that the flux lines crossing the gap from above a strip 

lines coming from the first plate to the edge of the strip, and then to the second plate, as 

(a). Let us further assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the magnetic potential above 

ove the strip. In order to 

keep using our derivations requiring that the flux in the gap is orthogonal to the plates, let us consider that the 

and let us calculate æ so that 

away from this edge is equal to ¤�. Since 

, the magnetic field between the plates at abscissa � ∈ Ð"E m æ, "EÑ may be 
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For the sake of simplicity, it is further assumed that the radius of the track is much higher than the 

characteristic lengths under study, the problem may then be studied as a two-dimensional Cartesian system. 

We may then write (see Figure 8.12): 

 ¤� = Ô ℱ���ℛ��� .�"E
� = Ô ℱ���ℛ���

"E��
"E .�,		 (8.33) 

Where:  

 ∀� ∈ Ð0, §2Ñ , ℛ(�).� = . − º2�.�� sinE ¬ , ∀� ∈ Ð§2 , §2 + æÑ , ℛ(�).� = .2��.� , ∀�,�(�) = � 

(8.34) 

Then:  

 ¤� = Ô 2�� sinE ¬. − º .�"E
� = 2��æ.  (8.35) 

At the end of the day: 

 æ = .2 arctan Ø §. − ºÙ (8.36) 

 
Figure 8.12: parameterisation used in Eq. (8.33)-(8.34). 

 
Figure 8.13: ac-modeling of the flux lines near the edge of a strip of conductor (a) and equivalent circuit (b). 

From the above assumptions, we may model the device under study using the following geometrical 

parameters: 

- The width of the �%¯ strip is decreased by an amount 2æX = . ⋅ arctan Ø "Ç)5*Ù, let §+, = §X − 2æX  be the 

effective width of the �%¯	track; 

- The magnetic material above and below the strip is replace by a single lumped reluctance:  
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∀�, ℛ¹�,X = 1�'¨� ln ã���EX�6	���EX ä 

Where ���  is calculated as ��, but using §- instead of §. 

(8.37) 

- The other parameters remain unchanged. 

The results of section 8.2.2 may now be applied to this revised device. 

8.2 .4 .2 .3  PR O T O C O L  F O R  DE R I V I N G  T H E  F L U X  I N  T H E  C O M P L E T E  DE V I C E  

For the sake of clarity, we shall, once more, consider a simple device, with only one track. As previously, 

the device may be separated into five main zones, defined as follow: 

Section 1:   � < �X   ; 
Section 2:   �X < � < �Å − 6E §-  ; 
Section 3:   �Å − 6E §- < � < �Å + 6E §-	 ; 
Section 4:   

6E §- < � < �( ; 

Section 5:   �( < � . 

Where �Å  is the mean radius of the. Let us emphasize the fact that the first and last sections may not be 

studied using the method exposed in section 8.2.2; they are described by the results of section 8.1. Fringing 

Reluctance. The sections 2 and 4 may be described by the model exposed in section 8.2.2, considering that the 

current in the track in null. The flux in the third section is constant, the magnetic potential is linked to the flux 

by the value of the reluctance of the plate ℛ¹�,X 	above the strip (see Eq. (8.37)). 

The magnetic flux density in the complete device is calculated as follow. First, the fringing reluctance ℛÌÇ , 
for � < �X, is estimated. Then, the total reluctance ℛÍ#Í�5$,� of the domain � < �Å − §-/2 is calculated, using 

the model presented in Figure 8.6, with the parameters: 

 ℛ6 = ℛÌÇ , �1 = 0, ℛE = 0, �2 = 1, À = 0, �6 = �X , �E = �Å − §-2 (8.38) 

Where À is the total current flowing in the track. Then: 	 
 ℛÍ#Í�5",E = �2¤É(�E)		 (8.39) 

Where ¤É is the magnetic flux in the magnetic plate. 

The same is done for � > 	�Å + ",E: ℛÍ%Í��$,� = &6'�ØÍ(ÕÍ��$,�Ù 
The expressions of the flux density above the track	is given by: 

 ∀� ∈ Ð�Å − §2 , �Å + §2Ñ , eÉ(�) = eÉ ë�Å − 12 §-ì ⋅ 2�Å − §-2�  (8.40) 

The total reluctance of the device and the total generated flux are then equal to: 

 ℛ%&% = ℛÍ#Í�5",E +ℛÍ%Í��",E +ℛ¹� , ¤%&% = Àℛ%&%  (8.41) 
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Where À	is the total current flowing in the track and ℛ¹� is the reluctance of the plates above the track; it is 

defined in Eq. (8.37). All the flux ¤%&% 	flows above the track that sources it, the flux distribution obtained for 2|� − �Å| > §- may then be scaled. The actual flux distribution in the plate in section 2 is then, since ¤É is 

continuous: 

 	¤É(�) = ^¤É(�)|&6 ⋅ ¤%&%^¤É Ø�Å − 12 §-Ù.&6 
(8.42) 

And similarly in the section 4. 

As for the total inductance of the device, it is equal to ℛ%&%56 . 

8.2.4.3  AC-S I M U L A T E D  RE S U L T S  

We draw in Figure 8.14 the results from both our analytical development and a FEM-simulation of a device 

defined as: 

 
�X = 0, �( = 30	mm, �Å = 19.5	mm, § = 15	mm, º = 35	μm, 

		. = 0.5	mm, � = 1	mm, ' = 1000, � = 1
�Ë 
(8.43) 

Where �Å  is the mean radius of the copper track. The results are highly consistent.  

 
Figure 8.14:Magnetic flux density in the magnetic plates of the device defined by Eq. (8.43), analytical development and 

FEM-simulation. 

Even though we explained in detail the simple case of a device made of a single track, our development is 

much more general: assuming that the magnetic material is linear and using the superposition principal, we 

may calculate the total flux in a device including several tracks, in which flows any value of current. In order to 

test this modelling, we simulated several devices, of quite-random geometries and compared the results 

obtained both with our development and a FEM-simulation. As long as the geometry of the device is “ideal 

enough” (i.e. that our assumption on the flux distribution is reasonable enough – see section 8.2) our modelling 

is a good match to the FEM-simulated results. An example is given in Figure 8.15, where an excellent match 

between the FEM-simulation and our modelling may be seen.  
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Outline of the device: 

 

Parameters of the simulation: 

§ = _0.38				0.60				2.21				3.08				2.28				0.01c	mm 

¾ = _4.79				3.47				6.58				3.70				4.87				2.55c	mm 

�X = 0.2	mm, �( = 28.9	mm, � = 1.4	mm, . = 500	μm, ' = 560 

Figure 8.15: FEM-simulation (x-marked cyan line) and result of our modeling (red line) of a device containing six tracks 

(black dotted lines) of various widths and in which flows various currents.  The red, yellow and blue dotted lines show the 

flux generated by each track. 

8.2.5 CON CLU SION  &  PER SP ECTIV E  

Simulations have shown that although taking into account the flux fringing from above the track with the 

parameter æX  improved the accuracy of the analytical results, its influence was rather small. 

The simulations in Figure 8.8, Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15 show a good correlation between FEM-

simulation and our modelling, allowing us to jump to the next step of our study, i.e. estimating the matrix 

characterising the inductive-coupling between the windings of the device under study. 
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8.3 APPLICABILITY DOMAIN  

8.3.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

Our derivations were made under a set of assumptions, in particular on the flux paths. Let us now try and 

design a tool assessing a priori to what extent a given geometry of magnetic component matches these 

assumptions – this shall be referred to as the “ideality” of a device.  

Many parameters are required to fully characterise a geometry (�X , �( , §, ¾, �% , ' , ., �, º), let us focus on 

those which seem the most important and neglect the incidence of the others on the ideality of the geometry. 

Let us then define a coefficient	Λ� , function of those “important” parameters of the device under test, 

predicting the agreement of the estimation of the inductance of coil to its actual value. In other words: the 

higher Λ, the smaller the discrepancy between our estimation �³ of the inductance and its real value
6
 �. 

Formally:  

 ù → Λ�(ù), where	ù = �³� , is	bijective	&	continuous 
(8.44) 

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a device such that �X → ∞ and �% = 1.  

Furthermore, when using the high-frequency modelling (section 8.2.4), the flux distribution above the 

tracks is well-known, assuming that § → 0	thus allows to simplify the expression of Λ� . Let us then use the 

following expression for Λ�: 

 Λ� = ��.É	 	�¹ ln(') , � = �( − �X  (8.45)  

Where 4 = (�,�, 	) ∈ ℝ?. 

Formally, the point of this function Λ�  is, for all	5 ∈ ℝ�∗, to allow the creation of an ensemble Γ* ∈ ℝ such 

that for a given set of parameters	(�, ., ' , �) ∈ ℝ�{: 

 ∀5 ∈ ℝ�∗, Λ�(�, ., ' , �) ∈ Γ* 			⇒ 			 8�³� − 18 < Ï (8.46) 

Λ�  will therefore consists in an easy way to check ex ante if the inductance of a particular geometry may be 

correctly estimated using �³.  

8.3.2 CA LCULATIO N O F (�,�, �, 	) 
First, a series of FEM-simulations is run on a set of geometries and the inductance � of each device is 

extracted. The inductance �³ of each geometry is also calculated using our development. ù = �³ ⋅ �56	is then 

calculated.  

Each element of the vector	4	is then taken equal to the slope of the linear regression that best predicts ln Λ 

from the natural logarithm of the related parameter	(ln ' , �, ., �). The values of the vector	4, deduced from 

the simulations detailed in appendix, yield the following expression of Λ: 

 Λ�(�, ., �, ') = ��.{9.�.{9 ⋅ ��.{9p ⋅ ln ' (8.47) 

8.3.3 RES ULTS  

8.3.3.1 G E N E R A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  

We ran the simulations of 1600 geometries, taken from the domain: 

                                                                 
6
 It is assumed that the actual inductance of a considered coil is strictly equal to the value obtained by FEM 

simulation. 
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Figure 8.16 shows that the dispersion of the points 

device, around their mean value is quite low: the point cloud is quite narrow. This denotes a n

behaviour of ù → Λ��ù�. This proves that the designed ideality factor offers a good evaluation of the closeness 

of the estimated inductance to the actual one.

Figure 8.16: plot showing the validity of the designed ideality factor:  

is used as parameter. 1676 geometries are s

The values of the vector	4, deduced from the simulations detailed in appendix, yield the following 

expression of Λ: 

 Λ
 

8.3.3.2 PO I N T S  O U T  O F  T H E  M

Figure 8.16 reveals the presence of a few 
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8.4 MATRIX OF MUTUAL INDUCTANCES  

8.4.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, we shall first try and derive the expression of the inductance matrix 
% ∈ ℳÃÄ(ℝ�) 
between the �% tracks of the device. ∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1, �%½, � ≠ ?, 
%_�, ?c = 
%_?, �c		represents the mutual 

inductance between the �%¯ and ?%¯  tracks of the device; ∀� ∈ ¼1, �%½,
%_�, �c represents the self inductance of 

the �%¯ track.  

When 
% is known, we will derive	
, ∈ℳÃA(ℝ�), the inductance matrix between the �, windings of the 

device.  

It is assumed that the excitation frequency is high enough so that the magnetic flux crossing the gap 

through a track may be neglected (see the previous section). 

8.4.2 DERIV ATION  O F 
% 
The flux distribution in the magnetic plates due to any track of the device may be calculated using the 

derivation exposed in the previous section. From this derivation and under the assumption that the magnetic 

flux crossing the gap above a conductive track may be neglected, the linkage flux between two tracks �	and ? 
may be easily estimated: it is equal to the flux generated by track ?	in the plate, taken at any point above the 

track ?. The linkage flux is equal to the integral over the red surface of the magnetic flux density in Figure 8.17.  

 
Figure 8.17: Simulation at 1MHz of a device with two tracks of width § = 3mm. � = 1mm, ' = 500,. = 500μm. The 

current in the right track is zero, it is equal to 1A in the left one. Red: 3.3mT. 

The mutual inductance between tracks	�	and ? is then equal to this linkage flux divided by the current 

flowing in the source-track ?.  
Note that our estimation of the linkage flux takes into accounts the fringing flux, which flows through the 

plates and the fringing reluctance (see section 8.1). 

8.4.3 DERIV ATION  O F 
, 

The matrix 
,, which characterise the inductive couplings between the windings, is deduced from 
%.  
The mutual inductance 
,_�, ?c	between the windings � and ? of the device is calculated by summing the 

mutual inductances of the tracks forming those windings. Formally: 
, 	is calculated using the relation: 

 
∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1, �,½E, 
,_�, ?c = B 
%_	, °c¹∈CÇÂ∈CD

 
(8.50) 

Where	�, is the number of windings of the transformer and ∀� ∈ ¼1, �,½, CÉ is the set of indexes of the 

tracks belonging to winding	�; CÉ ⊆ ¼1, �,½. 
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8.5 CONSIDERATIONS ON EMC 

8.5.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

The very nature of power converters make them extraordinarily noisy from an electromagnetic point of 

view: .�/.� up to several tens of MA/s, .//.� up to several tens or hundreds of MV/s cohabit with currents in 

the order of tens of Amps oscillating at frequencies as high as several MHz. Furthermore, one of the ends of 

planar components it to be used in converters using even higher switching frequencies, up to the 10MHz-

range. Then, having a mean to assess the EMC of the device under study strikes as of the primmest importance. 

8.5.2 DEV ELO PMENT  

Simulations have shown that the geometry of device under study is characterised by a very high fringing 

flux, i.e. magnetic flux flowing outside of the magnetic component. In the simulation presented in Figure 8.17, 

for instance, roughly 10% of the total flux was fringing. This flux is susceptible to interact with other 

components, thus leading to potential malfunctions and additional power-losses. Let us then the value of the 

fringing flux be an measurement of the EMC of the considered device.  

In section 8.2, the flux density ¤É	in the magnetic was estimated, under the assumption that the fringing 

flux flowed through a so-called fringing-reluctance ℛÌ  connected between the edges of the magnetic plates. 

The flux fringing toward the exterior of the device (i.e. in the domain � > �() is thus equal to ¤É(�().	Some 

flux is also fringing at the centre of the device, in the domain � < �X , it is equal to ¤É(�X). 
8.5.3 D IS CUS SION   

First, It must be observed that our development does not aim at assessing whether a specific device will be 

compliant with the EMC regulations or not. It is merely a tool designed to give a general idea of the EM noise a 

device will introduce; this tool was also designed to compare devices. Nonetheless, one may wonder if 

considering only the fringing flux yields a fair tool for comparing the EMC of devices.  

Second, it has been shown in section 8.1.6 that our estimation of the fringing reluctance was a rather poor 

accuracy; the results of this short and simple development should thus be treated with enough distance. 

8.6 SEALING THE BOX  

8.6.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

Due to the thinness of the gap and the absence of low-reluctance path between the plates, most of the 

magnetic flux flows from one plate to the other between �X  and �(; hence the low coupling coefficient 

between the tracks. It has moreover be proved that the fringing flux was quite high, potentially raising EMC-

related problems.  

Adding a low reluctance path between the plates could help solve both those problems, whilst increasing 

the magnetising inductance. This may be done by adding a piece of magnetic material between the edges of 

the plates, i.e. in the domain 
|Ë| < )E + �, � ∈ _�( , �( + º$c�	and/or in the domain 
|Ë| < )E + �, � ∈
_�X − º$, �Xc�, where º$ ∈ ℝ�(for instance º$ = �).  

8.6.2 S IMU LATIO NS  

The outlook of the four possibilities (with or without internal and external shunts) are shown in Figure 

8.18, considering a device composed of three tracks, the central one being part of the 2
nd

 coil and the others 

being part of the 1
st

 coil; moreover: 
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 �X = 10mm, �( = 30mm, . = 500μm, � = 2mm, ' = 500 ¾ = _5, 6, 5cmm, § = _4, 5, 6cmm, º = 140μm (8.51) 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 8.18: outlook of the possible partially-sealed geometries: (a) without shunt; (b) with internal magnetic shunt only; (c) 

with external magnetic shunt only; (d) with both internal and external shunts. Round shunts are used here. 
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Parameter Unit No shunt 
Internal 

shunt 

External 

shunt 
Both shunts 

Resistance of coil 1 mΩ 104 219 248 22.5 
Resistance of coil 2 mΩ 80 143 142 19.7 

Max flux density in the plates mT 6.9 84 8.4 161 
Max flux density in the gap mT 4.8 5.1 6.4 2 

Normalised saturation current − 23 1.9 19 1 
Proportion of fringing flux over 

total flux % 20 18 6 0.5 
FoM mT ⋅ Ω56 66 383 34 7155 

Table 8.2:  data excerped from FEM simulations. The FoM is related to the self-time-constant of the device, it is defined as 

the ratio between the resistance of coil 1 and the maximum flux density in the magnetic plates. 

The simulations in Figure 8.18, together with the results in Table 8.2, show that closing the magnetic circuit 

improves the EMC of the device, as well as the coupling between the windings. The magnetising inductance is 

also greatly increased and the losses are highly reduced. On the other hand, the saturation current is 

tremendously decreased. 

8.6.3 CON CLU SION  

Closing the magnetic core improves the EMC and the coupling between the tracks, at the expense of an 

increased manufacturing cost. Sealing only one side yields to an overall decrease of the reluctance of the 

device, this yields to an increase of the magnetic flux. Nonetheless, this flux has to cross the gap; hence an 

increase of the losses. The partially-closed configurations ((b) and (c) in Figure 8.18) is therefore suboptimal. 

Should the saturation current be increased, it would be preferable to machine an aperture in one (or both) 

shunt, or to use a distributed gap so that the losses are minimised [45, 46]. 

All the modelling presented in this study considers that no magnetic shunt is used. However, it is still valid 

if the magnetic paths are closed, all one needs to do is give the correct value to the fringing reluctances. In the 

case of the shunts used in Figure 8.18, for instance, one would consider Eq. (8.2), assuming that �X ≫ . + � 

and replacing the permeability of vacuum by that of the material of the shunt. 
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9 ESTIMATION OF THE LOSSES  

9.1 ESTIMATION OF THE COPPER LOSSES USING THE THIN-WIRES METHOD  

9.1.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

The Thin-Wire (TW) method is thoroughly presented is [47], developed in [48] and further investigated in 

[49]. Based on those dissertations, let us first draw a sketch of the method that shall be used in order to assess 

the copper losses of the inductors under study.  

The thin wire method consists in replacing a PCB-track by a set of parallel-connected wires of negligible 

diameter. According to this method, the voltage and current at any point of the set of TW is equal to those 

found in the actual PCB-track. Each TW is characterised by a resistance such that the total dc-resistance of the 

set of wires is equal to the dc-resistance of the PCB-track. Inductive and capacitive couplings between the wires 

are also considered by the means of mutual inductances and capacitances between the wires. The TW are 

immerged in the same dielectric medium as the original strip of conductor. 

 
Figure 9.1: cross section of a PCB-track (left) and it modelling using TW (right) 

The radius ÏFG of the TW is arbitrarily chosen. The distances between the wires .X,X�6 may or may not be 

constant, resulting in constant or variable TW density. 

Under some assumptions, line theory may then be applied to the set of TW. 

9.1.2 MOD ELLIN G  AND  HYPO TH ESI S  

We aim at assessing the resistance of a track of copper used in an inductor featuring a polar symmetry, we 

should thus consider spirally-shaped TW. As a simplification, we shall consider each turn of each winding 

independently; we shall further simplify the track as an annulus. Each of these rings has the same rectangular 

section as the original track and its radius is the mean radius of the original track. 

Let us therefore consider an annular PCB-track of width	§, thickness	º, and mean radius �%. Let us 

discretise it and consider instead a set of �FG TW; let ÏFGX  be the radius of the �%¯ TW and let �FG,X be the 

radius of the ring it forms. Then, ��FG,X�X  is a vector of length the total number of TW, i.e. �FG. 
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Figure 9.2: Simplification of a portion of spiral (i.e. a “track”) into a ring and discretisation, before application of the TW 

method. 

Let us define the vectors voltage #�æ� and current À�æ�, both of length �FG, such that #X�æ� is the voltage 

and ÀX�æ� is the current in the �%¯ TW at position æ ∈ _0, 2¨c. 

Let �#6, ÷6� and �#E, ÷E� be the characteristics of the Thevenin sources applied to the ends of the track, at  æ = 0� and æ = 2¨5. �÷X�X∈:6,E; is further divided in �FG impedances, each of which is connected to one TW 

(see Figure 9.3). �÷6,Â , ÷E,Â� ∈ℳÃÄ,6E �ℂ� and �#6, #E� ∈ ℂE. 
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Figure 9.3: modelling of a track replaced by  �FG 	= 5. 

Let �(à%  be the external inductance matrix between the TWs, �FG be the capacitance matrix between the 

TW and � the conductance matrix accounting for resistive losses between the TWs, in the dielectric. Let us 

further define the diagonal matrices �FG and �X�% as the resistance and internal inductance (i.e. accounting for 

the energy stored within the track) matrices. 

Line theory may be applied to the set of TW provided that the TEM-assumption holds, which requires 

that [47]: 

-  The diameter and the distance between the TW is small wrt the wave-length of the applied signals; 

- Should a ground plane be used, the distance between it and the TW is small wrt the wave-length of 

the applied signals. 

Is this work, the maximum frequencies of interest are below 100MHz, which is equivalent to a wavelength 

of 3m in vacuum. Considering devices of dimensions below about 30cm does allow applying the line theory. 

9.1.3 AN ALYTI CAL DEV ELO P MENT  

9.1.3.1 MA I N  D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQ U A T I O N  

Line theory in harmonic regime of pulsation � yields the equations [48]: 

 �H#(æ)Hæ = −÷�À(æ)HÀ(æ)Hæ = −IÅ#(æ) ^ , �÷� = �FG + ?�(�X�% + �(à%)IÅ = � + ?��56 ^ 		⇒ 			HE#(æ)HæE − ÷�I»#(æ) = 0 (9.1) 

9.1.3.2 RE S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  ODE 

The solution to Eq. (9.1) is given by
7
: 

                                                                 
7
 Note that the function exp(⋅)	and √⋅ are operations on matrices: ∀
 ∈ℳ�(ℂ), exp(
) = ∑ WÇ

X!X  and ∀(
,�) ∈ℳ�E(ℂ),
 = �E ⇒ √
 = �. 
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 #�æ� = exp�MWæ� #� + exp�−MWæ� #5, MW = N÷�I»  (9.2) 

Where #± are constant vectors of lengths	�FG, determined using the boundary conditions: the sources 

applied to the TWs at æ = 0� and æ = 2¨5. Then:  

 � #(0�) = #6#(2¨5) = #E ⇔ ^ � ÷6÷�56MW(#5 − #�) = #6 − #5 − #�÷E÷�56MW(¿#5 − ¾#�) = ¿#5 − ¾#� − #E ^ , �¿ = exp(−2¨MW)¾ = exp(2¨MW) ^ (9.3) 

This system may be written: 

 Λ Ø#5#�Ù = ë#6#Eì , Λ = ë À) + ÷6÷�56MW À) − ÷6÷�56MW(À) − ÷E÷�56MW)¿ (À) + ÷E÷�56MW)¾ì ∈ℳEÃÄ(ℂ) (9.4) 

Inverting the matrix Λ then yields the values of #� and #5, and then the voltage and current (using Eq. 

(9.1)) in the wire.  

The total resistance of the set of TW, equal to the total resistance of the track, may then be calculated. 

9.1.3.3 C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  IM P E D A N C E  M A T R I C E S  

9.1 .3 .3 .1  PR E L I M I N A R I E S  

Let us introduce the Kelvin functions, defined by: 

 (��Ï� , ����):		ℝE → ℝE			such	that			∀Ï ∈ ℝ, ��Ï�(Ï) + � ⋅ ����(Ï) = �� ëÏ ⋅ �X?ç{ 	ì			 (9.5) 

Where �� is the Bessel function of the first kind. Then, let us define the following functions [48]: 

 

�O,�($$(�(�) = ��Ï�(�)���6(�) − ��Ï�(�)��Ï6(�) − ����(�)���6(�) − ��������(�)��Ï6(�)��Ï6E(�) + ���6E(�) 			 
��,�($$(�(�) = ��Ï�(�)���6(�) + ��Ï�(�)��Ï6(�) + ����(�)���6(�) − ����(�)��Ï6(�)��Ï6E(�) + ���6E(�) 			 (9.6) 

  

9.1 .3 .3 .2  R E S I S T A N C E  O F  T H E  TW   

9 .1 .3 .3 .2 .1  M E T H O D O L O G Y   

The resistance matrix is calculated as follow. First, a rough approximation of the resistance of the track is 

calculated using the equation giving the ac-resistance of a straight track proposed in [48]: 

 �%� = �%P M√2�»+(§ + º) �O,�($$(� Ø2M §º§ + ºÙ , M = N��»+ (9.7) 

Where  is the absolute permeability of the medium, assumed equal to that of the vacuum, �»+ is the 

conductivity of the metal the track is made of and �%P  is the effective length of the circular track, defined by: 

 
�%P = 2¨ §

ln Ø2�Å + §2�Å − §Ù 
(9.8) 

�%P  is the length of the straight track having the same dc-resistance as the ring-track of mean radius �Å. 
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In dc-operation, the resistance of the set of TW modelling the real track is equal to: 

 �FG� = ëB 1�FG_�, �cX ì56 ∈ ℝ (9.9) 

Where �FG ∈ℳÃÄ�ℝ� is the (diagonal) resistance matrix of the set of TW.  

The dc-resistance of each TW is inversely proportional to the radius �FG,X of the ring it forms, we may write 

that: 

 ∀��, ?� ∈ ¼1, �FG½E, �FG_�, ?c = �� 1�FG,X ¥XQ 		⇒ 			 �FG� = �� ëB �FG,XX ì56 (9.10) 

Where ¥XQ  is the Kronecker delta. 

Moreover, this resistance �FG�  must be equal to the dc-resistance of the track �%�, hence: 

 ∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1, �FG½E, �FG_�, ?c = �%P M�FG,X√2�»+(§ + º) �O,�($$(� Ø2M §º§ + ºÙ ⋅ ëB �FG,ÂÂ ì ¥XQ (9.11) 

Where �O,�($$(�  was introduced in section 9.1.3.3.1. Preliminaries 

9 .1 .3 .3 .2 .2  D I S C U S S I O N  

To the author’s knowledge, there exist no formula that would give the actual resistance of the track placed 

in the magnetic field generated by the device under study; hence the use of the TW method. However, this 

method requires a pre-estimation of the resistance of the TWs (in the form of the matrix �FG). Several 

formulas may be used to estimate this matrix [48].  The one used in Eq. (9.7) is not ideal since: 

- It assumes that the TW are in vacuum; 

- It was developed for a Cartesian geometry; despite the use of an effective length ��, its accuracy in the 

case of a axi-symmetric device is unknown (and most likely limited); 

- It itself is an approximation of limited accuracy [48]. 

9.1 .3 .3 .3  E X T E R N A L  IN D U C T A N C E  M A T R I X  

∀� ∈ ¼1, �FG½, using the development in section 8.2. Flux Distribution in the Device, we calculate the flux 

distribution in the magnetic component from which all the tracks have been removed – only remains in the gap 

the �%¯ TW, source of MMF. Then, the total flux generated yields the self inductance of the TW (i.e. the 

coefficient �(à%_�, �c), whilst the flux linkage gives the mutual inductances between the �%¯ TW and the others 

TW (i.e. the coefficient �(à%_�, ?c and �(à%_?, �c, ? ∈ ¼1,�FG½).  

Formally: if ∀� ∈ _�X , �(c,			¤X(�) is the flux generated by the �%¯ wire in the magnetic plates at abscissa �: 

 ∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1,�FG½E, �(à%_�, �c = ¤X��FG,X 	�ÀX , �(à%_�, ?c = ¤X��FG,Q�ÀX  (9.12) 

Where �FG,X	is the radius of the ring formed by the �%¯ TW and ÀX  is the current (of any value) flowing in the �%¯ TW used to determine ¤X. 
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9.1 .3 .3 .4  IN T E R N A L  IN D U C T A N C E  M AT R I X  

9 .1 .3 .3 .4 .1  M E T H O D O L O G Y   

The internal inductance is estimated using the very same technique as for the resistance. First, the dc-

internal inductance of the track is calculated: 

 �X�%� = �%P �2¨M�§ + 1.14º� ��,�($$(� Ø M§º§ + 1.14ºÙ (9.13) 

Where �%P  is defined by Eq. (9.8) and ��,�($$(�  was introduced in section 9.1.3.3.1. Preliminaries. 

Then, given that the internal inductance of each TW is inversely proportional to the radius �FG,X of the ring 

it forms, we may identify the expression of the internal inductance given by (9.13) to that of the set of TWs. 

This leads to : 

 ∀��, ?� ∈ ¼1, �FG½E, �X�%_�, ?c = �%P ��FG,X2¨M�§ + 1.14º� ��,�($$(� Ø M§º§ + 1.14ºÙ ⋅ ëB �FG,ÂÂ ì ¥XQ  (9.14) 

9 .1 .3 .3 .4 .2  D I S C U S S I O N  

The accurate determination of the internal inductance is far from trivial and the resolution proposed is 

barely a rough estimation. Nonetheless, it must be noted that the internal inductance is generally much smaller 

than the external one [48]. 

9.1 .3 .3 .5  C A P A C I T A N C E  M A T R I X  

9 .1 .3 .3 .5 .1  M E T H O D O L O G Y   

Under the quasi-TEM assumption, the capacitance matrix �FG is deduced from the external inductance 

matrix, using the relation [48]: 

 �(à% ⋅ �FG = (ÌÌº(ÌÌ (9.15) 

Where (ÌÌ and º(ÌÌ are the effective permeability and permittivity of the medium. Due to the lack of 

precise data, it is assumed that (ÌÌ = � and º(ÌÌ is equal to the permittivity of the PCB-substrate. 

Much literature focuses on the homogenisation of heterogeneous media in order to estimate effective 

parameters. However, the geometry under test is quite unusual, in particular due to the absence of ground 

plane, which renders especially intricate the determination of the actual medium in which the electromagnetic 

wave travels. Moreover, simulations showed that the coupling between TW was predominantly inductive. An 

accurate determination of the effective parameters, needed to determine �FG, is then of little interest.  

9 .1 .3 .3 .5 .2  D I S C U S S I O N  

Although the effective permittivity º(ÌÌ of the medium is chosen equal to the permittivity of the PCB-

substrate, this approximation does not hold if the electric field penetrates the magnetic plates, i.e. if the 

magnetic plates may not be considered as media of infinite conductivity. Section 10.5 shall show that this 

approximation is quite valid. 

9.1 .3 .3 .6  C O N D U C T A N C E  M A T R I X   

Dielectric losses are neglected: � = 0. 
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9.1.4 IMP LEMENT ATION  

9.1.4.1 L I N E A R  TW-DE N S I T Y   

The easiest way to construct the vector ��FG,X�X∈¼6,ÃÄ½ is to linearly distribute the TWs over the width of 

the track. In this situation, [47] showed that using a density of 4TW/mm of width of PCB-track resulted in a fair 

compromise between computational cost and precision, for frequencies in the order of 100kHz to a few tens of 

MHz.  

9.1.4.2 NO N -L I N E A R  TW -D E N S I T Y  

Even though using a constant TW-density results in the simplest description of the problem, it is highly 

suboptimal insofar as the current mostly varies near the edge of the track, in a band of thickness of the order of 

a few times the skin-depth.  

Our implementation of the TW-method is highly versatile insofar as it may work with any TW distribution.  

Two non-linear TW-densities were implemented. First, a piece-wise constant TW-density is proposed, as 

shown in Figure 9.4. The TW-density is equal to 5°É (where °É is a strictly positive parameter) from the edges 

to 5 skin-depth deep in the original strip; while the TW-density is equal to °É in the middle of the strip.  

 
Figure 9.4: Sketch of the piece-wise constant TW-density (TW-density not drawn to scale). ¥	is the skindepth. 

A more regular
8
 TW-density is also proposed; the following equation: 

 

∀� ∈ ¼1, �%½, �FGÇ = �Å + §2 ⋅ tanh�·FG(2� − �% − 1)�tanh�·FG(�% − 1)� , 
	·FG = §¥»+�FG , �FG = R1000 ⋅ °É ⋅ §S (9.16) 

Where ¥»+ is the skindepth, gives the radius �FG,X 	of the ring formed by the �%¯ TW. ·FG is a parameter, 

heuristically chosen (see Figure 9.5). 

                                                                 
8
 �FG,X	(�%) is actually	T	(ℝ). 
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Figure 9.5: Example of non-linear TW repartition, using 20 TW distributed in _16.5, 21.5cmm. 

9.1.5 ACCO UN TING  FO R PRO X IMIT Y EFFECT  

9.1.5.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  

In the previous section, each track was considered separately; proximity effects between track were thus 

neglected. And yet, this coupling between tracks may lead to a tremendous increase of the copper-losses. 

Using the TW method and the previous derivations, let us try and model it. 

In the case of a transformer, depending on the topology of converter the transformer is used in, the 

relation between the currents in each winding differs. For instance, in a flyback converter, the primary and 

secondary windings never carry current at the same time whilst in a LLC resonant converter, the ratio of the 

current over the inductance of all windings is the same. There is therefore no general relation that links a priori 

the currents in the windings of the magnetic device; no proximity effect between the windings may then be 

modelled in the most general case.  Each winding shall then be considered independently in the following 

development.  

9.1.5.2 EX T E N D E D  S Y S T E M  

Let us consider a winding composed of �% tracks and let us discretise each of these tracks using the 

algorithm presented in section 9.1.2. Let �FG�°� ∈ ℕ	be the number of TW used in the distcretisation of the °%¯ track of the winding (° ∈ ¼1, �%½). This manipulation yields a set of �FG,%&% = ∑ �FG(°)Â  TW modelling a 

complete winding. To this set of TW may then by applied the TW method, in the very same way as exposed in 

sections 9.1.2-9.1.3. This results in an estimation of the total resistance of each track, with proximity effects 

between the tracks of the winding taken into account.  

The ÷� and I»  matrices of the extended system are calculated as explained in section 9.1.3.3; it then 

appears that: (÷�	, I») ∈ℳÃUV,ÄWÄE (ℂ). 
9.1.5.3 D I S C U S S I O N  

In our development, we considered that the tracks part to the other windings did not influence the current 

distribution in the tracks of the winding under study. This is rather strong hypothesis since the sole presence of 

those tracks (even if no net current is flows through them) will influence the flux distribution in the gap.  

Even though this demonstration considered each winding independently, should a relation be a priori 

given between the currents in the windings, it could be taken into account in the expression of the boundary 

conditions while the extended system would be further widened to contain the TW corresponding to all the 

tracks of all the windings.  
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9.1.6 RES ULTS   

9.1.6.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N  –  ME T H O D   

In this section, the resistances of the windings of a series of devices of various geometries are simulated 

using both FEA and the thin-wire technique presented in the previous section. The resistances calculated with 

those two methods are compared, as well as the computational cost – i.e. the time required to run the 

simulations. 

We consider an axi-symmetric device. The copper tracks have thickness 70 µm. The space of geometries 

defined by the following criteria (see Figure 7.2, section 7.1): 

- N_t=[1, 2, 4, 8] (number of tracks); 

- nu_w=[0.5, 1, 2]*1e-3 (width of each track); 

- xi_w=[0.5, 1, 2]*1e-3 (distance between the edges of two adjacent tracks); 

- mur=[50, 100, 1000, 10, 500] (relative permeability of the magnetic material); 

- e=[0.5, 1, 1.4]*1e-3 (thickness of the magnetic plates); 

- d=[0.4, 0.8, 1.6]*1e-3 (distance between the magnetic plates); 

- freq=[1e4, 1e5, 1e6, 1e7] (working frequency). 

Is fully explored (i.e. 6480 simulations are run). The inner track has 2mm for mean radius; the external 

radius of the magnetic plates is set equal to �( = Ø�% − 6EÙ �¾, + §,� + §, + 2.105? _mc, thus placing the 

outer edge of the plates at a distance ¾,/2 to the outer edge of the outer track (see Figure 9.6). 

 

Figure 9.6: FEMM-simulation of one of  devices tested. �% = 4, §, = 1 mm, ¾, = 1 mm, ' = 1000, � = 0.5 mm, . =0.4 mm 

9.1.6.2 L O S S E S  ES T I M A T I O N S   

9.1 .6 .2 .1  G E N E R A L  OB S E R V A T I O N S  

Figure 9.7 shows that the resistance estimation is quite accurate since the Distribution of the relative error 

is very peaked around 0 (see Table 9.1). 

Max error (%): 5 20 73 127 
Percentage of acceptable simulations (%): 47 62 90 99 

Table 9.1: distribution of the error. This table is to be read as follow: for instance, 47% of the run-simulations yielded to 

relative errors smaller than 5%. 

However, Figure 9.7 does not show that the tail of the error distribution extends far from the origin: the 

maximum observed error is as high as several hundreds of percents.   
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Figure 9.7: Distribution of the error on the calculation of the copper losses: they are estimated with an accuracy of +/-20 % 

in about 65 % of the simulated cases. 

9.1 .6 .2 .2  C O N T R I B U T I O N  E A C H  PA R AM E T E R  

Figure 9.8 show the distribution of the error obtained for each calculation, depending on the value of the 

frequency. This set of plots shows that the calculations made up to a few hundreds of kHz are both very 

accurate and precise, but that the precision drops when the frequency increases. At 10 MHz, the precision of 

the calculation is very poor. The same simulations were conducted using a different numbers of wires (the 

parameter °� was set to 5 and 20), without leading to significant changes in terms of accuracy. 

 
Figure 9.8: Distribution of the relative error obtained using the TW method for each value of frequency. Vertical full-scale of 

the first subplot: 80%; 2
nd

 subplot: 40%; 3
rd

 subplot: 8%; 4
th

 subplot: 3%. 
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Similar plots, drawn considering the others parameters (nu_w, xi_w, etc.), show no such crash in precision, 

thus leading to the conclusion that this is indeed mostly the frequency that is responsible to the low accuracy 

of some results.  Although no crash in accuracy is detected, it must be noted that the method under study 

seems to work best in the following conditions: 

- Small track width §; 

- High distance inter-track ¾; 

- Small number of tracks �%. 

This is, in particular, due to our imperfect modelling of the coupling between the TW, which are minimised 

when ¾ is high. The simplification, caused by the discretisation, of the current density on the edges of the 

tracks is poorly represented by our modelling.  

9.1.6.3 C O M P U T A T I O N  T I M E  

 
Figure 9.9: Comparison of the FEMM and TW10 estimations of the resistance. Blue points : [Time used by FEMM] divided by 

[Time used by the TW10 function] vs index of the simulation; green dotted line: number of tracks simulated; blue dotted: 

width § of the tracks. Simulation ran using  °� = 10. The index of the simulation has not physical meaning. 

As shown in Figure 9.9, the interest of using TW wrt FEA from a computational cost point of view decreases 

when the number of tracks increases. This is due to the size of the matrix characterizing the system when using 

the TW method (based on ÷Å  and I�) increases linearly with �%. The cost of the computation thus skyrockets 

()XY� ≈	∝ �FG,%&%? ). The cost of the FEA calculation increases as well, but to a much smaller extent, thus leading 

to a reduction of the gain. For the highest values of �FG,%&%, the TW method is even slower than the complete 

FEA. 

As previously mentioned, even though those simulations were computed using a °É value of 10, it has 

been shown that using °É = 5 resulted in a benign loss of accuracy, whilst decreasing the size of the numerical 

system, and thus the cost of the computation. 
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9.1.7 D IS CUS SION  

9.1.7.1 S I M P L I F I C A T I O N  O F  Z 

In the case of a single track, the matrix Λ (Eq. (9.4)) which must be inverted
9
 to solve the problem has size �FG,%&% (generally in the order of ten to a few tens) and is a priori dense, which leads to a high computational 

cost. However, neglecting the weakest couplings, i.e. the couplings between TWs far from one another, results 

in a matrix Λ highly sparse. The computational cost may then be highly reduced.  

Due to a lack of time, no practical implementation of this method is proposed; the computational cost 

reduction was not further weighted against the accuracy loss.  

9.1.7.2 C H O I C E  O F  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  TW  

Simulations ran on the same wide set of geometries using various values of the parameter °É could help 

choosing yielding to the best compromise between accuracy and computational cost. This is yet to be done, 

although at has already been proven that using °É = 5	was enough in terms of accuracy.  

9.1.8 CON CLU SION   

Our implementation of the TW method appears to be limited to frequencies up to a few hundreds of kHz. 

Nonetheless, the results obtained in this frequency band are highly accurate. Other methods would have to be 

used for copper-losses evaluation at higher frequencies, such as the PEEC-method (Partial Element Equivalent 

Circuit) [50].  

9.2 ESTIMATION OF COPPER LOSSES USING A MEDIUM HOMOGENISATION  

9.2.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, we shall try to estimate the copper losses in a device using an homogenisation technique. 

The general idea of the method is the following. First, the inductance ��� of the device is calculated using the 

results described in the previous sections. Then, the inductance �6 of the same device as before but without 

plates (i.e. using	' = 1) is estimated, using classical formulas for planar air-core inductances. The ratio of ��� 
and �6 give the value of the effective external permeability (ÌÌ,(à% . (ÌÌ,(à% 	is said to be “external” in so far as 

it relates to the medium outside of the conductor, it is a priori not related to the permeability of the copper-

track. Then, using a relation between internal and external effective permeabilities (this relation shall be 

further described in the following paragraph), the effective internal permeability of the copper in the 

considered device is estimated. Using the right formula [48], the total resistance of the coil may be evaluated 

as a function of (ÌÌ,X�% , �»+ , §, º, �	 (no other parameter needed). 

As for the relation between the internal and external effective permeabilities, it is estimated using the 

following numerical algorithm. First, the resistance �fÅ 	of a strip of infinite length placed in a homogenous 

medium of permeability (ÌÌ,(à%  is estimated using a FEA. The theoretical resistance of this wire in vaccum may 

be estimated using [48]: 

 �fÅ = �%P M�Å√2�»+(§ + º) �O,�($$(� Ø2M §º§ + ºÙ , M = [2¨��(ÌÌ,X�%	�»+56 (9.17) 

                                                                 
9
 Inverting the complete matrix is not actually mandatory: iterative techniques, such as Gauss-Siedel may 

be used to speed-up the calculation. The choice of the method is left to Matlab. 
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Where �O,�($$(�  was introduced in section 9.1.3.3.1. Preliminaries and �%P , the effective length of the track, 

was introduced in Eq. (9.8). Inverting this function to get (ÌÌ,X�%��fÅ� and identifying the two values of �fÅ  

then yields to a set of couples ((ÌÌ,X�%, (ÌÌ,(à%) which may be fitted to get a analytical function.  

9.2.2 ESTI MA TION  OF (ÌÌ,(à% 

Let �X  be the self-inductance of the �%¯	winding of a device. Let ��X  be the self-inductance of the �%¯	winding 

of the same device, from which the magnetic plates where removed (���X�X  is thus a vector of air-core self-

inductances). Then, let us define the external effective relative permeability of the �%¯ winding (ÌÌ,(à%Ç	as: 

 �(ÌÌ,(à%Ç�X = ã�X��XäX  
(9.18

) 

Assuming that the influence of the tracks forming all the windings but the �%¯ one on ��X  may be neglected, 

the value of ��X  may be quite easily estimated [51]: 

 ∀�, ��X = \��(à%Ç + �X�%Ç��XE2 ëln ë2.46	X ì + 0.20	XEì , 	X = �(à%Ç − �X�%Ç�(à%Ç + �X�%Ç 
(9.19

) 

Where �(à%Ç = ��(2� + 1)	and �X�%Ç = ��(2�) are the external radius of the outer and the internal radius 

of inner track belonging to the �%¯ winding. Eq. Is an approximation especially valid when the tracks are evenly 

distributed and that the ration ¾/§ is high (generally greater than one) [51]. 

9.2.3 EXPR ESSIO N O F (ÌÌ,X�%((ÌÌ,(à%)  

Simulations showed that the value of (ÌÌ,X�% was a complex function of many parameters for it depends 

on (ÌÌ,(à% , §, �	and º. We failed to find a comprehensive fit giving (ÌÌ,X�% as a function of these four 

parameters.  

9.2.4 AC-RESIS TAN CE O F A  STRIP  AS  A FUN CTION  O F (ÌÌ,X�% 
The expression of the ac-resistance of the strip of dimensions § × º, conductivity �»+ and mean radius �Å  

could be given by Eq. (9.11). 

9.2.5 CON CLU SION  

Due to our failing to find a proper link between (ÌÌ,(à%  and (ÌÌ,X�%, we failed to use the effective-

permeability method described above to estimate the ac-resistance �fÅ  of a circular track.  

Moreover, simulations showed that several geometries characterised by the same set of parameters �§, º, �Å, (ÌÌ,(à%� may exhibit different �fÅ. In other words, contrary to what has been incidentally assumed, it 

is not possible to fully describe �fÅ 	using only �§, º, �Å , (ÌÌ,(à%�, parameters lack. For instance, the three 

geometries detailed in Table 9.2 have the same �§, º, �Å, (ÌÌ,(à%� −values, but very different �fÅ −values. 

Geometry Inductance ]^_ R deviation 

`� = a,`b = ca	MM,d = a.e	MM,b = f	MM,gh = i.fj	 28.09	nH	 2.25 mΩ 0	
`� = a,`b = k. N	MM,d = a.e	MM,b = K	MM,gh = Na	 28.10	nH	 2.08 mΩ −7%	
`� = a,`b = Ka	MM,d = K	MM,b = K	MM,gh = Keaa	 28.10	nH	 2.89 mΩ +28%	

Table 9.2: simulations of geometries of the same �§, º, �Å , (ÌÌ,(à%� but different	�fÅ. § = 5	mm, º = 140	μm, �Å = 5	mm. 

There is thus no way this method of homogenisation formally works. Even though the accuracy of this 

method is intrinsically limited, it could be high enough for our purpose; this question was not further dealt 

with.  
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9.3 CONCLUSION ON THE ESTIMATION OF COPPER LOSSES  

Estimating the AC-resistance of the tracks forming the device under study proved most intricate. Several 

methods where tackled, two of which are presented in this report. At the end of the day, the TW method was, 

after being described and adapted to an axi-symmetry, implemented on Matlab for use in our global program.  

9.4 CORE-LOSSES USING AN IMPROVED GENERALISED STEINMETZ 

EQUATION �����) 
9.4.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

Having a rather precise estimation of the core losses of a given magnetic component submitted to a given 

excitation is a key element. Not only is this knowledge required to assess the efficiency of a power converter 

using the magnetic device under study, but it also is needed at during the very dimensioning phase of the 

magnetic device itself. As a matter of facts, the temperature rise of the device induced by the losses, and 

especially by core-losses, limits its very domain of application. 

In this section, the losses in the magnetic material are investigated. Given a specific geometry and electric 

excitation, the total power dissipated is estimated.  

As detailed in section 6.4.2, a plethora of publications focuses on the estimation of those losses. 

Depending on the method they use, as well as their precision, those works need more or less knowledge on the 

magnetic material employed. Our study primarily aims at helping an engineer to develop a modelling of their 

device, extensive measurements on the magnetic material is then excluded; it is therefore assumed that the 

sole data available are those contained in the datasheet of the material. Although the verbosity of those 

datasheet greatly depends upon the manufacturer and the targeted market, it must be noted that the loss-

related data often consists in a one or two plots giving the volume losses as a function of the frequency and the 

amplitude of a sine excitation.  

It then appears that, of all the formulas and modelling exposed in section 6.4.2, the only ones acceptable 

are those based on Steinmetz equation. The basic Steinmetz equation, published in 1892, was most simple and 

valid in very specific situations. Since then, this equation has been improved in order to cope with more general 

problems; we shall here consider the most general of them, the improved Generalised Steinmetz Equation 

(iGSE). 

9.4.2 TH E ���� 

The iGSE gives the power loss density as a function of the flux eÉ in the plates: 

 *l&� = °Xª$, °mn�(Δe)´5²Ô p.eÉ.� p² .�FqA
� , where:		°X = °$% ⋅ 265´ ⋅ ¨65²r |)XYæ|².æEç�

 
(9.20) 

Where ª$, = 1/� is the inverse of the switching frequency, °mn�  is a coefficient characterising the 

dependence of the losses on the dc flux in the core (see section 6.4.2.2), Δe is the peak-to peak flux density 

variation applied to the magnetic material and (°$% , ¬, µ) are the standard Steinmetz coefficients, measured 

under sinusoidal excitation such that: 

 *l&�,			$X�( = °$%eÉ 	´�² 
(9.21) 
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In section 8.2, the expression of the peak value density of the flux generated by each winding in the plates 

was derived, given the geometrical parameters of the device under study. Knowing the waveforms of the 

currents applied to the windings of the device, the precise profile of the magnetic flux density in the magnetic 

material over space and time may be calculated, which then yield the power loss density in the magnetic 

material (using Eq. (9.20)). This power density may be integrated over the volume of the magnetic plates, 

yielding the total core-losses in the device: 

 *Å&'( = s *l&�.#Éf��(%XÅ	¹�f%($  
(9.22) 

9.4.2.1 DC -B I A S  DE P E N D E N C E  

Most inductors used in power electronics, as well as single-ended transformers (such as in flyback or 

forward converters) work under dc-flux conditions. DC-biasing a core results in the distortion of the hysteresis 

loops, which is reflected in an increase of the core losses. Although there is no known simple model that can 

predict those losses without extensive measurements, it has been shown that the general outlook of core 

losses wrt dc-biasing is not material-dependent [52]. In [52], Kosai, Turgut and Scofield show that the classical 

Steinmetz may be improved by adding a pre-magnetisation factor, defined as: 

 °mn� = 	exp Ú·)Å ⋅ ë '(�)Å)'(�)Å = 0)ìtn�Û	exp(·)Å)  (9.23) 

Where '(�)Å) is relative permeability of the material submitted to a dc-magnetic field of amplitude �)Å  

and ·)Å  and		M)Å  are material-dependant parameters. Unfortunately those parameters are not supplied in 

datasheets, they need to be measured.  

Should the value of (·)Å , M)Å)be unknown, the influence of dc-biasing the core on the losses would have to 

be neglected, i.e.: °mn� = 1. 

9.4.3 OB TAI NING  TH E MA T ERIA L PAR A MET ER S  

9.4.3.1 S T E I N M E T Z  PA R A M E T E R S  

Using the set of curves given in the datasheet of the material (see for instance Figure 9.10, left, for the 

material 3F3), we estimated the values of the three Steinmetz parameters (¬, µ, °$%) for the considered 

material. This set of parameters is calculated for different frequency range, in order to maximise the accuracy 

of the estimation, through the extensive use of the available data.  
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Figure 9.10: excerpt of the datasheet of material 3F3, from Ferroxcube [53]. 

The temperature dependence is poorly described in the datasheet, the manufacturer barely gives a plot 

showing their parabolic variation wrt the temperature, with the minimum placed around 373 K (cf. Figure 9.10, 

right). Our implementation thus assumes that: 

 °$%�ª� = °$%�ª = 373� ⋅ ë1 + pª − 273100 − 1pì , ª	in	K 
(9.24) 

i.e. that the losses are proportional to the deviation from the working temperature  to 393K and that the 

losses at 273 K are twice as high as those at 373 K. It is further assumed that ¬, µ do not vary with the 

temperature. 

9.4.3.2 DC -B I A I S  D E P E N D E N C E  P A R A M E T E R S  

The parameters accounting for the dc-bias dependence of the losses are not given in datasheets, they thus 

must be measured or neglected. Such measurements shall not be further investigated. 

9.4.4 MAT LA B  IMP LEMEN TA T ION AN D S I MU LA TION  

9.4.4.1 EV A L U A T I O N  O F  u� 
The improved Steinmetz ° −coefficient °X  is derived from the standard Steinmetz parameters, according 

to the definition given in Eq. (9.20). Its evaluation implies the calculation of an integral, which may not be 

analytically calculated, given the value of ¬ ∈ ℝ�. In our Matlab function, °X  is estimated using the method of 

the rectangles, summed over �$,ÂÇ 	steps. Figure 9.11 shows the convergence of the evaluation of the integral 

vs. �$,ÂÇ, as well as the computational cost.  
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Figure 9.11: study of the number of steps  �$,ÂÇ  that should be used to estimate °X. The values of the Steinmetz parameters 

are those of the material 3F3. 

It should be noticed that the computation time was averaged over 30 computations in order to avoid 

errors due to the instantaneous work-load of the processors. 

From this plot, it appears that, using this specific set of parameters: 

- The complexity of the algorithm is linear;  

- Using more than �$,ÂÇ = 100 steps yields an under estimation lower than 2% ; 

- Using more than �$,ÂÇ = 200	steps yields an under estimation lower than 1%; 

- Using more than �$,ÂÇ = 400 steps yields an under estimation lower than 0.5%. 

We shall then use �$,ÂÇ = 200, for a computational cost of 65ms. 

9.4.4.2 S I M U L A T I O N  U N D E R  S I N U S O I D A L  EX C I T A T I O N  

Let us consider a device to which a sine current is applied and let us estimate the losses in this set-up. This 

is done in order to compare the results obtained using our implementation of the iGSE with those given by 

simpler methods, such as a direct application of the Steinmetz relation, or a direct reading from the datasheet. 

A satisfying correlation in observed. 

For example, in the case of a device characterised by:  

- up to 100 windings ; 

- (arbitrary) flux distribution such that the flux density is constant throughout all the plate; 

- �X = 0, �( = 10	mm, � ∈ _1,2c	mm; 

- � = 200	kHz; 

- Constant peak induction: e³ = 100	mT; 

The error of the calculation using our implementation wrt the standard Steinmetz equation was below 1%, 

the residual error being due to numerical approximations. 
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10 ELECTROSTATICS OF THE DEVICE  

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Parasitic capacitances are very often most detrimental to the well-functioning of a device. First, this leads 

to couplings between the windings, which effects are enhanced by high frequencies and voltages [27]. 

Moreover, parasitic capacitances may resonate with the leakage inductances of the transformer, the values of 

which are often particularly high in the case of planar magnetic components.  

Even though the high values of intra-winding capacitances might be proactively used to create resonant 

converters [28], inter-windings capacitance will usually be wanted to be minimized. In both cases, an accurate 

estimation of those parasitic will be needed; to size the rest of the resonator in the first case, and the EMI 

filters in the second one. 

10.2 ASSUMPTIONS  

Let us assume that the ferrite plates, as well as the conductive tracks are of infinite conductance. If it is 

most reasonable to neglect, in this study, the resistance of the PCB tracks, applying the same hypothesis to the 

ferrite plates may seems quite audacious; this assumption shall be further investigated in 10.5.3.5. 

10.3 PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE TRACKS  

10.3.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

Let us define a matrix �% ∈ ℳÃÄ�ℝ�, where	�% is the number of tracks of the considered device, such that ∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1, �%½, � ≠ ?, �%X,Q  is the parasitic capacitance between the tracks � and ? and such that ∀� ∈¼1, �%½, �%X,X  is the total parasitic capacitance between the track and the magnetic plates; given the symmetry 

of the device, �%X,X  is evenly distributed between the plate: the capacity between the track and the upper plate, 

as well as the capacity between the track and the bottom plate, are equal to �%X,X/2 (see Figure 10.1). 

 
Figure 10.1: Definition of the matrix �%	(noted � in the sketch). 

Given the high aspect ratio of the PCB tracks, along with the relatively small distance between the plates, it 

may be expected that: 

 ∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1,�%½, � ≠ ?, �%X,Q ≪ �%X,X  (10.1) 
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Furthermore, the direct
10

 coupling between non-neighbouring tracks shall be neglected. In other words: if 

the tracks � and ? are not next one to the other, �%X,Q = 0.	They however remain coupled through the magnetic 

plates (�%XX  and �%QQ  are series-connected). Assuming that the tracks are numbered in the increasing order, i.e. 

that: 

 ∀(�, ?) ∈ ¼1,�%½, � ≤ ?, �Å,X ≤ �Å,Q 	 (10.2) 

Where �Å,Q is the mean radius of the �%¯ track, the �%-matrix is tridiagonal. 

10.3.2 ESTI MA TION  OF TH E �%�,� 
The parasitic capacitance between a track and the magnetic plates is calculating under the infinite plane 

assumption: it is considered that, given the very small ratio (. − º)/2§, the electric field between the plates 

and the tracks if homogenous, parallel to  Ë. Then: 

 ∀� ∈ ¼1, �%½,			�%X,X = 4º�º'¨ Ø�Å,X − §+,2ÙE − Ø�Å,É + §+,2ÙE. − º  (10.3) 

Where º� is the absolute permeability of vacuum and º' is the relative permeability of the dielectric (about 

4.1 to 4.5 for FR4 PCB), º is (as in the rest of this work) the thickness of the tracks �Å,X  is the mean radius of the �%¯ track. §+,  is the effective width of the �%¯ track, taking into account edge effect; §+,  is estimated using the 

“engineer’s rule of thumb” given in [54]: 

 §- = § + .2 (10.4) 

This estimation is acceptable provided that the distance between adjacent tracks is at least as high as ./2, 

which is the case in most designs. The factor 4 in Eq. (10.3) takes into account the fact that the distance 

between the plates is equal to (. − º)/2 and that the capacitance between the �%¯ track and both plates must 

be considered. 

10.3.3 ESTI MA TION  OF TH E ��,� 
The capacitance between two neighbouring tracks is calculated assuming that the coupling is only due to 

the edges of the tracks. The infinite-plane assumption is used once more, although it is more difficult to justify 

it here given the low aspect ratio expected: º/§ ≪ 1. Though, it is used for no other formula is available. 

Tracks �	and ?	are neighbours if and only of |� − ?| = 1 and then: 

 
∀� ∈ ¼1, �% − 1½, �%X,X�6 = º�º' º

ln ë2�Å,X�6 − §X�62�Å,X	 + §X ì 
(10.5) 

The capacitance between non-neighbouring tracks is neglected.  

OBS: � is symmetric. 

10.4 PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE WINDINGS  

In this section, we shall use the matrix of parasitic capacitance between the tracks �%, derived in the 

previous section, to derive the matrix �,, which contains the capacitances between the windings. 

                                                                 
10

 Coupling through the plates is not neglected.  
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The matrix �% considers parasitic capacitances between the tracks composing a device, as well as between 

each track and the magnetic core. The �%¯ elements of the diagonal of the matrix �, represent the self-

capacitance of the �%¯ winding, while ∀��, ?�, � ≠ ?, �,,XQ  models the capacitive coupling between the windings �	and ?. The modelling of a device made of �, = 3	windings is given in Figure 10.2. 

 

 

Figure 10.2: definition of the elements of the matrix	�, (noted C in this figure), in the case of a device composed of three 

independent windings �1	to �3. 

10.4.1 INT RA-W I NDI NG  PAR A SITI C  CAP A CIT AN CE  

The intra-winding capacitance (named �XX 	in Figure 10.2) are composed of both the parasitic capacitances 

between the tracks and the capacitance between each track and the core. Let us study them separately. 

10.4.1.1 TR A C K -T O -C O R E  C A P A C I T A N C E  

As shown in Figure 10.3, each track is modelled by its self inductance and two capacitances, each of which 

has a value equal to half the total capacitance between the track and the core. Inter-tracks capacitances are 

taken into account, though not shown on this sketch. 

 
Figure 10.3: modelling of the �%¯ track: self inductance and parasitic capacitance with the core. Inter-tracks capacitances are 

not shown on this sketch. 

Then, a winding is modelled, as shown in Figure 10.4, as series-connected tracks.  
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Figure 10.4: modelling of a winding. Tracks 1 to � compose the �%¯ winding. ∀° ∈ _1, �c, �%Åw  models the parasitic 

capacitance with the core. Inter-tracks capacitances are not shown. �%,XQ are diagonal elements of the matrix �%.  

The core is assumed to be left floating: its potential #Å  is not externally fixed; #Å  is then capacitively-

coupled to the windings, it is a function of the voltages applied to the windings and of the differential voltages 

between them. Under the simplifying assumption that the voltage #,Ç 	applied to the the �%¯ winding is regularly 

distributed between the tracks and using the modelling for a winding given in Figure 10.4, the total energy 

stored in the capacitances may be calculated as a function of the total voltage applied to the winding. This 

energy may then be used to define an equivalent capacitance charged with voltage #,Ç . 
The total energy stored in the capacitances shown in Figure 10.4 is equal to: 

 �%&%,6 = 12B �%Åw(#Å − #Â)E�
ÂÕ6 , #Â = #,Ç°/� (10.6) 

Where #Å − #Â is the voltage across �%Åw .  

10.4.1.2 C A P A C I T A N C E  BE T W E E N  T H E  TR A C K S  

As for the inter-track parasitic capacitance, two series-connected adjacent tracks are modelled as shown in 

Figure 10.5. It is assumed that the tracks are directly series-connected and that the voltage across the winding 

is evenly distributed across the tracks, so that the voltage across �%XQ  is equal to #,Ç/�. 

 
Figure 10.5: modelling of the inter-track capacity.  

Then, the inter-track capacitance is equal to: 
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 �%E%ÇÇ =B �%XQ�EX,Q �1 − ¥XQ� (10.7) 

Where ¥XQ  is the Kronecker delta. Then, defining �,ÇÇ  as: 

 �%&% = 12 �,ÇÇ#,ÇE  (10.8) 

We get: 

 �,ÇÇ = 1�EB �%Åw ã∑ �%ÅÇ ⋅ �X∑ �%ÅÇX − °äE�
ÂÕ6 + �%E%ÇÇ (10.9) 

 

10.4.2 INT ER-W IN DIN GS  PAR ASI TIC  CA PA CI TAN CE  

The capacitance between the windings is determined as follow.  

The equivalent capacitance �,,XQ  between the windings � and ? is estimated under the assumption that no 

voltage is applied across the windings individually (there is therefore no magnetic energy stored), but a known 

voltage #XQ  is applied between the windings under study. �,,XQ  is therefore constituted of two components. 

First, the direct capacitance between the tracks forming the windings must be summed-up. Second, the 

coupling through the core must be considered. This coupling is made through two series-connected 

capacitances: 

- the one between the tracks of winding � and the core; 

- the one between the tracks of winding ? and the core. 

Then: 

 �,,XQ = 	 B �Â¹Â∈xÇ,			¹∈xD	 + ã 1∑ �ÂÂÂ∈CÇ + 1∑ �ÂÂÂ∈CD ä56 (10.10) 

Where CX  is the set of indices of the tracks belonging to the �%¯ winding. 

10.5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE ASSUMPTION �y( ≈ ∞  

10.5.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

Our previous derivation was made under the rather strong hypothesis that the conductivity �y( of the 

magnetic material could be considered as infinite. This hypothesis, which is quite often found in the literature 

dealing with ferrites, in particular in [14], seems in contradiction with section 6.2.3.2, where it was stated that 

ferrites exhibit a resistivity in the order of 0.1 to 100Ω.m.  

In this section, we shall experimentally assess the validity of this hypothesis.  

To this aim, the capacity between two coplanar, straight and parallel PCB tracks placed below a plate of 

ferrite shall be measured and compared to the capacity expected according the assumption under test. 
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10.5.2 PROTO CO L AN D  HY POT H ESI S  

Let us consider a PCB on which two parallel copper tracks are placed. Above them may be placed a plate of 

magnetic material (see Figure 10.6 and Figure 10.7). The capacitance between the tracks is assessed through 

measurements of impedances: the complex impedance between the tracks is measured using an HP4194a 

impedance Analyser. Kelvin (i.e. 4-wire) measurements are performed. 

 
Figure 10.6: 3D-sketch of the DUT 

In Figure 10.7, a sketch of the Device Under Test (DUT) is shown; the parasitic capacitances composing the 

total capacitance between the tracks are also drawn: 

- �6 models the lineic capacitance due to the electric field lines joining the two plates without 

intersecting the magnetic plates, for Ë > 0. 

- �E models the lineic capacitance due to the electric field lines joining the two plates, for Ë < 0. 

- �66 and �6E model the lineic capacitance between the tracks and the magnetic plates. Given the 

symmetry of the device, �66 = �6E. When no ferrite plate is used, these capacitances are null.  

 
Figure 10.7: 2D-sketch of the DUT, with parasitic capacity showing. 

As shown in Figure 10.7, for practical reasons, the length �y(  of the magnetic plate is less than the length �% of the copper tracks. All fringing effects in the � −direction are neglected and TEM (Transverse Electric 

Mode) is assumed; the electric field is thus assumed to be non � −dependent (in each domain for � ∈ _0, �y(c 

and � ∈ _�y( , �%c). Neglecting these assumptions, we may thus write that the total capacity between the tracks 

is equal to: 

 � = �%��z&% + �y(¬ + �yO{�1 − ¬��, ¬ = �y(�%  (10.11) 

Where: 
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- �z&% is the lineic capacity due to the electrostatic energy stored in the space defined by Ë < 0 (i.e. �z&% = �E); 

- �y( is the lineic capacity due to the electrostatic energy stored in the space defined by :Ë > 0, � ∈0, ��� ; 
- �yO{ is the lineic capacity due to the electrostatic energy stored in the space defined by :Ë > 0, � ∈���, ��. 
According to the assumption under test and neglecting the fringing flux (i.e. assuming that the infinite-

plane formula may be applied between the tracks and the ferrite): 

 �66 = �6E = º�ºyO{ §./2 , �y( = 11�66 + 1�6E
= º�ºyO{ §.  

(10.12) 

Where ºyO{ is the relative permittivity of the PCB-substrate
11

. 

10.5.3 DESI GN  O F TH E T EST-PCB   

10.5.3.1 F I G U R E  O F  ME R I T  O F  T H E  PCB 

Equation (10.13), excerpted from [55] gives an expression of the lineic capacitance between two tracks 

placed in a homogenous medium of relative permittivity º': 

 �%% = º�º' ��√1 − °E���°� , ° = ¾2§ + ¾ (10.13) 

Where ��⋅� is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 

In Figure 10.8, we plot the elliptic prefactor defined as:  Ξ = �%%º�56º'56 = |ØN65Â�Ù|�Â� . 

 

Figure 10.8: Elliptic prefactor Ξ�°� = |�√65Â��|�Â�  vs. k. 

                                                                 
11

 Using the air as dielectric would decrease the relative uncertainty on the measurement since its 

permittivity is much more accurately known. This choice was then made for practice reasons. 
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In the DUT, the capacity of interest is �y( whilst �6,E	are noise. Maximising the Signal to Noise Ratio of the 

measurement therefore means maximising the ratio �y( ∝ §/. (Eq. (10.12)) whilst minimising ° = }E"�} (see 

Eq. (10.13) and Figure 10.8). We may then define a factor of merit �~»� = ¾§/. characterising the aspect ratio 

of the test-PCB. In order to maximise the SNR of the measurement, the FoM �~»�  of the PCB used for the tests 

should be as high as possible.  

The actual dimensions of the PCB under test are constrained by the dimensions of the ferrite samples 

available. 

10.5.3.2 PCB  US E D  F O R  T H E  TE S T S  

As explained in the previous section, the aspect ratio �~»�  of the PCB used for the tests is to be maximised 

to optimise the SNR of the measurement. However, the actual dimensions of the DUT are constrained by the 

sizes of the ferrite samples available. 

Two PCB shall then be considered, their dimensions are given in Table 10.1. The FoM of *�e· being much 

greater than that of *�e� explains that, when possible, the *�e· rather than the � will be used. 

Table 10.1: Characteristics of the two PCBs considered. 

Parameter (see Figure 10.7) Unit *�e·	 *�e�	§ Trace width mm 10.0	 2.9	¾ Distance between the traces mm 5.0	 2.2	�% Length mm 60.0	 60.0	./2	 Substrate thickness mm	 1.54	 1.54	�~»�  FoM mm 65	 8.3	
Table 10.2: Characteristics of the two PCBs considered. 

10.5.3.3 ME A S U R E M E N T  O F  T H E  D I E L E C T R I C  C O N S T A N T  O F  T H E  PC B-S U B S T R A T E  

The value of the permittivity of the PCB will be needed in a following section let us measure it.  

To this aim, a plane capacitor using FR4 as dielectric is built. A double sided piece of PCB is used; the two 

copper plates are used as the capacitors electrodes. In order to be able to neglect fringing effect, the 

coefficient *56.56 , where � and *	are the surface and perimeter of the electrodes and . is the distance 

between them, is chosen as high as 10.  Then, the error due our neglecting fringing effects is, according to FEA, 

below 3.5	%.  

As expected, tests showed that the dependence of º'(��4) on the dc-biais polarisation (up to 40	V), as 

well as on the excitation amplitude (between 10	mV and 1	V), was negligible. 

The mean relative permittivity value of the sample in the frequency range 5	kHz − 5	MHz is equal to º'(��4) = 4.10. The low-frequency º' measurements were not taken into account in the estimation of the 

mean value of º'(��4) for they are too noisy. As for the higher measurements, they are neglected because the 

impedance of the measurements setup ceases to be negligible – despite the short-circuit calibration previously 

performed.  

10.5.3.4 DE T E R M I N A T I O N  O F  ��]f  A N D  ���� 
10.5.3.4 .1  FEA  

A 2D-FEA static simulation, performed using the FEMM-software, of the PCB without magnetic plate was 

used to find the following values of �z&% and �yO{ (defined in section 10.5.2): 
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 Y�z&%� = 8.72	pF.m56, �yO{� = 33.3	pF.m56, for	PCBa�z&%� = 8.11	pF.m56, �yO{� = 22.0	pF.m56, for	PCBb ̂ (10.14) 

 Those values of lineic capacities are obtained by integrating the energy in the domains ±Ë > 0. The 

dimensions are those of the device that shall be further used for real measurements (see section). The value of 

the relative permittivity of the PCB-substrate was taken equal to the one measured in the previous section, i.e. º'(��4) = 4.10.  

10.5.3.4 .2  E X P E R I M E N T A L  C H E C K :  PCB  I N  V A C U U M  

When no ferrite is place above the tracks, the total capacity �%&% = �6 + �E between the tracks of the PCBs 

were measured and found to be equal to: 

 Y�%&%� = 1.63	pF, for	PCBa	�%&%� = 1.65	pF, for	PCBb̂ , at	100	kHz (10.15) 

Under the assumptions previously stated, the expected value would be:  

 Y�(à¹�� = �%��yO{� + �z&%�� = 1.52	pF, for	PCBa	�(à¹�� = �%��yO{� + �z&%�� = 1.80	pF, for	PCBb ^ (10.16) 

The error is then equal to +6.7	% for PCBa and -8.4	% for PCBb. This discrepancy comes mostly from our 

neglecting fringing effects and from the accuracy of the dimensions of the PCB. 

Neglecting fringing effects, if the maximal errors on the parameters are as follow: 

 

Δ� = 0.5	mm, Δ§ = 0.5	mm, Δ¾ = 0.5	mm, Δ� = 0.2mm,Δº'º'� (��4) = 10% 
(10.17) 

Then, according to FEM simulations, we expect �%&%� ∈ _1.35, 1.73c	pF. The measured value �%&%� =1.63	pF indeed belongs to this interval. 

Similarly, neglecting fringing effects and assuming that the maximal errors on the parameters are the same 

as previously, FEM simulations showed that we expect �%&%� ∈ _1.62, 2.24c	pF. The measured value �%&%� =1.65	pF does belong to this interval. 

10.5.3.5 V E R I F I C A T I O N  O F  T H E  HY P O T H E S I S  U N D E R  TE S T  

A ferrite plate is placed above the PCB, directly on the epoxy substrate (see Figure 10.6). The distance 

between the surface of the magnetic plate and the tracks is then equal to ./2 = 1.53	mm. The expected value 

of �y(, according to the assumption under test, does not depend upon the characteristics of the ferrite. It is 

equal to: 

 Y�y(� = 135	pF.m56, for	PCBa�y(� = 39.2	pF.m56, for	PCBb ^ (10.18) 
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In Table 10.3, we gathered our measurements using several different commercially available magnetic 

materials. Power MnZn ferrites were used (no NiZn ferrite was available), as well as flexible ferrite-loaded 

polymer designed to be used in EMI-suppression. More details about most of the tested material may be found 

in section 14 (appendix). Some of the tested samples were of unknown reference, hence the lack of data in the 

Material-column of Table 10.3. It must be highlighted that the *�e� has a much lower FoM than the *�e·, 

the results are thus not as accurate (hence their being grey in the following table). 

Material 
Used 

PCB 

Measured ��b �sP.M5K� 

Error on ��b 

Thickness (MM) Material details 

3f3 a 133,61 -1% 3,23 Power MnZn ferrite 200-500kHz [53] 

3f3 b 54,26 18% 3,23 Power MnZn ferrite 200-500kHz 

3f4 a 133,74 -1% 3,86 Power MnZn ferrite 1-2MHz [56] 

3f4 b 53,40 16% 3,82 Power MnZn ferrite 1-2MHz 

AB7020 a 60,40 -55% 0,2 
Resin loaded with soft metal flakes, EMI reduction in 

the 50MHz-10GHz-band [57] 

AB7020 b 49,53 6% 0,2 
Resin loaded with soft metal flakes, EMI reduction in 

the 50MHz-10GHz-band 

B50 b 46,19 -3% 7 Power MnZn ferrite, 10kHz-1MHz [snelling] 

(1) a 57,68 -57% 1,23 Power MnZn ferrite 

(2) a 126,23 -6% 1,88 EMI-reduction 

(3) a 152,72 13% 1,88 EMI-reduction 

Copper a 149,18 4% 0,035 Copper plane 

Copper b 46,61 -2% 0,035 Copper plane 

FFSX-

5060 
a 13,35 -90% 0,10 

Thin stiff ferrite sheet for EMI-reduction in 13.56MHz 

RFID devices [58] 

FFSX-

5060 
b 29,24 -46% 0,10 

Thin stiff ferrite sheet for EMI-reduction in 13.56MHz 

RFID devices 

N41 b 53,68 16% 3 Power MnZn Ferrite, 25-150kHz [59] 

(4) b 44,95 -6% 10 Power MnZn ferrite 

TG a 64,41 -52% 2 Ferrite-loaded material for EMI-mitigation 

TG b 43,25 -10% 2 Ferrite-loaded material for EMI-mitigation 

IFL12  a 61,91 -54% 0,1 
Thin flexible sheet for EMI-reduction in 13.56MHz RFID 

devices [60] 

IFL12 b 50,60 8% 0,1 
Thin flexible sheet for EMI-reduction in 13.56MHz RFID 

devices 

Table 10.3: Measurements of �y(. The materials identified with a number in parentheses are of unknown reference. The 

material designated by TG is of unknown reference, see section 12.3.2. 

10.5.4 CON CLU SION  AND  PERS PECTIV ES  

Our experimentations show that in the case of power ferrites such as 3F3, N41, etc., assuming that the 

magnetic core has infinite conductivity when estimating the parasitic capacitance is quite reasonable.  

Ferrite-loaded flexible polymers used for EMI-mitigation, such as AB7020 or IFL12, on the other hand, 

exhibit much lower parasitic capacitances than expected. No further measurement, designed to investigate 

whether using a thicker sheets would yield higher capacities, were performed.  

The assumption under test: �y( ≈ ∞ shall then be considered as valid, whilst keeping in mind the 

limitations of such an approximation. 
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The measurements presented in this section incidentally showed that the complex component º'�� of the 

relative permittivity was not null. º'�� having non-zero values shows that losses due to the presence of an 

electric field inside the magnetic material must be expected. However, given the intricacy of their estimation, 

which would require a complete estimation of the electric field distribution in the magnetic material, those 

losses shall be neglected; those losses may moreover be expected to be quite negligible when compared to the 

core- and copper- losses. 

The actual profile of º'�� over frequency shall be further investigated in Section 14 (appendix). 
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11 THERMAL MANAGEMENT  

11.1 TEMPERATURE IN THE DEVICE AT STEADY STATE  

11.1.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

Losses in both the magnetic plates and the copper tracks will induce a temperature rise of the device; this 

will have a significant effect in the device. The core losses, for instance, greatly depend on the temperature of 

the magnetic material: in the case of the very common material 3F3, for instance, as shown in Figure 11.1, the 

losses are multiplied by a factor as high as two when the temperature varies from 25°C to 100°C. As for the 

copper losses, they increase with the temperature of the metal, due to an increase of the resistivity of the 

metal.  

 

Figure 11.1: Specific power loss for several frequency/flux density combinations as a function of temperature (Material 

3F3) [53]. 

But high temperatures may be detrimental to the component, in so far as it induces an accelerated aging 

of the PCB as well as off the other components of the circuit, heated by the inductor. The overall reliability of 

the device is hence decreased [61].  

Finally, when heated above a specific temperature ªÅ, named Curie temperature after the physicist Pierre 

Curie, a magnetic material loses its ferro- or ferri- magnetic properties, becoming paramagnetic; the working 

temperature of the device must therefore absolutely remain below	ªÅ. In most commercially available ferrites, ªÅ > 200°C; since the maximum working temperature of PCBs is often less than 200°C, the dimensioning 

criteria will most often come from the temperature of the PCB. 

11.1.2 MOD ELLIN G   

11.1.2.1 HY P O T H E S I S   

The device is studied at steady state.  

Let us assume that the core-loss is evenly distributed in the plates; i.e. that the volume power loss *l&�  
does not depend on the considered point in the plates. Then, the temperature is only Ë −dependent and the 

heat flux is solely directed along the Ë-axis. 

Considering that *l&�  does not depend on Ë ∈ Ð)E , )E + �Ñ is very reasonable given our previous assumption 

that the flux density in the plate is not Ë-dependant. Assuming that the radial component of the heat flux is null 

is justified by the thermal resistance between the air and the ferrite being much greater than the thermal 

resistance of the ferrite itself; the ferrite then acts as a heat-sink. 
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The thermal resistance of the copper tracks is neglected; it is further assumed that the copper loss is 

evenly distributed over the surface of the device. In other word: the volume 
|Ë| < *E , � < �(� is modelled as a 

thermostat dissipating the copper-loss. 

Conduction through the PCB in the radial direction is neglected, given the relatively high thermal resistance 

of this thermal path. 

Radiated power is not neglected, even though the temperature of the surfaces is quite low. It is assumed 

that the air flow above the plates is laminar.  

11.1.2.2 TH E O R E T I C A L  DE V E L O P M E N T  

11.1.2.2 .1  M O D E L L I N G  O F  ON E  PL A T E   

Let us consider the slice of magnetic plate, of thickness	.Ë, between the Ë −	values Ë and Ë + .Ë. The total 

power dissipated in this volume is then equal to: 

 .*y( = *l&��.Ë (11.1) 

Where � = ¨(�(E − �XE)	is the surface of the plate and *l&�  is the volumetric power dissipated in the plate. 

Meanwhile, the thermal resistance presented to the heat flux *y(  flowing in the Ë −	direction is equal to: 

 .�%¯ = .Ë�y(� (11.2) 

Where �y(  is the thermal conductivity of the magnetic material. The slice of plate under study may then be 

modelled as shown in Figure 11.2 

 
Figure 11.2: Modelling of a slice of magnetic plate. 

Heat flux conservation and temperature continuity, which are consequences of the conservation and 

continuity of the energy, lead to the following equations: 

 �ª(Ë + .Ë) − ª(Ë) = −.�%¯*y((Ë + .Ë)*y((Ë) + .*y( = *y((Ë + .Ë) ^ 		⇔ 		��
�.ª.Ë = − 1�y(� *y(.*y(.Ë = �*l&�

^ 		⇔ 		
���
��.Eª.ËE = − 1�y( *l&�.ª.Ë = − 1�y(� *y(

^ (11.3) 

Where *y((Ë) is the total power flowing through the plates at height	Ë. Integrating these equations lead to 

the following expressions of ª	and *y( . 
 �ª(Ë) = − *l&�2�y( ËE + ¬Ë + µ

*y((Ë) = �*l&�Ë − ¬�y(� ^ (11.4) 

Where (¬, µ) ∈ ℝE are yet to be found, using boundary conditions; theses expressions are valid in both 

plates, although the values of the parameters (¬, µ) will not be the same. 
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11.1.2.2 .2  M O D E L L I N G  O F  T H E  C O M P L E T E  DE V I C E  

Under the hypothesis stated in a previous section, the complete device may be modelled as shown in 

Figure 11.3. 

 

Figure 11.3: modelling of the device 

Should the plates not be vertical, the subscript 1 refers to the top plate and 2 to the bottom one. The 

notations used in the sketch are the following: 

- ªf: ambient temperature. 

- �6, �E: thermal resistance between the surface of the device and the ambient air. Those are composed 

of the convection resistance. 

- �%&¹, �z&%: thermal resistance between the surface of the top and bottom magnetic plates and the 

surface of the device (for instance due to the insulation placed around the magnetic plates); 

- �yO{( , �yO{�: thermal resistance of the isolation placed between the copper tracks and the plates. 

- *»+: power lost in the copper tracks. 

- *'f)( 	, *'f)�: power dissipated by radiation.  

Let us define (¬6, µ6, ¬E, µE) so that: 
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 ��
�∀Ë ∈ Ú− .2 − �, − .2Û , ª�Ë� = ª6�Ë� = − *l&�2�y( ËE + ¬6Ë + µ6

∀Ë ∈ Ú.2 , .2 + �Û , ª�Ë� = ªE�Ë� = − *l&�2�y( ËE + ¬EË + µE
^ (11.5) 

Then, basic circuit theory applied to the circuit of Figure 11.3 yield to the system: 

 

�
���

2�*l&� ë2��E� + ��y( , ì + ªf − *'f)E�E
2�*l&� ë2�E� + ��y( , ì + ªf − *'f)6�60*»+ �

��� =	
�
��

0 � + �E��y(� 0 1� + �6��y(� 0 1 0−�yO{(�y(� �yO{��y(� 1 −1−�y(� −�y(� 0 0 �
���

¬6¬Eµ6µE
� (11.6) 

Where �E� = �E + �z&% and �6� = �6 + �+¹. 

Inverting this relation yields the values of (¬6, µ6, ¬E, µE), and then the expression of the temperature in 

the plates. As for the temperature in the substrate (i.e. for |Ë| ≤ ./2), it varies linearly since the medium is 

assumed to be loss-less. Moreover, the temperature is a continuous function of Ë.  

This may be used to compute the values of the highest temperature in the device, which will be one of the 

dimensioning criteria for the magnetic component under study. 

11.1.2.2 .3  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  N E WT O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  F O R  C ON V E C T I O N  

1 1 .1 .2 .2 .3 .1  P R E L I M I N A R I E S  

Newton’s law of thermal gives the thermal resistance of a boundary between a solid plane at temperature ª$+'Ì  and a fluid at temperature ªf: 

 �%¯ = (ℎÃ�)56 (11.7) 

Where S is the surface of the plane (in mE) and ℎÃ is a constant expressed in WK56m5E.The expression of ℎÃ is quite complex: it depends on the nature and the physical characteristics of the fluid, on whether the flow 

is laminar or not, on the orientation of the plane.  

Let us first introduce the Rayleigh number: 

 �f�P	 = �µf§f¬f �ª$+'Ì − ª	���? (11.8) 

Where �� is a characteristic length of the device, �	is the acceleration due to gravity, ª	 is fluid 

temperature far from the considered surface, §f is the kinematic viscosity, ¬f is the thermal diffusivity and µf  

is the thermal expansion coefficient. 

Let �� = ±Eç(Í�5ÍÇ) be the characteristic length of the surfaces of our device subjected to convection. Let us 

further define Mf, the angle between the symmetry axis of the inductor and the vertical.  

Then, the expression ℎÃ depending on the orientation of the plates (i.e. on Mf) and the value of �f�  is 

given by equations (11.9) [62] to (11.12) [63]. 
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1 1 .1 .2 .2 .3 .2  F O R  |Mf| ∈ Ðç? , çEÑ 

 ℎÃ = �fX'�� �0.825 + 0.387 Ø�f�P ⋅ |sin�Mf�|Ù6/9
�	1 + (0.492/*Ï)/69	){/�

E
, �XÏ	�f�P < 106E (11.9) 

Where �fX'  is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and *' 	is the Prandtl number, defined as: 

 *' = §f¬f 
(11.10) 

Where §f is the kinematic viscosity and ¬f is the thermal diffusivity. 

1 1 .1 .2 .2 .3 .3  F O R  |Mf| ∈ Ð0, ç?Ñ 
For a hot surface facing up: 

 

ℎÃ = 0.54 �fX'�� Ø�f�P ⋅ cos MfÙ6{ , for	10p < �f�P < 2 ⋅ 10= 
ℎÃ = 0.14 �fX'�� Ø�f�P ⋅ cos MfÙ6/? , for	2 ⋅ 10= < �f�P < 106� 

(11.11) 

For a hot surface facing down: 

 ℎÃ = 0.27 �fX'�� Ø�f�P ⋅ cos MfÙ6/{ , for	3 ⋅ 10p < �f�P < 106� (11.12) 

 

11.1.2.2 .4  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  R A D I A T E D  P O W E R  

The power radiated by plate � ∈ :1,2; is given by: 

 *'f)Ç = �±����ª$+'ÌÇ{ − ªf{� (11.13) 

Where �±� = 5.67 ⋅ 105�	W.m5E. K5{ is the Stephan-Boltzman constant, � ∈ _0, 1c is the emissivity of the 

surface and ª$+'Ì  is the temperature at the surface of the plane exposed to the ambient. 

Here, it may be assumed that � ∈ _0.8, 0.9c. 
11.1.3 IMP LEMENT ATION   

The presented modelling yields, under a few reasonable assumptions, the temperature at any point of the 

considered device. Nonetheless, since the temperatures ª$+'ÌÇ of the surfaces of the device depend on the 

radiated power while the radiated power itself depends upon ª$+'ÌÇ ,	an iteration process (while loop, cf. Figure 

11.4) is used to find the right temperature surface ª$+'Ì. 
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Figure 11.4: loop used to compute ª$+'Ì 

11.2 THERMAL RESPONSE TO A TRANSIENT OVERLOAD  

11.2.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

It is assumed that the device may, for a short period of time, be exposed to a temperature higher than the 

one it is supposed to constantly withstand. This ability may be used to determine for how long the device may 

be subjected to an overload.  

11.2.2 HYPOT H ESI S   

We consider the situation where the overload is characterised by a power dissipated in the device much 

higher than its overall mean value. It may then be assumed that the slow process of convection will not have 

time to dissipate this surplus of energy; it is then neglected. The transformation is therefore assumed to be 

adiabatic. It is further assumed that, as in the steady-state case, the temperature within the magnetic plates is 

homogenous. Such assumption is based on the rather homogenous loss distribution in the plates, together with 

the (assumed) relatively low thermal resistance of the magnetic material. This simplification is used because of 

the high complexity of the formula giving the volume power loss as a function of the geometry of the device 

and the electrical parameters of the overload. The thickness of the substrate placed between the plates is 

assumed to be small enough so that its thermal resistance may be neglected. The heat capacity and thermal 

resistance of the copper tracks are further neglected. 

As a result of this: 

- The temperature is homogenous in the entire device (for �Ë, �� ∈ Ð− )E − �, )E + �Ñ × _�X , �(c); 

- The transformation is adiabatic: all the power lost during the overload is stored in the device; 

11.2.3 MOD ELLIN G  

The total heat capacity of the considered part of the device (i.e. limited to |Ë| < )E + �) is equal to: 

 )%&% = ¨�2)l��� + )lq��.���(E − �XE� (11.14) 

Where )l�� and )lq��  are the volumetric heat capacity of the magnetic material and the substrate between 

the plates. Then, the maximum time � a supplementary
12

 power *&l��  may be dissipated within the device for a 

supplementary temperature rise equal to Δª is given by: 

                                                                 
12

 This power is to be added to the power *�	dissipated in normal situation since *� is dissipated by 

convection. During the overload, the total losses in the devices are equal to *� + *&l��  
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 �&l� = Δª)%&%*&l��  (11.15) 

Given a specific specification for the maximum transient temperature Δª and a specific scenario *&l�� , the 

maximum duration of the transient event �&l�  may then be calculated. 
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12 PROTOTYPE  

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this section, a prototype transformer of the geometry under study is studied. It is first tested using 

several magnetic materials: one of unknown characteristics, 3F3, 3F4 (both are power MnZn ferrites [53, 56]) 

and AB7020HF (used for EMI shielding [57]). 

First, the precise geometry under study is described. Then, the actual electrical characteristics of the 

prototypes are measured and compared to those expected from our modelling as well as FEM simulations.  

12.2 GEOMETRY UNDER TEST  

We consider a transformer constituted of two interleaved windings, each composed of three turns. The 

width of the tracks is § = 1 mm and the spacing between the centres of the tracks is ¾ = 2 mm. The distance 

between the magnetic plates is . = 2.4 mm. The copper mask used is shown in Figure 12.1. 

 
Figure 12.1: Copper mask used for the manufacturing of the prototype. Winding number 1 is coloured in grey in order to 

make it easier to distinguish it from winding number 2 on the figure. Tracks on the other side of the substrate (not shown 

on this figure) and vias are used to connect the extremities of the windings to the rest of the circuit. The external circle of 

diameter 36mm is used to centre the device between the magnetic plates. 

The equivalent schematic of the modelling associated with the geometry under test is given in Figure 12.2. 

The device shall be considered in the small-signal domain; core losses are neglected: �¹ = ∞. 

 
Figure 12.2: Schematics of a device made of two windings. �6,E model the copper losses, �¹ models the core losses. 
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12.3 USING TG-MATERIAL  

12.3.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, the geometry described in section 12.2 is tested using two disks of unknown magnetic 

material, from now on designed by the acronym TG. It is made most likely of ferrite powder disseminated 

within a polymer binding; it will thus exhibit a rather low permeability. This material is a priori designed for 

EMI-shielding and may thus be expected to keep its magnetic properties up to a rather high frequency of 

several MHz or even GHz.  

Despite its magnetic properties being yet to identify, this material was chosen for its being most suitable 

for PCB integration since it is flexible (there is thus no risk to break it [3]) and for its machinability, since it may 

be cut using a simple cutter blade.  

 The thickness of the plates used is � = 2.0 mm, their radii is �( = 17.5 mm; no hole is drilled at their 

centres, i.e. �X = 0. 

First, let us measure the characteristics of this material, let us then test our prototype. 

12.3.2 PROP ER TI ES  O F TH E MAG NETI C MAT ERIA L  

12.3.2.1 EL E C T R O S T A T I C  PR O P E R T I E S  

The relative permittivity of this material is measured and detailed in section 14 (appendix). Section 10.5 

showed that the assumption �y( ≈ ∞ did not hold in this case.  

12.3.2.2 MA G N E T I C  P R O P E R T I E S  

12.3.2.2 .1  C O M P L E X  PE R M E A B I L I T Y  

Just as we did for the permittivity, let us define the complex relative permeability: ' = '� − ?'��, ('� , '��) ∈ ℝE. Let us define î ∈ ℝ, of dimension homogenous to a length, characterising the 

geometry of an device such that its inductance � mais be expressed as follow: 

 � = �'î ∈ ℂ (12.1) 

Then, the total impedance of the inductor �  at pulsation � is equal to: 

 ÷ = ?�� = �'���î + ?�'��î (12.2) 

Then, '�� accounts for the inductive part of the impedance of the device whilst '�� accounts for the losses.  

The magnetic properties of the material under test are measured using an impedance bridge on which a 

coaxial cell is connected. Such device is used to ensure that a homogenous magnetic field is applied to the 

material, thus allowing the application of the simple formula for the inductance �� of a torus having a single 

turn: 

 �� = �' �(�( , î = �(�(  (12.3) 
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Where �( is the effective area of the magnetic circuit (i.e. the cross section of the torus) and �( is the 

effective length of the magnetic circuit (i.e. ¨ times the mean diameter of the torus). The set-up is properly 

compensated, both in 0 S and 0 Ω –modes in order to compensate the impedance of the coaxial cell itself. 

From the measurement of the complex impedance of the coaxial cell in which the torus of material under study 

is placed, we may then deduce the value of the complex permeability. This was done up to 40 MHz using a 

bridge analyser HP4194a; measurements below 100 kHz were disregarded for they were far too noisy. ' was 

also measured using reflectometry up to 500 MHz using a HP4195a; measurements below 300 kHz were 

disregarded for they were too noisy. The value of ' appears to decrease near the higher limit of the 

frequency-band, a cut-off frequency around 1GHz may be expected. These measurements of ' are shown in 

Figure 12.3. The values of ' measured by both instruments do not perfectly match (in particular, according to 

the HP4195a '�� < 0 up to 17 MHz – which is physically impossible), in particular due to the poor quality of the 

measurements of the HP4195a, the calibration of which leaves a lot to be desired. 

 
Figure 12.3: measurements of the complex permittivity of the TG-material, using a coaxial cell. 

12.3.2.2 .2  ST U D Y  O F  T H E  SA T U R A T I O N   

In this section, the saturation of the magnetic material is assessed. The saturation is here defined as the 

induction needed to decrease the permeability of the material by 20 %. It is then defined with a power-

electronics-oriented view, far from the material-science definition, according to which a material is saturated 

when its magnetisation cannot be further increased [14]. 

We consider a winded torus (�( = 55 mm, �( = 5 mmE, � = 640) of the material to which a square 

voltage is applied, using the schematic in Figure 12.4. The derivative of the current in the loop
13

 is directly 

linked to the value of the inductance, which may then be calculated as a function of the current flowing 

through it.  

                                                                 
13

 The current is measured using a 30 A, 100 MHz, Lecroy CP031 current-probe. 
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Figure 12.4: Schematics of the set-up. The Ch� show the points of measure of the oscilloscope. The parasitic resistance of 

the current loop, including the �)$,&�		of the transistor was measured, it is equal to �%&% = �� + �)$,&�	 = 4.39	Ω. 

The self-heating of the devices is limited by the very low duty-cycle of the command signal (it is set to 

about 0.1 %). The energy stored in L1 during the on-phase is dissipated in the transistor M1 (avalanche-rated) 

during the off-phase. 

The calculated inductance vs. the current flowing through it is shown in Figure 12.5. 

 
Figure 12.5: inductance of the torus vs. current through it (blue curve); small-signal inductance (yellow line); inductance 

considering that the permeability of the TG is 1 (red line); saturated inductance, equal to 80% of �Ì('  (purple line). 

Given the saturation current: À$f% = 0.66	A, the number of turns: �% = 640, the relative permeability ' = 8 and the equivalent length �( = 55	mm, we calculate the saturation induction e$f% of the magnetic 

material: 

 �$f% = �%À$f%�( = 7680	Am56 ⇒ ��$f% = 9.65	mT	 ⇒ e$f% = 77	mT (12.4) 
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12.3.3 ELECTRI CA L CHA RA CTERISTI CS  O F TH E DEVI CE  

12.3.3.1 ME A S U R E D  DA T A  

The inductive coupling coefficient °6E is measured through the mutual inductance, by sin-supplying one 

winding and measuring the currents and voltages in the circuit. The self-capacitances of the windings are 

measured through the self-resonant frequencies. All the other measurements are done using an HP4194a 

impedance bridge analyser, properly compensated. The calibration certificate of the instrument is long-expired, 

but measurements on calibrated loads showed that it still is a rather precise and accurate instrument.  

A photograph of the DUT is given in Figure 12.6. 

 
Figure 12.6: DUT, using TG-material 

12.3.3.2 S I M U L A T E D  DA T A  

The device is simulated using FEMM; a screen-shot of the result is presented in Figure 12.7. 

 
Figure 12.7: FEMM-simulation of the DUT with plates in TG-material. 1A flows in the external winding (number 2) and zero 

in the other. � = 100 kHz 

12.3.3.3 C A L C U L A T E D  DA T A  

The results of our Matlab-implementation of the developed modelling are also confronted to the FEM 

simulation and to the measurements. 

12.3.3.3 .1  IN T R O D U C T I O N  

FEMM simulations of the prototype (see Figure 12.7) showed that the magnetic flux crossing the gap 

through the conductive tracks may not be neglected, even though our modelling assumes that the excitation 

frequency is high enough to prevent it.   
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We take this into account by opening, for our calculations of the flux only, a longitudinal gap in each track 

(see Figure 12.8); this is equivalent to replacing each track of width § by two tracks of width §- < 6E §, separated 

by an edge-to-edge distance of § − 2§-. Let us further define ¬¯ = §-/§. The current in the inner sub-track ÀX  

and the one in the external sub-track À(  are set to:  

 ÀX = À �E�6 + 	�E , À( = À �6�6 +	�E 	 , �6,E = �Å ∓ §2 (12.5) 

where À is the current in the total current flowing in the track. 

This correction is solely used for the calculations of the inductive parameters. 

 
Figure 12.8: Modelling used to take into account flux crossing the track. The actual flux distribution is frequency-dependent. 

12.3.3.3 .2  E S T I M A T I O N  O F  ¬¯ 

Let e� be the magnetic flux density crossing the gap near a track, but not through it (see Figure 12.8); let e�,% be the magnetic flux density crossing the gap through this track. e� and e�,% are estimated using the FEMM 

simulation of the complete device, presented in Figure 12.7. Then, our modelling considers that the flux 

crossing the gap through the track flows between the two tracks of width §- and has density e�. Therefore: 

 ¬¯ = 12ã1 − e�,%e� ä (12.6) 

12.3.3.3 .3  R E S U L T S  

The evolutions of the inductances (self and mutual) of the prototype are plotted as a function of ¬¯ in 

Figure 12.9. We only consider ¬¯ < 0.4 since numerical instabilities appeared when smaller gaps where 

considered. The points calculated at ¬¯ = 0.5 correspond to the complete device, with un-gaped tracks. 

 
Figure 12.9: Simulation of the prototype, using TG-material. ' = 8 
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In the case of the prototype manufactured using TG-material, FEMM-simulations showed that: ¬¯ ∈_0.05, 0.1c, the actual value depending on the considered track. The inductance values obtained using ¬¯ = 7% are: 

 �6 = 346nH, �E = 486nH, °6E = 81% (12.7) 

12.3.3.4 RE S U L T S  &  D I S C U S S I O N  

The measured, FEMM-simulated and calculated parameters (see Figure 12.2 for their meaning) are 

gathered in Table 12.1. 

Parameter Unit 
Measured 

value 

Simulated 

value 

Calculated 

value �� = a.aj 

Deviation 

Measurement vs. 

Simulation (%) 

Deviation 

Calculation vs. 

Simulation (%) �K nH 340 350 346 −2.9 −1.1 �N nH 420 445 468 −5.8 5.0 uKN − 0.84 0.80 0.81 4.9 1.2 �KK  pF < 46 Not simulated 32 − − �NN pF < 37 Not simulated 40 − − �KN pF 16 Not simulated 10 − − ]K mΩ 107 105 104 1.9 −1.0 ]N mΩ 119 127 126 −6.5 −0.8 
Table 12.1: Parameters of the prototype at 100 kHz, using TG-material  

The correction applied by allowing some flux to cross the gap through the track (i.e. ¬¯ ≠ 0.5) yielded to a 

decrease of the error on the inductances from 40 % (@¬¯ = 0.5, we calculate: �6 = 210nH, �E = 246nH) to 

less than 5 %. This correction, however, required the use of a FEMM simulation to estimate ¬¯. 

The ideality factor of our device is far from optimal: the distance between the plates is quite high and the 

permeability of the magnetic material is exceedingly low. This may be seen in Figure 12.7: the fringing flux is far 

from negligible and the magnetic flux density in the plates is not totally radial. Note that the plates being rather 

thick partially counterbalance le permeability being rather low. 

At the end of the day, our calculations do no differ greatly from the simulation and the measurements.  

12.4 USING 3F3 

12.4.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, the geometry described in section 12.2 is tested using plates of 3F3-ferrite. This material is 

most common; it is designed for use in power and general purpose transformers at frequencies in the 200-

500 kHz-range [53]. For sample-availability reasons, and since ferrite is tremendously hard to machine, each 

plate is actually rectangular and made of two juxtaposed pieces of ferrite. Since the small gap between them is 

radial, and thus not in a flux path, it is assumed to have negligible impact on the characteristics of the device.  

 The thickness of the plates used is � = 3.2 mm. The device is considered at 100 kHz. 

The data are collected in the very same way as with the TG-material, the results are given in section 12.4.3. 

12.4.2 PROP ER TI ES  O F TH E MAG NETI C MAT ERIA L  

12.4.2.1 EL E C T R O S T A T I C  PR O P E R T I E S  

Section 10.5.3.5 showed that the assumption �y( ≈ ∞ does hold in the case of the 3F3-ferrite.  
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12.4.2.2 MA G N E T I C  P R O P E R T I E S  

The initial permeability at 100kHz is ',X = 2000. For further details, see the datasheet [53]. 

12.4.3 ESTI MA TION  OF TH E EFFECTIV E EXT ERN AL RA DIU S  �( 

The magnetic plates made of 3F3 used in the prototype are not circular, as expected by the modelling 

developed in this work, but rectangular. This is a result of the unavailability of standard circular plates of 

ferrite, combined with the difficulty of machining hard and brittle ferrite. The value of �( used in the 

calculations is an effective value, chosen so that the surface of the plates is preserved: 

 �( = N�/¨ (12.8) 

Where � = 1.94 ⋅ 105? mE is the surface of the plates.  

12.4.4 ELECTRI CA L CHA RA CTERISTI CS  O F TH E DEVI CE  

A FEMM-simulation of the DUT is given in Figure 12.10. The simulated, calculated and measured results are 

gathered in Table 12.2 (see Figure 12.2 for their meaning). 

 
Figure 12.10: FEMM-simulation of the DUT with plates in 3F3. 1A flows in the external winding (number 2) and zero in the 

other. 

Parameter Unit 
Measured 

value 

Simulated 

value 

Calculated 

value ¬¯ = 0.04 

Deviation 

Measurement 

vs. 

Simulation 

(%) 

Deviation 

Calculation 

vs. 

Simulation 

(%) �K nH 600 808 710 −30 −13 �N nH 812 1100 1008 −30 −8.7 uKN − 0.86 0.92 0.79 −6.7 −15 �KK  pF 24 Not simulated 32 − − �NN pF 33 Not simulated 40 − − �KN pF 18 Not simulated 10 − − ]K mΩ 111 108 105 2.7 −2.8 ]N mΩ 127 130 127 −2.3 −2.3 
Table 12.2: Parameters of the prototype at 100 kHz, using 3F3. Simulations and calculations do not take into account the 

rectangular shape of the plates. �( = 24.9 mm. 

The obtained values of inductances quite greatly differ (the error peaks at 30 %), the measured values 

being quite lower than those obtained from the simulations and the measurements. As for the resistances, the 

results are consistent. 
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12.5 USING 3F4 

12.5.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, the geometry described in section 12.2 is tested using plate of 3F4-ferrite. This material is 

most common; it is designed for use in power and general purpose transformers at frequencies in the 1-2 MHz-

range [56]. The plates have the same geometry as those used in the prototype using 3F3, the external radius is 

calculated in the very same way as for the 3F3-material (see section 12.4.3). 

 Inductive parameters are measured at 1 MHz, i.e. in the optimal working domain of the material used; the 

resistances are measured at 100 kHz, i.e. at a frequency low enough for our implementation of the Thin Wires 

to be valid.  

The data are collected in the very same way as with the TG-material, the results are given in section 12.5.3. 

12.5.2 PROP ER TI ES  O F TH E MAG NETI C MAT ERIA L  

12.5.2.1 EL E C T R O S T A T I C  PR O P E R T I E S  

Section 10.5.3.5 showed that the assumption �y( ≈ ∞ does hold in the case of the 3F4-ferrite.  

12.5.2.2 MA G N E T I C  P R O P E R T I E S  

The initial permeability at 100kHz is ',X = 900. For further details, see the datasheet [56]. 

12.5.3 ELECTRI CA L CHA RA CTERISTI CS  O F TH E DEVI CE  

The simulated, calculated and measured results are gathered in the following table (see Figure 12.2 for 

their meaning). 

Parameter �	(MHz)	 Unit 
Measured 

value 

Simulated 

value 

Calculated 

value ¬¯ = 0.3 

Deviation 

Measureme

nt vs. 

Simulation 

(%) 

Deviation 

Calculation 

vs. 

Simulation 

(%) �K	 1 nH 565	 701	 796	 −21	 13	�N	 1 nH 763	 989	 1007	 −26	 1.8	uKN	 1 − 0.90	 0.90	 0.92	 0	 2.2	�KK 	 1 pF 28	 Not	simulated	 32	 −	 −	�NN	 1 pF 38	 Not	simulated	 40	 −	 −	�KN 1 pF 20	 Not	simulated	 10	 −	 −	]K	 0.1 mΩ 112	 107	 105	 4.6	 −1.9	]N	 0.1 mΩ 126	 129	 127	 −2.4	 −1.6	
Table 12.3: Parameters of the prototype, using 3F4. Simulations and calculations do not take into account the rectangular 

shape of the plates. �( = 24.9	mm.  

Similarly to the 3F3-material, the error on the inductances is quite high, both our modelling and the 

simulation greatly overestimating the fluxes. 
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12.6 USING AB7020HF  

12.6.1 INT RO DU CTIO N  

In this section, the geometry described in section 12.2 is tested using plates of AB7020HF. This material is 

made of a flexible polymer resin loaded with soft metal flakes; it is primarily intended to be used an EMI 

absorber [57]. AB7020hf is sold in sheets composed of a layer of active material of thickness 200 µm, topped 

with an adhesive layer of thickness 50 µm. In the prototype, three sheets are piled-up, leading to an equivalent 

plate of thickness � = 750 μm and relative permeability ' = 88.  Moreover: �( = 17.5 mm and �X = 0. 
This material is flexible (there is thus no risk to break it [3]) and easily machinable for it may be cut using a 

simple cutter blade. Furthermore, its permeability, though ten limes lower than that of 3F4, is not as low as 

that of TG. This potentially makes this material a good choice for PCB integration. 

Inductive parameters are considered at 1 MHz; the resistances are assessed at 100 kHz.  

The data are collected in the very same way as with the TG-material, the results are given in section 12.6.2. 

12.6.2 ELECTRI CA L CHA RA CTERISTI CS  O F TH E DEVI CE  

The simulated, calculated and measured results are gathered in the following table (see Figure 12.2 for 

their meaning). 

Parameter � �MHz� Unit 
Measured 

value 

Simulated 

value 

Calculated 

value ¬ = 0.3 

Deviation 

Measurement 

vs. 

Simulation 

(%) 

Deviation 

Calculation 

vs. Simulation 

(%) 

�K 1 nH 366 499 483 −31 −3.3 �N 1 nH 454 614 681 −30 10 uKN 1 − 0.82 0.85 0.79 −3.6 −7.3 �KK 1 pF 26 Not simulated 32 − − �NN 1 pF 32 Not simulated 40 − − �KN 1 pF 17.8 Not simulated 10 − − ]K 0.1 mΩ 107 107 105 0 −1.9 ]N 0.1 mΩ 122 129 127 −5.6 −1.6 
Table 12.4: Parameters of the prototype at 100 kHz, using three piled-up sheets of AB70120HF.  

The simulated and calculated values of inductances are fairly close; but somewhat differ from the 

measurements. The resistance values are consistent. 

12.7 CONCLUSION  

The simulated, calculated and measured inductances poorly fit; the error wrt the FEM-simulation climaxes 

to 30 %. Adding a correction allowing some flux to cross the gap through the tracks improved the calculation. 

However, this correction requires the use of a FEM simulation to estimate ¬¯. Insofar as the correct value of 

this coefficient depends on many different parameters (i.e. not only frequency) off-the-line calculations is not 

an option. 

 The great error is partially due to the small ideality of the device: our modelling was primarily derived for 

high-frequency devices characterised by small air-gaps. Moreover, those measurements are far from trivial and 

thus vitiated by an intrinsic error. Another source of error is that our modelling assumed that the plates were 

circular whilst the one used in some prototypes were rectangular. 
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A prototype based on 400µm-thick PCB-substrate and using circular 3F3-magnetic plates would have 

potentially yielded a better match between our modelling and the measurements; however, due to time-

constrains, no such prototype was tested. 
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13 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES  

13.1 DOMAIN OF APPLICATION  

Each component of our modelling made some assumptions on the dimensions of the device and on the 

characteristics of the excitation.  

Our developments on the magnetism of the device assumed that lead to the development of an ideality 

factor Λ�  that could be used as a measurement of the accuracy of our development. For instance, it showed 

that the following relations were approximately valid, considering ' ≥ 50 (section 8.3): 

 Λ� > 50 ⇒ 8�³� − 18 > 0.8, Λ� > 100 ⇒ 8�³� − 18 > 0.9		 (13.1) 

Where �³ is the estimated inductance wereas � is the actual inductance. 

We briefly described a modelling valid under a dc-excitation. However, this situation is of limited interest 

for the considered device is primarily to be used under ac-excitation. Then, our modelling assumed that the 

skindepth in the track is at most 20 % to 30 % of the thickness of the conductor.  

As for our estimation of the copper losses it is only valid up to a few hundreds of kHz. Our implementation 

of the estimation of the magnetic losses may only be trusted provided that the iGSE is verified for the 

considered material. 

Finally, our developments on electrostatics were derived under the assumption that the ferrite core could 

be approximated as a plane of infinite conductivity.  

13.2 GENERAL CONCLUSION  

During those 22 weeks of Master’s thesis, we worked on a single geometry of planar magnetic component, 

well-suited for full PCB-integration. This device could be used to make inductors, transformers or even 

complete resonant tanks, in particular making use of the parasitic capacitances.  

In this report, we described our modelling of the device: the inductive and capacitive couplings between 

the windings are derived, as well as the copper and iron losses. Thermal design is assessed and some 

considerations on EMC are drawn.  

Although only one of them is scrutinized in this report, our work was divided into two entangled parts: the 

complete modelling of the device and the realisation of a Matlab tool calculating all the characteristics of the 

component, given its geometry. Such tool could be inserted in an optimisation loop that, given a set of 

constrains on the maximum dimensions, nature of the magnetic material, EMC, etc., would find the dimensions 

yielding the best device, i.e. the one exhibiting the highest efficiency when inserted in a given converter. This 

tool could then be used by an engineer willing to quickly optimise their design. The lack of time did not allow us 

to implement such optimisation process.  

13.3 FUTURE WORK  

Despite the apparent triviality of the considered geometry, its modelling actually proved most intricate. 

Even though we tried to present a comprehensive modelling of the device, some points could require a more 

thorough consideration.  
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The assessment of the copper-losses, for instance, appeared to be accurate in a rather narrow frequency-

band: up to a few hundreds of kHz whilst one or two more decades would be appreciated. Using the Partial 

Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) might yield better results (i.e. faster and/or accurate up to a higher 

frequency). 

The estimation of the parasitic capacitance also offered some surprises: the highly-non-linear behaviour of 

the magnetic material complicates the assessment of the electrostatic couplings between the tracks; the actual 

frequency-response of the ferrite should be taken into account to provide a more precise estimation of the 

capacitance matrix of the device.  

Some purely programming work is yet to be done, in particular in order to develop the optimisation 

program able of optimise the characteristics of a device, given a certain set of constrains.  

Furthermore, it has been assumed in all our study that the device could be treated as a set of ring-shaped 

tracks. Although considering that the spiral that constitutes the windings is a set of rings may be most 

reasonable, neglecting the effect of the leads between the transformer and its environment may not be 

neglected. The losses they induce, in particular, ought to be considered.  
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14 APPENDIX:  RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS  

14.1 INTRODUCTION  

The study presented in this thesis focuses on planar, PCB-based, inductors and transformers. Due to the 

high surface of the copper tracks, along with the closeness between the copper tracks and the magnetic 

material, the parasitic capacitance between the windings and the core (see section 10) may be of greater 

magnitude than what may be expected in common winded magnetic components. Moreover, the magnetic 

material may be expected to be quite lossy a dielectric, in so far as it is primarily designed to meet magnetic 

requirements.  

In this section we shall try and measure the complex relative permittivity (defined in section 14.2) of 

magnetic materials.  

Materials particularly well-suited for pcb-integration shall be considered, including flexible, ferrite-loaded 

polymer sheets, primarily destined to EMI shielding. These materials are constituted of a polymer base in which 

micro-metric particles of magnetic material are included. 

14.2 DEFINITION OF THE COMPLEX PERMITTIVITY 

Let us consider two electrodes galvanicaly isolated and let the capacity between those electrodes placed in 

vacuum be �lfÅ = º��,	where º� is the permitivitty of vacuum and � is a constant depending on the geometry 

of the electrodes; � has the dimension of a length (m). Then, the impedance of the capacitor at pulsation � is: 

 ÷lfÅ = − ��lfÅ� = − �º��� (14.1) 

Let us consider the same electrodes placed in a medium. Let ÷� be the impedance of the dipole formed 

between those electrodes at pulsation �.	We may then define the complex relative permittivity of this medium 

as: 

 º' = − �º���÷� (14.2) 

Let us further consider (º'� , º'��) ∈ ℝE such that: 

 º' = º'� − �º'�� (14.3) 

Then: 

 ÷� = º'��º����º'� E + º'��E� − �º'��º���º'� E + º'��E� 
(14.4) 

º'�� accounts for the losses in the device whilst º'�  accounts for the reactive part of the impedance. 

14.3 METHODOLOGY  

14.3.1 EXP ERI MENT A L SET-UP  

The material under test is slightly pressed (pressure of 4.5MPa) between two metallic planes. A planar 

capacitor is then formed, the capacity �%&% of which may easily be calculated (neglecting fringing effects), which 

then yields the relative permittivity of the material: 
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 º' = �%&%.º��  (14.5) 

Where � is the surface of the metallic planes and . is the thickness of the sample being characterized.  

The metallic planes used to form the electrodes of the capacitor are made using double-sided PCB. The 

external copper plates are grounded in order to minimise the fringing electric flux by shielding it. The resulting 

parasitic capacitance is then compensated. This manoeuvre results in an improvement of the precision and 

repeatability of the measurement. 

A sketch of the set-up, as well a photograph, is provided in Figure 14.1 and Figure 14.2. 

 
Figure 14.1: 3D-sketch of the set-up used to measure the permittivity of magnetic materials. Grey: ferrite; orange: copper; 

green: PCB-substrate (epoxy FR4, º' ≈ 4.50). 

 

 
Figure 14.2: Photograph of the experimental set-up. The mecanical piece of engineerning used to apply a pressure between 

the electrodes is removed for a better view of the arangment. 
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In so far as fringing effects are, at first order, proportional to the perimeter *	of the electrodes whilst the 

capacitance under study is	�%&% ∝ �.56, the maximisation of the SNR of the measurement goes through the 

maximisation of the aspect ratio defined as: 

 �* = �*. (14.6) 

In the device used for tests, the plates are of dimensions	30	mm × 60	mm, hence a ratio �/* equal to 

10mm; the actual value of �*  depends on the dimensions of the tested sample – we used �* ∈ _2.6, 30c. The 

dimensions of the electrodes were constrained by the sizes of the samples under test. According to FEA, 

neglecting fringing effects yield an error below 3.5 %. 

14.3.2 PAR A SITI C IMP ED AN CE  

The impedance of the wiring of the device was measured between 100Hz and 40MHz. The dc-resistance is 

equal to 5mΩ and increases from 20kHz, due to skin and proximity effects, up to 120mΩ at 40MHz. The 

measured series-inductance is equal to 3.2nH at 100kHz, it drops to 2.8nH at 40MHz. 

The results presented in the following section are measurements corrected of this parasitic impedance, as 

well as the parasitic capacitance. Data above 20MHz are not shown because the correction is considered as too 

high with respect to the initial measurement as well as not reproducible enough to yield pertinent results.  

14.4 RESULTS 

14.4.1 3F3 

3F3-ferrite is a medium frequency power material for use in power and general purpose transformers at 

frequencies of 0.2 - 0.5MHz [53]. The initial permeability at 10kHz is about 2000 [53].  

The thickness of the sample is 3.23mm. 

 
Figure 14.3: Complex impedance of the material 3F3. 

14.4.2 3F4   

3F4-ferrite is a high frequency power material for use in power and general purpose transformers at 

frequencies of 1 - 2 MHz. The initial permeability, measured at 10kHz, is about 900 [56]. 

The thickness of the sample is 3.86mm 
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Figure 14.4: Complex impedance of the material 3F4. 

14.4.3 AB7020 

3M™ EMI Absorber AB7000 Series consists of a flexible polymer resin loaded with soft metal flakes. It is 

typically used for applications requiring EMI control and signal integrity improvement in the 50MHz to 10 GHz 

range. The initial permeability, measured at 1MHz, is about 110. The thickness of the magnetic material plate is 

200µm, on top of which is added a pressure-sensitive adhesive of thickness 50µm [57]. 

The complete sheet is used (i.e. the total thickness is 250µm) in the measurements presented in the left 

plots of the following figures, whilst the adhesive sheet was (chemically) removed to make the right plots (i.e. 

the total thickness is 200µm). 

�·�	 (�) 
Figure 14.5: Complex impedance of the material AB7020. (a): with plastic sheets on the magnetic material; (b): with plastic 

sheets removed from the magnetic material. 

14.4.4 IFL12 

TDK’s Flexield is a highly flexible and shock resistant (i.e. no crack) soft magnetic sheet material consisting 

of magnetic material and resin. It is highly effective when used in reader/writers or attached to tags and metal 

components used in emerging RFID systems based on the 13.56MHz band. Its initial permeability, measured at 

13.56MHz, is about 45. The thickness of the sample is 100µm [60]. 
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Figure 14.6: Complex impedance of the material IFL12.  

14.4.5 TG-MAT ERIA L  

This sample is intended for EMI-filtering. It is very flexible and 2mm-thick. It is used in the prototype 

described in section 12.3.  

No more information is available. 

 
Figure 14.7: Complex impedance of the material TG-material 

14.4.6 FFSX-0.1-5060T 

Effective reduction in RFID-to-metal interference in systems at 13.56MHz. The ferrite sheet is 100µm-thick, 

bellow which is added a pressure-sensitive adhesive of thickness 80µm. A plastic cover sheet of thickness 30µm 

is further added to the device, which thus features a total thickness of 210µm [58].  
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Figure 14.8: Complex impedance of the material FFSX-0.1-5060T 

14.5 DISCUSSION  

14.5.1 MET HOD OLO G Y  

The electric contact between the magnetic material and the electrodes is not perfect and a thin (of the 

order of a few tens to a hundred of µm) layer of air subsists between the surfaces, hence corrupting the results. 

The most affected measurements are those for which the ratio of the thickness of the sample and the modulus 

of the permittivity is the lowest.  

There is no mean to compensate for the error resulting from this for the actual thickness of the air gap is 

unknown and varies from a sample to the other. This measurement bias could nonetheless have been avoided, 

for instance at the expense of the use of silver-based, conducting, paint to make the electrodes. 

14.5.2 RES ULTS  

Ferrites as well as ferrite-loaded polymer are composed of 100-nanometric to micrometric highly 

conductive grains placed in a dielectric binder. Then, even though the dielectric constant of the binder may be, 

by itself, rather low, the effective thickness of the dielectric is much lower than that of the total ferrite, 

resulting in a highly magnified permittivity [14].  

The permittivity of the samples of pure ferrites (i.e. 3F3 and 3F4) is nonetheless much higher than that of 

the others samples due to the distributed gap formed by the polymer, which increases the effective thickness 

of the dielectric and thus reduces the overall permittivity. 
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16 NOTATIONS  

16.1 NOTATIONS SPECIFIC TO THE STATE OF ART  

16.1.1 LATIN  ALPH A B ET  

Notation Main relation Definition Unit �(   Equivalent cross section of the magnetic core mE e e = � Flux density T e³  Peak value of the sinusoidal flux density T e$f%   Saturation flux density T .  Characteristic dimension m �  Frequency Hz �$,  Switching frequency Hz �W  Maximum frequency Hz � � = 1 − �fÅ�)Å  Skin effect factor − �'   Proximity effect factor − �  Magnetic field �. �Ï (°±% , �, �)  Parameters of the Steinmetz power equation. �W. s�. T5ý, −, −� �(   Total equivalent length of the magnetic core m ��  Gap length m ����  Inductance, measured at pulsation � H *y   Power dissipated by eddy current in a core W *¹(   Power dissipated by proximity effect W *&+%   Output power W � �'($�/� Q-factor of an inductor. − ����� ���������  Modified Q-factor of an inductor, measured at pulsation � − �)Å   dc-resistance of a conductor Ω �fÅ   Ac-resistance of a wire, measured at a given pulsation � Ω �����  Parasitic resistance of inductance L, measured at pulsation � Ω ℛ  Reluctance A. tr. Wb56 ª  Temperature K #X�  Input voltage V #&+%   Output voltage V 

16.1.2 GR EEK  ALP H AB ET  ¬ ¬ = .�/.ª Temperature coefficient of the resistivity � − ¥ ¥ = N��¨56
 Skin depth m   = e/� Absolute permeability H. m56 � 4¨ ⋅ 105= Vacuum permeability H. m56 f f = 1�

e� Relative permeability − X  lim�→� f Relative initial permeability − (  ( = 1�ℛ �(�( Effective relative permeability − '  Relative permeability − §  Frequency Hz � � =  �56 Conductivity m ⋅ Ω56 

ρ � = �56 Resistivity Ω ⋅ m56 ���� � = �������� Time constant of an inductor, measured at pulsation � s � � = 2¨§ Pulsation rad ⋅ s56 
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�'($   Resonant pulsation rad ⋅ s56 �$,   Switching pulsation rad ⋅ s56 

16.2 NOTATIONS VALID FROM SECTION 7 

16.2.1 GR EEK  ALP H AB ET  

¬, µ, °$%  Standard Steinmetz coefficients 
�−, −, W. s�. T5ý� 

¬, µ, ¬6,E, µ6,E  
(In the section on thermal management): constants of 

integration. 

_αc= Km56 _βc = K 

M M ⋅ ¥»+ = √2 Temporary variable related to the skindepth ¥»+. m56 

MW MW = N÷�I»  Characteristic coefficient of the ser of TW. rad56 

M)Å , ·)Å   
Material-dependant parameters used to estimate the extra-

losses due to the dc-biasing of the core. 
_ 

¥ ¥ = è��'2  Characteristic thickness of the device. m 

¥»+ ��¨��»+�56/E Skindepth in copper at frequency � m ¥XQ   Kronecker delta: ∀�, ¥XX = 1 , ∀��, ?�, � ≠ ?, ¥XQ = 0 − 

Δe  
peak-to peak flux density variation applied to the magnetic 

material 
T º  Thickness of the conductive tracks. m º'  Relative permittivity. − ºyO{  Relative permittivity of the PCB-substrate. − º'� , º'�� º = º'� − ?º'�� Real and complex parts of the relative permittivity. − ù ù = �³� 

Estimated inductance of the DUT normalised by its actual 

value. 
− 

4  Vector of parameters describing Λ� . − æX   
Length by which the width of the �%¯ is effectively decreased 

due to the flux crossing the gap from above it. 
m � � ≈ . Local effective length of the gap m �Ì  

Characteristic length used for the calculation of the fringing 

reluctance 
m �y(   Thermal conductivity of the magnetic material Wm56K56 Λ,ℊ  Temporary variable  Λ�   

Ideality factor estimating the value of ù from the geometrical 

parameters of the DUT. 
AU � � = 4¨105= Permeability of vacuum H ⋅ m56 (ÌÌ,(à%  (ÌÌ,(à% = ����6  Effective external relative permeability. − 

(ÌÌ,X�%  

Relative permeability of the material of the track such that the 

copper losses in the DUT without the plates are equal to those 

that would be measured in the DUT with the plates and tracks 

of permeability Å . 
− 

'  Relative permeability (of the material of the magnetic plates) − Å  Relative permeability of the track. − '� , '�� ' = '� − ?'�� Real and complex parts of the relative permeability. − §X   Width of the �%¯ track m §- §+, = §X − 2æX  
Or §- = § + )E 

effective width of the �%¯ track m ¾X   Distance between the centre of the �%¯ and � + 1%¯ tracks m �X   Radius of the hole in the magnetic plates m �(   External radius of the magnetic plates m �Å,X   Mean radius of the �%¯ track m ��, Ë, æ�  Coordinates of a point in polar geometry. �m, m, rad� 
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�Ï, Ë, æ� �FG,X  Radius of the ring the �%¯ TW forms. m �»+  Conductivity of the track. S ⋅ m56 �y(  Conductivity of the magnetic plates S ⋅ m56 �  Emissivity of the surface of the device exposed to the air. − ¤  Magnetic flux Wb ¤�  
Particular solution to the ODE characterising the magnetic flux 

density. 
Wb ¤É  Magnetic flux in the plates. Wb ¤X   Magnetic flux generated in the magnetic plates by the �%¯ TW. Wb 

16.2.2 LATIN  ALPH A B ET  

·�Ï�, Ï  
Half axes of a flux line for the calculation of the fringing 

reluctance 
m 

·)Å , M)Å   
Material-dependant parameters used to estimate the extra-

losses due to the dc-biasing of the core. 
− 

·W, ·É   
Limits of integration for the calculation of the fringing 

reluctance 
m ·FG  Parameter characterising the TW distribution. − �(  Effective cross-section of a magnetic core. mE ���Ï� , �����  Kelvin functions of order � − e�  Magnetic flux density T e�, eÉ  

Magnetic flux density in the gap (along the Ë-axis) and in the 

magnetic plates (along the �- axis). 
T )%&%  Heat capacity of the DUT. JK56 )l��, )lq��   

Volume heat capacity of the magnetic material and PCB-

substrate. 
JK56kg56 �%  Capacitance matrix between the tracks. F �FG  Capacitance matrix between the TW F �,  Capacitance matrix between the windings. F .  Distance between the magnetic plates m .X,Q   Distance between the axes of the �%¯ and ?%¯  TW. m .W   Limit of integration for the calculation of the fringing reluctance m �  Thickness of the magnetic plates. m �6, �E  Ideal source of MMF. A ⋅ tr �  Working frequency Hz �É  Elliptic integral of the first kind − �O,� ,�($$(�   

Custom functions used to determine the resistance and internal 

inductance of the TW. 
− �  Magnetic potential A ⋅ tr î�,…,Ã  

Set of geometries, steps of the derivation of the fringing 

reluctance. 
− ℎÃ  Convection coefficient. WK56m5E ���  Magnetic field A ⋅  m56 �)Å   dc-magnetic field applied to the core. A ⋅  m56 ℋÃ,…6  Set of elementary applications used to go from î� to îÃ − 

ℋ 
ℋ= ℋÃ ∘ ℋÃ56∘ … ∘ ℋ6 

Application used in the calculation of the fringing reluctance to 

map a simple geometry î� to the geometry of interest îÃ 
− 

À�æ�  
Vector of length �FG, such that ÀX�æ� is the current in the �%¯ 

TW at position æ ∈ _0, 2¨c 
A ÀX   Current in the �%¯ track A °X   IGSE-coefficient − °mn�   Coefficient in the iGSE accounting for the dc-bias of the core. − °É  Density of TW. m56 
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�°$% , ¬, µ�  Standard Steinmetz coefficients 
�W. s�. T5ý,−, −� À" ,�"   Modified Bessel function of first and second kind of order §. − �  Inductance of the device H �³  

Estimated inductance of the device, using the exposed 

modelling 
H �(  Effective length of a magnetic core. m �(à% , �X�%  External and internal inductance matrix between the TWs H ���  

Inductance of the DUT assuming that the relative permeability 

of the magnetic material is ' 
H �%P   Effective length of a circular track. m CÉ  

Set of the indexes of the tracks belonging to winding �; CÉ ⊆ ¼1, �,½ 
− 
%  Matrix of mutual inductance between the tracks. H 
,  Matrix of mutual inductance between the windings. H 

ℳÉ,��¤�  

Set of the matrices having � lines and � columns of coefficients 

in ¤ –  ℳÉ,��¤� is canonically isomorphic to ¤É�.  

Let  ℳ�,��¤� =ℳ��¤� 
− 

�%   Number of tracks − �FG�°�  Number of TW used to model the °%¯ track. − �FG,%&% 
�FG,%&% =∑ �FG�°�Â   

Total number of TW used. − �,  Number of windings of the DUT − *»+  Copper losses W *Å&'( , *y(  Core losses W *'f)(,�  Radiated power W *l&�   Volume core losses W ⋅ m5? ¥, .¥ ℛ56 Permeance, elementary permeance of a magnetic flux path. H �Ï, Ë, æ� ��, Ë, æ� 
 Coordinates of a point in polar geometry. �m, m, rad� 5  Maximum relative error on the estimation of the inductance. − ÏFG  Radius of the thin wires. m �yO{(,�   

Thermal resistance of the isolation placed between the copper 

tracks and the plates 
K ⋅ W56 .�%¯  Elementary thermal resistance. K ⋅ W56 �%&¹, �z&%  Convection thermal resistance K ⋅ W56 �FG  Matrix resistance of the TW Ω ℛ  Reluctance H56 ℛÌ,X,(  Fringing reluctance in � = �X,( H56 ℛ¹� , ℛ¹ ℛ¹ = ℛ¹�.� 

Elementary Reluctance of the gap between the plates, 

considering a ring of thickness .�. 
¦ℛ¹§ = H56 

ℛ¹�,X   
Reluctance of the magnetic circuit above and below the �%¯ 

track. 
H56 

ℛ$� , ℛ$  ℛ$ = ℛ$�.� 
Elementary Reluctance of the plates, considering a ring of 

thickness .�. 
_ℛ$c = H56 

�  (In the section on thermal management): surface of the plates. mE ��  
Vector of length 2�% + 2 defining the geometry of the device on 

the � −direction. 
m 

���   ���  is calculated as ��, but using §- instead of §. m ª�Ë�  Temperature in the device at altitude Ë. K ªf   Ambient temperature K ªÅ   Curie temperature K ª$+'Ì   Temperature of the surface of the device exposed to ªf  K ðX  ðÃ = ℋ�îÃ� Potential distribution the space in geometry îX  V #�æ�  
Vector of length �FG, such that #X�æ� is the voltage in the �%¯ 

TW at position æ ∈ _0, 2¨c 
V 
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IÅ   TW-conductance matrix S ÷�  TW-impedance matrix Ω 
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17 GLOSSARY  

DUT Device Under Test 

EMC, EMI Electro-Magnetic Compatibility, Electro-Magnetic Interferences 

ESL, ESR Equivalent Series Inductance, Equivalent Series Resistance 

FE, FEA, FEM Finite Element, Finite Element Method, Finite Element Analysis 

FR4 Flame Retardant 4 

GaN Gallium Nitride 

iGSE Improved Generalised Steinmetz Equation 

MMF Magneto-Motive Force 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

SMD Surface Mounted Device 

TCE Thermal Coefficient of Expansion 

TG Name attributed to of the unknown material used for the first prototype. 

TW Thin Wire 
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